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The idea that representations not only describe, but also help shape the world
is being explored both empirically and theoretically in an increasing number
of academic disciplines ranging from anthropology to quantum mechanics. In-
sights emerging from such research question representationalism: the belief that
representations simply describe the represented. Ideas and arguments around
the nature of representation are particularly relevant for computer science be-
cause computers are representational technologies: in order to be useful, they
must represent relevant aspects of the world. In my PhD research, I have taken
up the challenge of exploring the implications of these ideas for computational
approaches.
Grounded in affective computing and ubiquitous computing, my research
was guided by two core questions united by a focus on the opportunities and
implications brought about by taking seriously the idea that representations also
shape reality. The first examines how to derive computational representations
differently by engaging this idea in technical practice. Two projects provide
two case studies on different representations using physiological sensor data:
one on basic visualizations of the data; the other, focuses on a more complex
form of representation: training classifiers of emotion from the data using ma-
chine learning. Building on these projects, the second question examines how
the shift in the way we understand representations changes the main practices
of constructing interactive systems. To this end, I have designed, built, and
evaluated an interactive, mobile system leveraging sensor based statistical clas-
sification; the system is designed to help its users experience and understand
their emotions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Recurrent problems for interactive systems are rooted in specific differences be-
tween people and computers. Lucy Suchman’s Plans and Situated Actions, a sem-
inal text in HCI, takes such differences as a central concern (Suchman, 1987).
Suchman grounds her analysis in observations of interactions between an ‘in-
telligent’ photocopier and its users. The copier, augmented with an expert help
system, offered users step-by-step guidance on how to perform different kinds
of copying jobs. To do this, it kept track of the user’s actions, such as pressing
buttons, and advised the user how to perform the next action by displaying in-
structions for her to follow. And yet, in spite of these technical efforts to ensure
the smooth maneuvering of the copier, the encounter between novice users and
the system often led to interactional breakdowns that could be summed up as
users and system not being on the same page1. Suchman’s observations and
analysis locate the source of these problems in asymmetries between users and
the system in access to and understanding of the situation: “It was as if the ma-
chine was tracking the user’s actions through a very small keyhole and then
mapping what it saw back onto a prespecified template of possible interpreta-
tions” (Suchman, 2006, p. 11).
An anthropology of human-computer interactions, Plans and Situated Actions
quickly became, and remains until today, a key reference for the entire field of
HCI. Suchman’s analysis spawned a subfield of HCI — Computer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW) — to further investigate asymmetries between peo-
ple and machines and propose solutions to overcome them. This is to say that
1Suchman describes the difficulties as “two classes of communicative breakdown, the false
alarm and the garden path” (Suchman, 1987, p. 163, original emphasis)
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problems due to differences between people and computers, such as the ones
highlighted in her book, have been a persistent feature in HCI’s landscape. Diffi-
culties associated with these differences came to be referred as the socio-technical
gap: the divide between social requirements for system design and the technical
means to support them. In other words, the gap refers to limitations that inhere
in technical approaches to address the subtleties that characterize social life. At-
testing to its weight for matters of interaction, the gap has been identified as the
main intellectual challenge for CSCW and one of the fundamental problems for
HCI, more broadly (Ackerman, 2000).
Suchman’s quote above is suggestive of two main research directions that
together aim to narrow the socio-technical gap. The first, a technical direction,
is concerned with enlarging the keyhole, as it were: giving computers more
information about their environments. For example, more powerful sensing
equipment and more complete representations gives HCI systems more tools
with which to ascertain users’ actions, the system’s context of use, and so on.
The second direction complements the first and examines to how data are to
be interpreted. For example, this direction investigates the relationship between
representations and entities in the world. The challenge of exploring the nature
of this relationship has been pursued primarily by social scientists. Suchman
herself critiqued the idea dominating technical work at the time of her analy-
sis that representations can and should mirror reality. Since then, the complex
and nuanced relationship between representation and represented described by
Suchman in the context of human action has been confirmed and extended to
other human practices by further ethnographic observations. Yet, as I will ar-
gue in this thesis, more than two decades since its publication, the overwhelm-
ing majority of technical work still relies on the idea challenged by Suchman’s
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book: that representations should stand in one to one correspondence with real-
ity. Why has this idea been so tenacious? If we take seriously the complexity of
the relationship between representation and reality, how should technical prac-
tice change? How could we construct and use computational representations
differently? Can a different take on technical representation alleviate the prob-
lems associated with the socio-technical gap? These are the main questions I
take up in this dissertation.
1.1 Entangled Beginnings
To make more concrete the core issues associated with the interplay between
the socio-technical gap and the nature of the relationship between representa-
tion and represented, which I henceforth refer to as the problem of representation, I
begin with an example from my work which contains the seed that spawned my
PhD research. It makes clear in a palpable way that the representation and the
gap problems are linked in a constitutive way. While it suggests that consider-
ing them together might be valuable, it also foreshadows important roadblocks
this brings up and must be addressed in order to move on.
The example comes from one of my first research projects in HCI. That re-
search, carried out with my colleague Steve Schwenk, took as its starting point
the use of real-time physiological signals, such as heart rate, to infer users’ emo-
tional state. This is typically achieved by developing algorithms that produce
representations of emotions: technical objects that approximate the social object
that constitutes the referent of representation, i.e., lived emotion. One exam-
ple of efficient representations of emotion maps objective, observable signals to
3
Technical Socio-cultural
Objective Subjective
Well-defined Situated
Generalized Idiosyncratic
Discrete Fluid
Formal Mediated
Quantified Interpreted
Represented Experienced
Table 1.1: Technical vs. socio-cultural approaches to human emotion.
emotional states: for example, from biometric sensor data an emotional state is
computed. Purportedly, such representations make it possible to continuously
identify the emotion experienced by the person whose physiological measures
are sensed. Interactive systems typically use these algorithmic representations
of emotion to infer user’s affective state and adjust the interaction with the user
according to the inferred state, e.g., to avoid further frustrating the user. What
I want to emphasize here is that these efficient representations of emotions are
used in systems as equivalents of user emotions. In other words, these represen-
tations are de facto positioned in systems as technical objects that mirror social
ones, i.e., emotions.
One problem identified in the realm of affective interactive systems per-
tains to the differences between these two types of objects, technical represen-
tations and socio-cultural understandings of emotion. An instance of the socio-
technical gap, the problem, sometimes termed the affective gap (Boehner &
Sengers, 2006), speaks of the dichotomies that arise when contrasting the tech-
nical and the socio-cultural in the arena of human emotions.
Table 1.1 (adapted from Sengers, 2006) gives a sense that the technical and
socio-cultural approach emotion in asymmetric ways in almost every dimension
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of interest and it points to difficulties interactive systems may encounter in use
due to these mismatches.
Returning to our project, we aimed to explore the interplay between the
problem of representation and the affective gap. Specifically, we wanted to in-
vestigate whether a more nuanced approach to the relationship between repre-
sentations and reality may help us think differently about this gap. We began by
conducting a participatory study. We recorded physiological data from our vol-
unteers while they were walking on Cornell’s campus. With the data we made
simple representations: visualizations such as the one below. The data recorded
consisted of galvanic skin response (GSR) and the participants’ location. Phys-
iological research understands GSR, which measures the skin’s conductivity, to
be a measure of physiological arousal, which plays a central role in many the-
ories of affect. The map visualized the GSR data with the users’ trajectories
(figure 1.1): the height of the wall corresponds to the GSR value recorded at that
location.
In the discussions with the participants that followed the data recording,
our aim was to observe how they made sense of their experiences and actions
and how the maps factored into these activities. The participants gave rich ac-
counts of what had or might have happened to trigger the physiological events
depicted in the maps, e.g., peaks in the GSR values. Importantly, the maps
were weaved into their accounts together with other resources, experiences, and
memories which allowed people to generate new understandings and mean-
ings of their experiences. In chapter 4, I will present at length the themes and
insights that emerged from this study; here, I highlight a few related points that
are particularly relevant in framing the focus of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.1: Arousal map — overlapped representations of the GSR data
from several participants
The most vivid impression the study made on us was that when the mean-
ing of representations such as the maps is not fixed a priori, wonderful things
start to happen. As people contextualized and recontextualized these represen-
tations in their narrations, the representations became in an important sense
alive: generative and dynamic, as evidenced by the breadth and depth of in-
terpretations. That is, the maps participated in people’s accounts beyond the
straightforward referential relation that would be typically expected of such
representations. Importantly, people’s accounts seamlessly weaved the repre-
sentation into their own accounts, emotional and otherwise. In other words,
no issues related to the affective gap surfaced in people’s interactions with the
maps. For us these observations suggested that in dealing with problems associ-
ated with the affective gap, reconsidering the nature of the relationship between
the representation and represented might offer solutions.
This study also included a design component in which we aimed to con-
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ceptualize interactive systems embodying the sense of dynamism that emerged
from our discussions with the participants. study and to engender new possibil-
ities for affective interactive systems. The artifacts and systems we envisioned
demonstrated a different design space afforded by a more nuanced relationship
between representations and represented that moves beyond positioning rep-
resentations as mirroring lived emotions. Rather, we used representations to
provoke and to encourage users to engage critically with them, e.g., by contest-
ing their meaning.
As I presented this work to different audiences, I started to become aware
of serious differences in how these issues were understood from different disci-
plinary backgrounds. The paper describing the project was published at DIS, a
design oriented HCI conference typically attended by researchers from a med-
ley of backgrounds brought together by a sensibility towards matters of de-
sign. Interdisciplinary audiences such as the one at DIS showed excitement
and interest in this work. Interestingly, the research was received differently
by more technical audiences, such as artificial intelligence researchers, accus-
tomed exclusively to using representations as correspondents to real-world en-
tities. While some members of the audience appreciated this new sense of free-
dom around representation, most of them were decidedly uncomfortable. I
was quickly engulfed by an avalanche of related questions that would be best
summed up as pertaining to ground truth: “what about the true meaning of the
physiological data?” “These interpretations are nice stories that people tell, but
how do we know these people aren’t simply deluding themselves?” “Some of
the interpretations appear to be contradictory. Clearly, only some of them may
be truly true, the others are simply false and it’s our job as scientists to clarify
things for users and to do so we must go back the emotion experienced at the
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time the data was recorded.”
I found comments and questions such as these disconcerting. Talking about
the correct emotion seemed to move the discussion away from what was impor-
tant for our participants. My sense was that questions of ground truth (the emo-
tion experienced at the time of the recording), while important, are secondary to
the connections the participants made and the meanings they arrived at when
coming up with and sorting between different interpretations. Yet, from the
traditional technical perspective embraced by my audience, it felt as if the la-
bels (i.e., true emotion) corresponding to each data point were simply erased or
hidden from view in my study.
Another unsettling aspect for me was that the general agreement among my
more technical audience appeared to be that while this research could be useful
for matters of human-computer interaction, computational and more specifi-
cally artificial intelligence research such as emotion recognition through pattern
matching from physiological data need not worry about matters of interpre-
tation. From this perspective, the interpretational approach I was suggesting
could just be added to the interactional layer of the system, i.e., on top of the
technical level, if such an approach proves to be useful for users. In other words,
the overall sentiment seemed to be that computational efforts are the ones han-
dling the object of investigation (true emotion), so they need not worry about
broader social aspects surrounding the system such as user interpretation; these
were issues that could be left for the interface.
As a computer scientist and given my research background in artificial in-
telligence (AI), I knew exactly where my AI colleagues’ questions were coming
from. My study was suggesting that a way out of recurrent difficulties asso-
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ciated with the affective gap – in short, differences between representations
of emotions and lived emotion – was to approach differently the relationship
between representations and the world. My study was going against what in
computer science is a matter of common sense: the assumption that technical
representations should stand in direct correspondence to the entities they repre-
sent; therefore, representations of emotions should correctly mirror users’ actual
emotions, in contrast to the fuzzier, more entangled sorts of relationships that
seemed to be suggested by users’ entangled accounts. From their perspective –
which I had shared for many years – it is very hard, if not impossible, to imagine
what this might mean. Wouldn’t letting go of the correspondence assumption
lead to utter relativism? Would anything go?
My colleagues’ questions made me realize that in order to move forward
with my work on different takes on representation and the socio-technical gap
I would first have to answer some important questions, although not quite the
ones my audience was asking me. In a nutshell, an important element of the
study was that representations not only describe aspects of the world, but they
also shape them. In other words, I was convinced that the nature of the relation-
ship between technical representations and the world must be revisited. While
my intuition was that a rigorous technical practice is still possible if we let go of
the correspondence assumption, I did not know what such a technical practice
might look like, and neither did my audience. Moreover, these considerations
also had philosophical undertones, as reflected in the kinds of questions that my
interlocutors asked. For example, if representation is no longer to be considered
as mirroring entities in the world, then what is the objective referent of repre-
sentation? What about scientific truth (e.g., laws of nature) if we loosen the
direct correspondence between representation and represented, does that mean
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we no longer have access to truth?
What I was missing at the time was a coherent framework in which these
and other related issues could be explained and which would provide a con-
ceptual foundation for rethinking and performing scientific and technical work
without fear of relativism and anything goes.’ Without this framework, my
work would simply be interpreted – within the existing framework which in-
cludes and supports the commonsense view of representation – as a playful,
arty engagement with representation in which one pretends to have forgotten,
or does not need to figure out, the precise, correct referent. Within the classic
framework for thinking about representation, then, insights such as the ones
that emerged from my study may appear inconsequential to technical practice.
To put it differently, within the classic framework palpable differences that may
unlock recurrent problems, such as generative and vibrant capacities of rep-
resentations, are likely to be explained away. It became clear that a different
framework was needed that would allow me to account for these differences
and insights differently.
1.2 Research Questions and Contribution
The project presented in the previous section suggests an entangled relation-
ship between a variety of issues that surface in HCI practice. These include
practical limitations of interactive systems, such as the ones described by the
socio-technical gap; core technical concerns, e.g., how to construct more use-
ful computational representations; conceptual issues pertaining to the nature of
the relationship between representation and represented; and, epistemological
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ones: questions of validity, objectivity, and truth. My first aim in this disser-
tation has been to clarify the interplay between these matters. A better under-
standing of how they relate to one another would allow us to act differently –
which constitutes a second goal for my work – for example, in proposing funda-
mentally different solutions to the problems associated with the socio-technical
gap or in constructing more useful technical representations. Concretely, my
research addresses the following questions:
• How is the socio-technical gap related to the problem of representation?
I will show that the disjuncture between the social and the technical is en-
tangled with a web of metaphysical assumptions about what it means to
know the world. Sometimes referred to as the tripartite separation (e.g.,
Barad, 2007; Verran, 2001), this web of assumptions postulates the a priori
separation of knower, knowledge, and the world. A core aspect that sup-
ports the separation is representationalism: the belief that representations
can and should mirror entities in the world and that the represented ex-
ists independently of practices of representation. The two issues, then, are
entangled with one another and with a web of metaphysical assumptions.
• How may we overcome the gap? As I suggested earlier, reconsidering the
relationship between representation and the world holds the key for re-
framing the problems associated with the socio-technical gap. But in itself
this move is not enough, as representationalism is at the core of the meta-
physical framework that underlies the majority of work in HCI. Therefore,
important philosophical questions must be answered and an entirely dif-
ferent metaphysical framework is needed: one that does away with rep-
resentationalism, and therefore allows a different take on the nature of
representations.
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• How do we conceptualize the world differently? Representationalism
has been problematized by empirical as well as theoretical results in a
number of disciplines, including anthropology, feminist theory, philos-
ophy of science, and quantum mechanics. Performativity has been put
forward as a potential alternative to representationalism. An important
distinction between the two approaches pertains to how separations such
as the ones between representation and represented or social and techni-
cal are conceptualized. In contrast to representationalism which relies on
the separations being inherent in the world, performativity sees separa-
tions as being achieved through specific practices. Therefore, they may
be performed differently. In the context of the socio-technical gap this
would mean that our current practices enact the two categories as sepa-
rate and distinct; therefore, changing our practices may allow the two to
be co-articulated. I will draw on a philosophical framework that is based
on performativity and offers a solid foundation for rigorous scientific and
technical work: Karen Barad’s agential realism (Barad, 2007). I adapt her
framework to show how it can be applied in HCI; the adaptation is a key
part of my contribution.
Having clarified important conceptual issues, in the second half of the disser-
tation I outline how HCI practices begin to change when looked at through this
philosophical framework. Concretely, I will address the following questions:
• What are the consequences for technical practice of adopting a performa-
tive approach? How do we perform technical representations if they may
be no longer assumed to mirror the world?
• What is the nature of the socio-technical gap within the new framework?
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• How do we design, build, and evaluate systems differently in light of the
new framework?
1.3 Overview
An overview of each chapter demonstrates where my research has led and how
the chapters fit together.
1.3.1 Chapter 2: The Socio-Technical Gap in Action
The socio-technical gap has become an increasingly common, sometimes invis-
ible, lens through which the HCI research landscape is implicitly viewed and
approached: research questions pertaining to the gap drive the field’s research
agendas, the gap shapes the kinds of solutions we explore, and evaluation of
new methods and systems is performed relative to the gap (e.g., have we nar-
rowed the gap?). In this chapter, I highlight the gap’s pervasiveness in struc-
turing both discourse and technical practice. To do this, I provide a conceptual
overview of the fields of ubiquitous computing and affective computing, the
target areas for the studies that make up this dissertation. This overview fo-
cuses on the interplay between the gap and strategies to address issues associ-
ated with the gap. I show that efforts to bridge the gap are stuck on either side
of the divide and that the gap is fundamentally entangled with the problem of
representation.
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1.3.2 Chapter 3: There Has Never Been an Inherent Gap
The nature of the socio-technical gap constitutes the focus of this chapter. HCI
understands the gap as real and inherent in the world. I open with an overview
of the way this came to be and how HCI as a discipline has theorized and posi-
tioned the categories of social and technical. Following that, I examine the gap
in the context of the broader philosophical assumptions that it rests upon. This
will allow us to understand the problem more deeply – why we feel stuck on
either side of the divide – and its origins. My analysis shows that the philo-
sophical foundation the gap rests upon creates the conditions for the deadlock
described by the gap. Rather than being inherent in the world, then, the gap is
an artifact made possible by the very ways we have come to see the world.
In the second half of the chapter, I show that a fundamentally different philo-
sophical framework is needed to transcend the gap. To this end, I introduce an
alternative framework – Karen Barad’s agential realism (Barad 2007) – which
sees separations, such as the one between social and technical, as performed
through specific practices, as opposed to an inherent property of the world.
While dissolving the view of the gap as inherent, this realization does not dis-
solve the differences between the social and the technical. Recognizing the co-
articulation of the social and the technical, in other words, does not mean that
there are no differences. Rather, it situates those differences as continuously
enacted, rather than fixed, and therefore subject to different enactments. The
remaining chapters explore concrete technical and design strategies to create
opportunities for the social and the technical to be co-articulated.
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1.3.3 Chapter 4: Representation without Representationalism
Two studies form the core of this chapter. They provide two different cases of
using physiological measures in the context of representations of emotions. The
first, presented briefly in this introduction, visualizes the data and presents it
to the participants in a map form. The second uses the data to build machine
learning models that predict the user’s emotion from physiological measures. I
use these projects to demonstrate concretely what it means to perform and use
representations without relying on representationalism – the assumption that
representations can and should reflect entities in the world. This is not a sim-
ple task, given that technical representations are intimately associated with, if
not founded on, the idea of representationalism. Yet it is important that we do
so if we are serious about transcending recurrent difficulties, such as those as-
sociated with the socio-technical gap. The aim of this chapter is to show what
it might mean to approach representation within the alternative framework in-
troduced in the previous chapter, agential realism. This chapter, then, is about
understanding, performing, and using representations differently.
1.3.4 Chapter 5: Meeting Emotion Halfway: Designing, Build-
ing, and Evaluating an Affective Interactive System
This chapter builds on the previous ones and describes the design, construc-
tion, and user study of an interactive system performed within the alternative
conceptual framework proposed in chapter 3. The system I built exploits the
technically advanced representations of emotions that were the object and ve-
hicle of investigation in chapter 4: statistical models that classify physiological
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data from sensors into emotional categories. The system – named Freaky – is
an interactive, mobile system engaging sensor-based statistical classification; it
is designed to help its users experience and understand their emotions. Freaky
offers a demonstration of what building, designing, and evaluating from this
alternative perspective entails how all these steps are performed differently, or
not, vis a vis traditional approaches. Moreover, performing all these different
steps provided another opportunity to engage further with the issues that are
central to this thesis: the problem of representation, the perceived distance be-
tween the social and the technical and, ultimately, adjustments to our practices
that may engender more compelling human computer interactions.
1.3.5 Chapter 6: Conclusion
I conclude with an overview of the main themes and contributions of this re-
search. I detail why the reframing proposed here might be attractive for techni-
cal and design practices in HCI and discuss limitations of taking such a refram-
ing.
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CHAPTER 2
THE SOCIO-TECHNICAL GAP IN ACTION
The disjuncture between social requirements for technologies and the technical
means to support them is a key concern in the CSCW community. This dis-
juncture came to be named the socio-technical gap. The gap, however, extends
beyond collaborative systems. Indeed, it has become an increasingly common,
sometimes invisible, lens through which the HCI research landscape is viewed
and approached: questions pertaining to the gap drive much of the field’s re-
search agendas, strategies to answer such questions are shaped by the gap, and
evaluation of new methods and systems is performed relative to the gap (i.e.,
have we narrowed the gap?). This chapter highlights how HCI typically ren-
ders the gap. It does so by giving a sense of the gap in action: the two sides of
the gap, approaches on each side, and the impasses these give rise to. I trace
these by grounding the discussion in two subareas of HCI that set the scene
for the studies that make up this dissertation: ubiquitous computing, a broad
research avenue in HCI that addresses computation beyond the desktop, and
affective computing, unquestionably a socio-technical endeavor and therefore
an apt area for making visible the gap and issues around it.
2.1 Ubiquitous Computing
In the past two decades, a major research area within HCI has been explor-
ing new opportunities for interaction by integrating computational devices in
everyday human settings. This area is typically referred to as ubiquitous com-
puting (Weiser, 1991), although it is also known as pervasive computing (Ark &
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Selker, 1999), context-aware computing (Dey, 2001), proactive computing (Ten-
nenhouse, 2000), ambient intelligence (e.g., Aarts, 2004), embodied interaction
(Dourish, 2001), etc. The different names suggest different aims and approaches
to embedding computation in human environments. In spite of differences,
these facets of ubicomp come together around the aim to extend interaction
beyond the desktop setting and beyond the one user–one computer paradigm.
The continuous decrease in cost, size, and power requirements for sensing de-
vices and computational platforms has triggered an enormous interest in tech-
nologies that could leverage these devices, advancing interaction into virtually
every space populated by people (e.g., kitchens, museums, subways) and be-
yond (e.g., the seabed, or the planet Mars). As people and devices are increas-
ingly mobile, ubicomp envisions the world itself as the ultimate interface to
computation (Weiser, 1991).
Liberated from the confines of the office or the desktop, computational de-
vices now find themselves inhabiting heterogeneous environments and inter-
acting with diverse user populations. Indeed, ubicomp systems have been de-
signed for settings ranging from hospitals (Bardram et al., 2012) to playgrounds
(Lo et al., 2007) and for users groups including firefighters (Ramirez & Dyrks,
2010), commuters (Bassoli et al., 2007), and children diagnosed with autism
(Kientz et al., 2005). Moreover, devices such as smart phones accompany users
pretty much everywhere. This explosion in the range of settings introduces new
technical and design challenges for ubicomp systems. Perhaps the most impor-
tant challenge for technologies in this arena has been to adapt to the dynamic
nature of human environments. Adaptation in this context has typically meant
making sense of the data available (e.g., from sensors) so that interaction may
be more sensitive and responsive to its setting. In other words, the context of
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interaction becomes a central aspect for ubicomp systems.
Context is by no means a novel concern in HCI. Indeed, the CSCW commu-
nity has made the situated nature of human activity a central, if not the main,
research topic. Situated action — as understood by social scientists within and
around CSCW — points to the importance of context in making sense of human
action: meaningful actions cannot be understood separate from the context in
which they emerge (Suchman, 1987). I continue by dovetailing the technical
position on handling context in system design with social understandings of
context.
2.1.1 Context
The most common approach to matters of context in ubicomp has been to define
what context is and to represent it. Concretely for a particular application, this
might involve the following steps: identifying aspects of the environment that
are relevant for the system to be designed, e.g., users’ location and current ac-
tivity; endowing the system with sensors that would offer access to information
pertinent to those aspects, e.g., GPS technologies, proximity sensors, cameras;
internally representing a mapping from sensor input to context dimensions, e.g.,
GPS location in a particular range means the user is at home; and, encoding the
appropriate reaction or response of the system for that particular context, e.g.,
if home and having dinner, set phone profile to silent’.
Building on this basic idea of representing context more sophisticated ap-
proaches have been proposed, such as: sensor fusion, combining data from
multiple sensors so that the result is more accurate and reliable (Dey et al., 1999);
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context tool kits, essentially encapsulating sensing which may then be accessed
through an API by higher system levels (Salber et al., 1999); employing pre-
dictive models for attributes of interest, e.g., using machine learning to extract
patterns in the data and use them to recognize categories of interest from sensor
data or system input (Tapia et al., 2004); using hierarchical decomposition of hu-
man activity into smaller, more basic activity so that user action may be inferred
from observing these smaller actions (Li & Landay, 2008), etc. The picture that
emerges is one in which the physical, observable aspects of the environment are
used to give applications information pertaining to the use environment.
Approaches to context such as these have shown mixed results. I refer to
these efforts as representationalist, as they rely heavily on the one-to-one corre-
spondence between representations and the entities represented. By and large,
systems embodying such strategies are able to function reasonably well in set-
tings that are characterized by little uncertainty, for example, factory automa-
tion lines or laboratory settings, i.e., in settings in which potential sources of
ambiguity or uncertainty have been minimized. While such results can be seen
as encouraging, the persistent lack of systems demonstrating such approaches
in everyday (unconstrained) casts a shadow over these methods (e.g., Rogers,
2006; Leahu et al., 2008b).
Part of the problem lies in what is taken to be context: what is relevant for
the current action. On the technical side, representing context has been limited
by what can be sensed in the environment. This has meant an emphasis on
physical, observable aspects. Crucially for the topic in this chapter, social sci-
entists link meaning in human environments with more than just physical or
material aspects. For example, Suchman shows that for action to be intelligible
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it must be situated in collective social and cultural practice (Suchman, 1987),
while Chalmers posits temporal and personal dimensions to context: our past
experiences influences what and how we do in the present (Chalmers, 2004). We
begin to see what Dourish calls a mismatch between social and technical aspects
in ubicomp (Dourish, 2004). Thus a gulf emerges between the nuances and sub-
tlety of context as described by social scientists and the technical possibilities to
capture it in/for interaction.
2.1.2 Stuck on Either Side of the Gap
As I alluded to earlier, both technical and social perspectives are in agreement
on the lack of palpable results of overwhelmingly representationalist technical
approaches to context in real, everyday settings (e.g., Abowd & Mynatt, 2000;
Intille et al., 2004; Rogers, 2006; Leahu et al., 2008b). The two sides, however,
disagree about what this lack of progress means and, consequently, on how to
remedy this situation.
The technical community is increasingly aware that representations of con-
text fail to capture context in its fullness. Part of the problem is thought to stem
from technology’s limited access to other aspects of context that do not leave
measurable traces, for example cultural differences and sensibilities. At the
same time, it is hoped that representations of context will become good enough
approximations to get the job done. Part of the argument is that success in con-
trolled environments demonstrates that such representations can be made to
work in real environments; if they have yet to make it in real settings, it is only
because ubicomp technologies are not quite there. Indeed, in a highly cited
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overview of ubicomp research directions, Abowd and Mynat note: “[w]ithout
good representations for context, application developers are left to develop ad
hoc and limited schemes for storing and manipulating this key information.
The evolution of more sophisticated representations will enable a wider range
of capabilities” (Abowd & Mynatt, 2000, p. 37). Examples from the ubicomp
literature of target areas for improvement include:
• improving sensing capabilities in real settings; currently, sensors that work
well in limited settings prove faulty and brittle in the messiness of every-
day human environments.
• coming up with better ways to process sensor data, e.g., different statistical
features may be relevant for unconstrained settings.
• developing representations that are culturally specific, e.g., studying eth-
nic differences in physiological response to emotional stimuli.
The picture that emerges on the technical side of the gap, then, is that a
brighter future for ubicomp systems lies just around the corner, by simply con-
tinuing along the same general direction of formalizing context and creating
good enough, workable approximations of context.
The social bank of the gap is less homogeneous in its stance towards the gap.
This has to do with the different analytical traditions to which social scientists
adhere. Dourish describes three kinds of conceptual orientations held by social
scientists relative to their conceptual orientation: positivist, phenomenological,
and critical. Positivist social scientists “seek objective, independent descriptions
of social phenomena, abstracting from the details of particular occasions or set-
tings, often in favor of broad statistical trends and idealized models.” (Dourish,
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2004, p. 20). This kind of prescriptive knowledge fits well with the represen-
tationalist approach to context. The social-technical gap is productive for this
kind of social science, in the sense that it continuously generates work, for ex-
ample, to capture prescriptive aspects of human environments and practices to
guide technical interventions; to document the mismatches between the social
and technical, which are to be bridged through technical work.
From the phenomenological and critical perspectives, representing context
is fraught with two kinds of problems. First, the transition from controlled to
everyday settings is viewed as more problematic than is assumed by the techni-
cal camp: similar efforts to adapt representationist approaches to everyday set-
tings have plagued the field of Artificial Intelligence since the 70s (Rogers, 2006;
Leahu et al., 2008b); thus if it continues along current representationist strate-
gies, ubicomp’s bright future can be thought to lie perpetually just beyond the
horizon line, rather than around the corner. Second and more fundamentally,
the relationship between action and context that underlies the representationist
approach is simply seen as misguided (Dourish, 2004). In the following, I focus
on this latter concern as a means to uncover conceptual differences across the
social-technical divide.
In “What we talk about when we talk about context,” Dourish takes a closer look
at the mismatch between the social and the technical in ubicomp. He exam-
ines the relationship between context and action implied by representationist
approaches:
• “context is a form of information”: it can be extracted from a situation and
encoded in the system
• “context is delineable”: the context of use for a particular application can
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be known and thus specified in advance
• “context is stable”: the context may change from one system to another,
however for a specific system it does not vary between different usage
instances. In other words the context specifications for a system are static.
• context and activity are separable”: context is seen as an outside factor to
activity and the boundary is assumed to be clear.
In contrast, drawing on the phenomenological tradition Dourish under-
stands this relationship differently:
• context is a relational property between activities and the surrounding as-
pects. This means that an attribute of the environment is not simply part
of context (or not), rather it emerges as a relevant attribute (or not) in and
through action.
• the boundary between action and context is fluid (or dynamic), rather than
being delineable.
• context is particular to each instance or repetition of action, rather than
being stable.
• context and action mutually constitute each other, rather than existing in-
dependently and thus being separable. In other words, context cannot be
said to exist a priori, as it arises with the activity.
Dourish concludes based on these deep conceptual differences that “these
two positions are incompatible” (Dourish, 2004, p.21). He proposes an alter-
native for ubicomp based on phenomenological understandings of human ac-
tion and intelligibility. In his alternative, the goal of ubicomp systems becomes
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supporting “the process by which context is continually manifested, defined,
negotiated and shared” (p. 26), rather than modeling an external, observer-
independent context. This alternative cannot rely on encoding meaning in the
system, as meaning is inextricably linked to practice and therefore it cannot exist
by itself; rather, it could facilitate “the evolution of meaning within communi-
ties of practice” (p. 26). Thus context is recast from a representationist to an
interactional problem.
An example of a system which can be thought to embody this alternative
approach to context is the Tableau Machine (Pousman et al., 2008). Designed
to play the role of a non-human actor in the home, the system aims to provoke
long-term reflection on daily activities and the social atmosphere in the home.
To do so, the Tableau Machine uses sensed data to compute abstract measures
of social activity in the home. Overhead cameras sense motion, which forms the
basis for calculating measures such as social density as a way of continuously
characterizing people’s activity in the home. This information drives a graphic
engine which generates dynamic visuals projected on a large LCD mounted in
a common space in the home, such as the living room. The system artfully
handles the fluid boundary between activity and context: the system’s view of
social activity becomes part of the physical and social context as it is displayed
on the wall; at the same time, contextual information communicated through
the display becomes the center of attention and an active part of the activity
itself when people interpret it. Thus, the system can be thought to embody a
different, more dynamic relationship between context and activity. This techni-
cal strategy avoids formally identifying aspects of the environment: indeed, the
Tableau Machine characterizes dwellers’ activity, in contrast to the representa-
tionist strategy of automatically ‘recognizing’ activity from sensed data.
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Systems such as the Tableau Machine demonstrate that non representation-
ist approaches to context may be useful in everyday environments. Yet, from
the technical bank of the gap they are often considered closer to interactive art
than to ubicomp most likely because such alternatives have been slow to enter
the domain of ‘serious’ applications, although notable exceptions do exist (e.g.,
a system for firefighters Ramirez & Dyrks, 2010). I return to the question of the
limited impact of this alternative in chapter 3; here I want to note that Dour-
ish’s conceptual alternative casts representationist approaches to context as for-
bidden: because context is not a thing that can be captured, representations of
human environments are misleading and therefore systems relying on them are
headed in the wrong direction, as it were. Relative to the socio-technical gap,
this move may appear to firmly position the alternative on the social side of the
divide and thus to solidify the separation of the technical and the social.
So far in this chapter, I have laid out conceptual, social, and technical con-
siderations at the core of the field of ubicomp. I have shown social understand-
ings of everyday human environments are at odds with the dominant technical
strategies to build interactive technologies for those environments. In the next
section, I turn to affect and the way it has been handled in interaction design.
As it will become clear shortly, this domain exhibits a similar split between the
social and the technical, similar conceptual clashes between the two, as well
as related representationist and non-representationist approaches to those de-
scribed in the context of ubiquitous computing.
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2.2 Affective Interaction
Affect officially entered the realm of computing in the 1990s. Motivated in part
by discoveries in neuroscience that too little emotion can impair problem solv-
ing abilities in humans, computer scientist Rosalind Picard has argued that pro-
viding computers with emotional abilities will make computational technolo-
gies more efficient and better at relating to human users. Her book, “Affective
Computing,” puts forward a vision for “computers to recognize, express, and
“have” emotions, as part of efforts to make them more intelligent, friendly, and
capable” (Picard, 1997, p. 85). Emotion is thus positioned as another dimension
of human environments which computers should tap into to participate more
fully in them.
Drawing primarily on findings from physiology, psychology, and neuro-
science, Picard and others have approached emotion from an engineering per-
spective. For example, laboratory studies of emotion in physiology have exam-
ined how the human body reacts during emotional stimuli. Work in this area
has identified a number of measurable properties — like heart rate; galvanic
skin response, i.e., skin conductivity; respiration volume; brain waves — that
show variation with emotion. Picard posits that physiological measures can be
recorded continuously via sensors and thus can be approached by computers
as “signals that carry affective information” (Picard, 1997, p. 142). In this way,
standard methods from signal processing can be applied to biometric sensor
data. Moreover, pattern recognition and machine learning approaches may be
leveraged to find emotion-specific patterns in the data, which can then be used
by interactive systems to recognize the user’s emotion.
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An example of technology demonstrating these approaches is Wayang, an
affect-aware tutor that teaches math and prepares students for standardized
tests (Woolf et al., 2009). The system manipulates a variety of sensor data to
infer students’ interest and adapt the interaction accordingly. More specifically,
facial muscle movement tracked from a video camera stream allows the system
to infer facial affect, e.g., smiling, frowning, etc.; a chair fitted with a pressure
seat gives the computer access to the student’s posture; a sensor on the mouse
detects changes in applied pressure which may correlate to student frustration
or excitement; a wireless bracelet measures the galvanic skin response, an in-
dicator of emotional arousal. A complex algorithmic architecture aggregates
the patters from all four sensors and predicts student interest. This informa-
tion drives an animated affective agent’s behavior who guides, encourages, and
advises the students.
The affective tutor exemplifies the dominant technical approach to affec-
tive interaction: emotion is explicitly inferred and represented in the system.
Boehner et al have argued that this approach casts emotion as another type
of information and affective interaction as an information transmission prob-
lem (Boehner et al., 2007). Giving emotion a life in the digital realm has been
achieved by fitting emotion to existing technical strategies: affective interac-
tion is made equivalent to signal transmission through a noisy medium. In this
model, the person experiencing emotion sends it to the receiver — a computer
or another person — encoded in observable or objective, measurable signals;
the receiver decodes these signals to recover the sender’s emotion. In other
words, emotion is seen as a biological fact and people as potentially noisy car-
riers — people’s self reported emotions may be contaminated by social conven-
tions which might dictate hiding one’s true, biological emotional response, e.g.,
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expressing affection in a professional setting may not be appropriate.
Boehner and her colleagues’ account of affective computing methods and
strategies shows that viewing emotion as information means treating it as an
individual, internal, and delineable phenomenon. They contrast this view to
socio-cultural perspectives drawn from anthropological and historical accounts
of emotion. These perspectives locate emotion in shared, culturally embedded,
social practices. Culture and social practices, then, are not simply a mask po-
sitioned on top of true, biological emotion, but the very place where what it
means to have an emotion is continuously reworked. It follows that, in this
view, emotion emerges as a relational construct in and through social interac-
tion, rather than occurring independent of it, internal to the individual’s body
and mind.
Returning to technical approaches to emotion, these socio-cultural under-
standings problematize formal representations of emotion which are the basis
of affective computing and its view of emotion as information. Specifically, see-
ing emotion as “culturally grounded, dynamically experienced, and to some de-
gree constructed in action and interaction” (Boehner et al., 2007, p. 276) empha-
sizes the relational, subjective, and necessarily ambiguous nature of emotion,
in contrast to the scientific as well as technical view of it as internal, individ-
ual, delineable, and objective. From a socio-cultural perspective, then, techni-
cal approaches leveraging representations of emotion construct emotion to fit
scientific and technical approaches. In other words, a gap separates technical
approaches to emotion from social, i.e., lived, phenomena.
Boehner et al. point out that representationist approaches shift the focus
from the work emotion does in interaction to the identification of the experi-
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enced emotion. This shift is a consequence of the signal-transmission approach
to emotion: for the information to be transmitted it must first be identified. Fur-
thermore, evaluating the success of representationist approaches means verify-
ing that the person’s true, experienced emotion was correctly recognized by the
technology. For example, to gauge progress on the technical side, technical pa-
pers report improvements in recognition by contrasting the percent of correctly
identified emotion of a new vis a vis existing techniques. In other words, the
aim on the technical side is to close the emotion recognition gap by providing
more efficacious representations of emotions.
From the social side, a different picture emerges. In everyday interaction
knowing one’s true emotion is secondary to achieving mutual intelligibility. By
focusing on the former, technical approaches to emotion effectively move the
discussion from what is important in the (social) world to that which is central
in the scientific and technical world. The shift in focus seems to reinforce the
split between the two, rather than bringing them closer.
Seeing representationist strategies as misguided, Boehner et al and others
(e.g., Ho¨o¨k et al., 2008; Sengers et al., 2008; Gaver et al., 2007; Sengers & Gaver,
2006; Boehner et al., 2008) put forth an alternative approach to affective inter-
action that puts at its core a socio-cultural view of emotion. This alternative
recasts emotion as a problem of interaction, not of transmission. Designing af-
fective systems, then, emphasizes the support of user experience, interpretation,
and understanding of emotion. Consequently, the aim of system design changes
from correct recognition to providing the means for users to co-interpret emo-
tion as it emerges in interaction.
An example of this approach to affective interaction, Affector is an interac-
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tive installation conceptualized as a digital window connecting two adjacent
offices. It is designed to help communicate moods and a sense of presence. The
system collects real time video footage in each office and displays it, distorted,
in the other office. It allows its users to specify rules as to how the video streams
are to be distorted; the rules map office conditions such as amount of light or
movement to a desired distortion, e.g., color inversions or creating ghost trails
of movement. Affector’s displays may be read as emotionally informative with-
out the system actually representing or formalizing emotion internally. Indeed,
an important tenet of the interactional approach to affect is “avoid[ing] trying
to formalize the unformalizable” (Boehner et al., 2007, p. 284).
Importantly, just like the interactional approach to context in ubicomp, it
appears this alternative casts representationist approaches as forbidden. This
tenet, then, firmly locks the interactional view of emotion on the social bank
of the gap and thus further solidifies the separation between the social and the
dominant technical approaches.
2.3 Gap Problems
While structuring the way we understand the research landscape, the gap also
structures the kind of solutions we explore in order to address research ques-
tions. Research in HCI exhibits a division of labor along the gap’s lines. The so-
cial side of the gap explores concrete opportunities to close the gap through for-
mative studies and documents the gap through summative studies (e.g., Rode,
2011). On the technical side, computer scientists, engineers, and designers pro-
pose technical approaches, design, and build systems that implement those re-
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quirements. Beyond this division of labor, there has been little engagement
across the gap. For example, a citation analysis of papers in CSCW shows a
schism within the field that neatly follows the social-technical demarcation (Ja-
covi et al., 2006). This suggests that research conversations tend to proceed in
parallel on the two sides of the gap, rather than engaging the other side more
deeply. Moreover, the lack of engagement between the two sides shows that
efforts to narrow the gap are conducted independently from the either side of
the divide, rather than collaboratively.
On the technical side, closing the gap has focused on giving technologies
a better understanding of their environments so that they could sense better
and respond in a fashion compatible with the social requirements. Primarily,
this has involved increasingly sophisticated computational representations of
human environments. As discussed earlier, sensing technologies in ubicomp
coupled with powerful machine learning techniques give systems the means to
infer from sensor input what the users are doing, i.e., human action. Such ap-
proaches have shown promising results in simplified environments, such as lab-
oratory environments. Alas, in spite of significant research efforts to date there
are no compelling examples of such technologies designed for realistic settings.
While research on the technical side argues that more time and effort is needed
for the current approaches to be fruitful, from the social bank technical efforts
to narrow it are met with suspicion. This is because relying on formal represen-
tations as determinates of human attributes is at odds with the emergent nature
of human activity with respect to unfolding contingencies in the environment
(Suchman, 1987). More broadly, for technology to be socially sensitive it would
require a presence to the unfolding of events which is not available to machines.
In other words, systems would have to demonstrate human-level understand-
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ing of the social setting (e.g., Leahu et al., 2008b). Needless to say, this path is
problematic at best; in AI this problem is called AI-completeness.
From the social bank of the gap, alleviating the problems associated with the
gap can be thought of as ‘conquering the gap by the social.’ Studies typically
reveal the nuanced and idiosyncratic nature of human environments. These
findings are often contrasted to the ‘one size fits most’ approach typically em-
bedded in systems designed for such environments. As a result, social scientists
highlight limitations of computational approaches to address the subtleties of
social life. Consequently, it appears they put forward social fidelity — support-
ing existing social practices — as the main goal for system design. The effect
is two-fold: first, the gap is (re)created as systems can always be shown to be
rigid and insensitive to social nuances; second, expectations of social fidelity
channel research efforts towards maintaining the social status quo, and thus
away from potentially innovative solutions which would necessarily alter ex-
isting social practices by introducing new computational systems1. Thus, while
enormously helpful in depicting the nuanced terrain in which technology par-
ticipates, efforts on the social side may appear to be conservative, as opposed to
innovative, from a technological perspective.
As we can see, frustrating limitations and side-effects emerge from current
efforts to bridge the gap. Technical efforts to close the gap are quickly over-
whelmed by severe limitations in everyday use. In spite of advances in provid-
ing systems with more information about their users and environments, such
systems seem do not understand more about what is important in those set-
1Of course, there are notable exceptions, not least Dourish (Dourish, 2001, 2004) and Boehner
et al (Boehner et al., 2007). My concern in this chapter was to present a broad and clear view of
how HCI perceives and does the gap, which would allow the reader to follow the arguments in
the following chapters. More nuance will emerge in those chapters.
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tings. From the technical bank, the social’s efforts are perceived as painting
images of technology as socially insensitive and thus harmful if left to its own
devices. Regardless of the perspective taken, seen through the socio-technical
gap lens, current research directions appear to be stuck on either side of the gap.
Yet, both sides has something to contribute. For example, the technical side
— through advances in sensing as well as statistical inference technologies —
can automatically collect, organize, and analyze large data sets obtained in use
environments which may contain useful information. Social and cultural in-
sights into human environments may suggest ways in which such information
may be used in humanly meaningful ways, e.g., by clarifying how people en-
gage similar information in the broader context of their lives. As such, the two
sides can be seen as opposite sides of the same coin. The challenge is to put
them in productive contact, rather than seeing them as orthogonal or mutually
exclusive.
A number of real world interactive technologies — such as smart phones,
GPS navigation systems — show no signs of being affected by the gap. Such
technologies appear to be successful both from a technical and social perspec-
tive: they manage to escape their limited technical abilities to support social
practices of navigation that predate their introduction and are fluidly incor-
porated in people’s new practices. These examples suggest that it might be
possible to move beyond the limitations associated with the gap. Importantly,
successful technologies at large show that artifacts — including digital — are ex-
perienced unitarily in the world. However, currently we conceptualize the gap
as “real” and “inherent” (Ackerman, 2000). But if the gap is real, is it possible to
do better than attempting to bridge the gap?
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CHAPTER 3
THERE HAS NEVER BEEN AN INHERENT SOCIO-TECHNICAL GAP
The analysis in chapter two suggests that a divide separates sociological under-
standings of lived phenomena — such as human action and emotion — from
the way these phenomena are approached and operationalized within compu-
tational systems. The nature and origin of this gap constitutes the focus of this
chapter. HCI, I argue, has come to see the socio-technical gap as inherent in the
world. This chapter opens with an overview of how this came to be and how
HCI as a discipline has theorized and positioned the separation between the so-
cial and technological. Following that, I examine the gap in the context of the
broader philosophical assumptions that it rests upon. This will allow us to un-
derstand the problem more deeply — why we feel stuck on either side — and its
origins. I will argue that the current view of the gap stems from the underlying
philosophical foundation. A different perspective into the gap emerges when
one examines other philosophical foundations that do not rely on the same as-
sumptions that make possible the gap. I overview one such alternative, Karen
Barad’s agential realism. Finally, I show this alternative offers novel ways of
theorizing the gap and new ways to approach it.
3.1 The Gap
In the 1980s a number of social scientists started talking about mismatches be-
tween social insights into human action and human environments and the way
these are operationalized within technologies. Perhaps the most well-known ex-
ample is Lucy Suchman’s “Plans and Situated Action,” which locates the source
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of limited (from a human perspective) interactional capabilities of technology
in the fundamental asymmetries between human and machines in access to
and understanding of the world (Suchman, 1987). Work in this vein had a par-
ticularly strong impact in HCI, where it lead to the birth of a strand of HCI
dedicated to further investigating asymmetries between people and technology
and ways to overcome them. The new area, called Computer Supported Co-
operative Work (CSCW), focused primarily on technologies for the workplace
and work practices. In time, its interests have extended to include collaborative
practices more broadly, which these days include most aspects of people’s lives,
e.g., social networking and online knowledge repositories, such as Wikipedia.
In this context, researchers began talking about a social-technical gap. In
his call to position the gap as the overarching intellectual challenge of CSCW,
Ackerman presents how researchers came to think of a gap between “what we
know we must support socially and what we can support technically” (Acker-
man, 2000, p. 180). His paper summarizes 10 years of work in CSCW detailing
social aspects that are central to people’s practices. Following Ackerman, these
include: the fluid and subtle nuance of social activity; the importance of multi-
ple, even conflicting, perspectives and goals to reaching a resolution; the central
role of exceptional situations in work processes; the importance of social aware-
ness and visibility of information exchanges to coordination, and so on.
These aspects are typically presented in relation to difficulties of computa-
tional systems to automatically support them and related practices. In contrast
to the rich, nuanced, and idiosyncratic nature of social life, computational sys-
tems appear rigid, brittle, and limited in supporting social needs. As such, what
we might call social fidelity’ becomes the golden standard for technology: “To
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summarize, there are no current HCI mechanisms to straightforwardly mech-
anize the naturally occurring, everyday social activity [] We must necessarily
restrict the problem from what we know is appropriate to the social circum-
stances. This is the social-technical gap.” (Ackerman, 2000, p. 186)
An example is in order to clarify what is at stake. Ackerman examines the
Platform for Privacy Preference Project (P3P) — an attempt to create a privacy
standard for the web, by way of a protocol to handle automatically sharing
information. The protocol is contrasted with face-to-face information sharing
practices. He notes that people constantly seamlessly negotiate privacy in face
to face communication. Dealing with this automatically means giving up most
of that or else the problem becomes technically intractable or overloads the user.
“To require users to do anything else than the apparently seamless change be-
tween ‘faces’ (Goffman, 1961) is to place users of P3P within a social-technical
gap.” (Ackerman, 2000, p. 186). The example foregrounds limitations in tech-
nology to automatically replicate and support people’s existing information-
sharing practices. It implicitly places the expectation of social fidelity on tech-
nology: the (ideal) goal for P3P is to fully support such practices. This sets the
direction for what protocols in this area should do, even though it is acknowl-
edged that they can never achieve this goal — i.e., the gap is forever present,
even though we are forever driven by the goal of narrowing it in time.
CSCW emerged as a reaction to the general belief at the time that building
technology is an inherently engineering endeavor, which need not worry about
social matters. The seminal insight is that a technically working system is often
not enough for it to be successful in the world. Crucially, the system also needs
to be socially workable. An important mission for CSCW, then, is to reveal
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aspects of social life that must necessarily be understood and addressed if tech-
nologies are to be successful in the world. The social-technical gap metaphor
structures the research landscape: first, the metaphor highlights inherent lim-
itations in the technology to automatically address social sensibilities; second,
it sets the direction for making space for the social in technological agendas;
finally, it implicitly advances social fidelity as a central requirement for compu-
tational systems.
3.2 Analyzing the Gap
Perhaps the greatest achievement of the kind of social science research into in-
teractive systems described above is that it positioned the social as an important
partner to the technical in the development of new technologies. In an impor-
tant sense, studies revealing the socio-technical gap in practice played a crucial
role in demonstrating that technical developments alone cannot handle the sub-
tleties of social life. However, the positioning of the social on (more) equal foot-
ing with the technical unwittingly introduced specific assumptions about the
technical, the social, and the relationship between them. My aim in the analysis
to follow is to uncover some of these assumptions. Risking running before I can
walk, the intuition here is that these assumptions are relevant to the recurrent
difficulties and frustrations described by the gap.
Of particular importance for my analysis, the gap presupposes two entities
— the social and the technical — given in advance, that engage in some sort of
exchange in the world. Indeed, the gap understands the technical and the social
as existing independent of one another. This view sees the two interacting, and
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therefore influencing each other, but not in constitutive ways. Their relation-
ship as depicted by the gap can be metaphorically seen as a dance: while the
partners may influence each other’s moves, they start as and remain distinct,
independent individuals. In sum, the gap figures the social and the technical as
separate and distinct entities.
This separation makes possible seeing one from the perspective of the other.
For example, from the social perspective technology in itself appears inflexible,
decontextualized, reductive; from the side of technology, human environments
appear complex, uncertain, messy, while people seem ‘noisy’ and not always
rational. Furthermore, seeing the HCI social and the technical as independent
of one another makes possible a clear division of labor. Indeed, the social re-
searcher has had two jobs: one the one hand, to describe nuances of social phe-
nomena of relevance for interaction and, on the other, to highlight limitations of
the technical to automatically handle and support human practices by studying
technology in use. The technical researcher’s job, then, becomes to support the
requirements and to address the limitations uncovered by the social scientists.
We begin to see that understanding the social and the technical as separate makes
possible doing them as separate: the a priori separation of the two makes pos-
sible separate (thus different) views, which in turn motivate distinct courses of
action.
The hope is that the technical will support the social better and thus the gap
will narrow gradually. As we have seen in chapter 2, the main technical strategy
for narrowing the gap is representational: representing aspects of the world in-
ternally in computational systems, so that they may understand and act in more
socially sensitive ways. It is important to note that the relationship between the
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social and technical that underlies the gap directly predicates this approach: as
a separate entity, the only way for the technical to demonstrate any kind of so-
cial sensibility is to reason internally about the social. For this the social must
be pulled into the technical, as it were. The technical strives to achieve this by
simulating the social inside technology: for example, by constructing technical
objects that stand in one to one correspondence with social objects such as the
algorithmic representations of emotions discussed in chapter two.
Importantly, work detailing the limits of representational strategies, such as
Suchman’s (Suchman, 2006), generates different reactions on the two sides of
the gap. On the technical side, engineers believe technical innovation will make
possible better representations that will give computers more insight into their
environments and thus more social sensibility. To exemplify what this might
mean, in the case of the copier this would entail having more plans encoded in
the system and better ways to choose between plans – like more sensors track-
ing users’ actions. In contrast to this technical optimism, the social side prob-
lematizes any kind of representation of human practices. For example, writing
about work practices, Bannon has argued that building more powerful repre-
sentations will not help much as the fundamental problem is not just the need
for richer notations and more resources, but rather the limitations of any model
of work process (Bannon, 1995).
We begin to understand that efforts to narrow the gap have the opposite ef-
fect: they reinforce it. Social scientists identify limitations of and requirements
for technology; engineers attempt to address and support these by adding more
aspects to be formally represented in the system. This dynamic creates an end-
less mirroring effect: the social reflects the world including the gap back to the
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technical side; the technical, in turn, attempts to better mirror the world, but
the very methods for doing so — seen from a social perspective — introduce a
further distance from it. Metaphorically, through the lens of the gap the social
and the technical are like two magnets of the same polarity: the harder one tries
to bring them together, the stronger the force keeping them apart.
3.3 Stepping Back
The picture that emerges so far is that of HCI understanding the social and the
technical as preexistent categories. I have shown that the particular conceptu-
alization of the social and the technical that informs the gap sets up a way of
seeing, knowing, and doing that instead of gradually narrowing the gap has the
effect of reinforcing it.
A different, related issue points to how we might transcend the gap. From
the perspective of the gap, apart from not being able to fully support social
requirements, technical innovation may bring about unanticipated (potentially
undesirable) changes in social practices. This has to do with the fact that intro-
ducing novel technologies may have effects which simply cannot be anticipated.
In other words, technology can be thought as having social agency beyond that
which was explicitly designed into it. This observation foregrounds aspects of
the interplay between the social and the technical at odds with the separate and
distinct conceptualization of the two. It points to a more entangled relationship
between the social and the technical. The remainder of this chapter explores
how we might understand this relationality differently.
The analysis to follow has an important philosophical dimension. This is
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because, as Phil Agre has argued (Agre, 1997), philosophical arguments may
shed new light on technical practice. Specifically, Agre posits that every tech-
nical field is founded upon a base of commonly accepted theories or systems
of thought. Such a base embodies particular philosophical assumptions which
typically go undetected by the field’s practitioners. For example, Agre’s “Com-
putation and Human Experience” takes a close look at the field of Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI). He examines AI’s technical strategies in the philosophical frame-
work within which AI operates and traces recurrent technical difficulties back
to such foundational assumptions. Moreover, his work demonstrates that un-
covering and correcting problematic assumptions may open up fundamentally
different directions for technical research and may thus unlock existing techni-
cal impasses. In the following, then, I discuss philosophical assumptions bound
up in the gap metaphor. I am motivated to discuss them here because they help
provide a clearer understanding of the dynamics around the gap and thus may
inform and inspire alternatives to handle it differently.
The majority of Western science rests upon a web of foundational assump-
tions about what it means to know the world. This foundation provides a frame-
work for scientific practices of knowing by answering questions such as: who
can know the world? under what circumstances? what is valid knowledge?
what does knowledge correspond to? Sometimes referred to as the tripartite
separation (e.g., Barad, 2007; Verran, 2001) (or the modern constitution (Latour,
1993); Suchman calls it Euro-American imaginaries (Suchman, 2006)), this web
of assumptions postulates the a priori separation of knower, knowledge, and
the world. In the following, I overview this foundation by way of three inter-
connected assumptions that enable it:
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• observer/observation independent reality. For science to pursue its goal
of understanding and describing the world, it needs to observe reality, in-
deed even experiment with it. To be certain that the results and insights
thus obtained actually describe the world — rather than being artifacts
introduced through experimental conditions — one must make sure that
attempts to understand the world do not change it in fundamental ways.
While it may be necessary to intervene — for example, by attaching phys-
iological sensors to a study participant — it is important that this does not
change the phenomena observed, i.e., in our example, the person’s physi-
ological measures are not affected or if they are it becomes important that
we can measure this interference and subtract it, as it were, from the ob-
servations. Thus, the notion of an observation-independent reality aims to
ensure that studying or observing an event or phenomena does not inter-
fere with it in ways that cannot be accounted for. Consequently, the non-
interference notion localizes the knower outside the phenomena studied
and the knowledge inside the knower’s mind, in the words of Helen Ver-
ran: “Knowing is located in the minds of removed, judging observers [...],
who formulate knowledge” (Verran, 2001, p. 34).
• Related to the existence of a world independent of our investigations is
the belief that the world is a collection of things — e.g., objects, people,
events, etc. — that exist independently of each other. This is not to mean
that things do not interact and possibly interfere with each other; rather, it
means that their very existence does not depend on other entities, i.e., in
some sense, they are thought to be given in advance, a priori. This implies
that each such thing has intrinsic boundaries and qualities: irrespective of
the presence of other things, boundaries (e.g., spatial and temporal posi-
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tion) and properties (e.g., color, speed) can always be observed, i.e., these
attributes belong to the thing, they are intrinsically linked to it. The belief
that things exist and have attributes in themselves, independent of other
objects or subjects, forms the basis for a metaphysics. Barad, for exam-
ple, calls it a “metaphysics of individualism” (Barad, 2007, p. 107), while
Verran refers to it as a metaphysics of separatedness. This belief makes
possible certain ways of knowing: if abstract qualities are considered to
exist a priori of a human knower or other objects in the world — i.e., they
are inherent in the object — when we come to know them we don’t create
them, we simply describe what has been there all along.
• So far these assumptions position the knower as separate from the world
and the world as a collection of things. A final step completes the cir-
cle to create a framework through which valid knowledge of the world
may emerge. This step is achieved through an assumption — sometimes
named representationalism (e.g., Barad, 2007) — pertaining to the corre-
spondence between the world and our knowledge of it, between represen-
tation and represented. According to Barad, its origins go back to Ancient
Greek philosophy, although it only gets cemented into Western ways of
thinking with Descartes (according to him, representations are more read-
ily available to our thoughts than reality). As a consequence of this as-
sumption of correspondence, “[k]nowledge is representation of abstract
or ideal categories.” (Verran, 2001, p. 34). This third assumption, coupled
with the previous two, places knowledge as the correct representation of
an independent reality. This is to say that knowing the world necessarily
must come from detached observation of a knower; detached, in the sense
that the knower does not determine, nor influence, the entity or events of
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interest. Consequently, knowing the world (e.g., deriving representations
of emotion) does not change the objects investigated in fundamental ways
(e.g., does not modify emotion).
Having taken what may have initially seemed a detour, we may now con-
sider the separation of the technical and the social that underlies the gap in the
broader context of Western scientific practices. As we can see, separation is lo-
cated at the very foundation of said practices and thus pervades our ways of
knowing and being in the world. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of scien-
tific as well as technical practices (technoscience, hereafter) rely on some form
of separation, e.g., the divide-and-conquer approach: scientists delineate the
phenomenon of interest from the rest of the world so that it may be understood
in itself, following which, its interactions with other objects, subjects, or events
may be similarly studied in isolation. Further, the tripartite separation leads to
other separations, for example based on who made’ the objects of study: nature
vs. culture; where the objects are located: body vs. mind, matter vs. meaning;
whether the object is the original or a representation: world vs. word; and so on.
We begin to understand that the separation of the technical and the social that
underlies the gap is but one example in a long series of separations, assumed to
be inherent in the world.
An important clarification pertaining to separation is in order. This has to do
with the distinction between separation as a mode of knowing — one method
of investigation among others — and separation as a way of being, i.e., what we
take the world to be like. The problem is not so much performing separation as
a means to investigate the world (i.e., matters of epistemology), but forgetting
that we implicitly think the world as a collection of separate entities (i.e., matters
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of ontology). This forgetfulness leads to interpreting our findings as knowledge
about a pre-existing world — a world in which separation is inherent — rather
than a world in which we play an active generative role: our ways of knowing
and doing perform the separation. We begin to understand that questions of
ontology and epistemology must be considered together: knowing of the world
must be understood in the context of what we assume the world to be. To this
end, Barad puts forward the term onto-epistemology to indicate that the two
may not be considered separately (Barad, 2007).
I return briefly to the socio-technical gap to position it in the context of the
ontological and epistemological assumptions it rests upon. Approaching sys-
tem design from a strict separation of social and technical and a world-view of
things-in-themselves requires the social to mirror the world — including the
technical — and the technical to mirror the world — including the social. At
the same time, the assumption of an observer-independent reality guarantees
that knowing the world does not change the world. For instance, constructing
technical objects to mirror social objects cannot directly alter the social object
because the social and the technical are a priori distinct entities; in other words,
technical manipulations do not implicitly change social reality, therefore they
may be safely1 performed. (For example, engineers may derive technical rep-
resentation of emotions as this action cannot alter the phenomena being repre-
sented, i.e., lived emotions (e.g., Picard, 1997).)
In sum, the broader (metaphysical) assumptions underlying the gap both
legitimize and prescribe the course of action that led to the gap. As we have
seen, the only way to close the gap is representationalist: the social must mirror
the world (including the technical) and the technical must mirror the world (includ-
1I.e., this is a legitimate operation.
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ing the social). Yet, instead of narrowing, the gap reinforces itself. Crucially, we
may now understand that both the feeling of safety – solidity and validity –
of approaches to close the gap and the frustration of a forever present gap are
fundamentally linked to the foundation on which the gap rests: the web of on-
tological and epistemological assumptions making up the tripartite separation.
The conclusion that emerges is that the foundation the gap rests upon may
be creating the conditions for the deadlock described by the gap. To put it dif-
ferently, we may be held prisoners by our own assumptions: rather than being
inherent in the world, the gap may be an artifact made possible by the very ways
we have come to see the world. If we are to transcend the social-technical gap,
we have to examine the interplay between what we take the world to be (on-
tology) and our ways of knowing the world (epistemology) to figure out if and
how we may understand and thus act in the world differently. This means an-
swering the questions: how may we understand the world if we no longer as-
sume a priori separations? Following that, how do we act in the world in ways
that do not rely on inherent separations?
3.4 Understanding the World Differently
In this section, I turn to a set of theories from a diverse range of disciplines –
anthropology, feminist studies, philosophy of science, science and technology
studies – that have closely analyzed and problematized the triadic structure
and its accompanying separations and have offered alternatives. These alter-
natives have sought to provide accounts of the world that do not assume such
separations as inherent. For example, Bruno Latour writes about the mutual
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constitution of humans and non-humans (Latour, 1993); Karen Barad examines
the entanglement of meaning and matter in quantum mechanics (Barad, 2007);
Helen Verran describes hybrid practices of tallying and measuring that combine
two numbering systems, the English and the Yoruba, initially theorized as in-
compatible in any meaningful way (Verran, 2001). These readings and others
provide pointers to or full-fledged theories outlining different ways to under-
stand the world that do not rely on simple dichotomies and convenient separa-
tions. I build on these theories in the remainder of this thesis to show how we
rethink the gap.
Here, then, I outline an alternative way of approaching the world, one that
does not invoke inherent separations. Specifically, I pick Karen Barad’s agential
realism. Barad reworks Niels Bohr’s philosophy-physics — an epistemology he
derived through his work in quantum mechanics in order to settle the appar-
ent paradox manifested in experimental observations of the dual nature (wave-
particle) of light — into a full blown onto-epistemology. To develop her account,
Barad masterfully interleaves insights from quantum theory, feminist theory,
poststructuralist theory, and science and technology studies. Her work resolves
important intellectual, scientific, and experimental deadlocks in the fields she
draws upon. As such, her onto-epistemology makes for an apt tool to tackle
the HCI impasse under consideration in my thesis — at once conceptual, scien-
tific, technical, and experimental. In what follows, I sketch agential realism in
contrast to the metaphysics of separatedness presented above.
An important belief supporting the tripartite separation is that our meth-
ods of investigation do not change the world in fundamental ways. Thus,
the knowledge obtained is observer- and observation-independent and may be
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safely thought of as describing the world pre-measurement. As I have discussed
earlier, this belief rests on (1) the inherent separation between knower and the
world (the Cartesian separation between subject and object) and (2) the possi-
bility that we can track and account for the changes to the world introduced by
our very act of investigating, and then adjust the knowledge accordingly.
Bohr shows that we may not assume an inherent separation between object
and subject or, more generally, between object and agencies of observation. Bohr
proved this point in the context of the measurement of an electron’s position and
momentum. To give a sense of the logic of his experiment to broader audiences,
Bohr did so by way of analogy to a more mundane scenario: a person holding
a stick in a room with no light. Let us consider first the two mutually exclusive
ways in which a person may hold the stick: either holding one end of the stick
rigidly so that s/he may sense obstacles and surfaces; or, in a loose way so that
s/he may examine the stick (shape, length, etc). In the first case, the stick is part
of the agencies of observation – of the experimental set up, as it were; in the sec-
ond case, it is the object of investigation. Of course, the person may be holding
the stick in a way that combines’ these too, i.e., semi-rigidly, in which case the
stick is at once object and part of subject (i.e., agencies of observation). This in-
between way of holding the stick strongly disproves the inherent subject-object
separation: the stick is at once part of both. Subject and object are inextricably
entangled. Thus, in this case, the boundary between the two where the object
ends and the subject begins is indeterminate.
Yet, when the person holds the stick in one of the two seemingly mutually
exclusive2 ways, the boundary becomes determinate. Importantly, the outcome
2This is at best an approximation: when the person holds the stick rigidly, s/he still feels the
part of the stick that s/he touches; when the person examines the stick by holding it loosely,
at the very least the person knows that the stick does not touch anything else or rather that it
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of this determination is not fixed a priori. It depends on the material set up: in
one case, the stick is the object of inquiry; in the other, it is part of the agencies
of observation. It follows that the boundary between object and agencies of ob-
servation may be indeterminate in the absence of a complete specification of the
experimental setup, i.e., that we know ‘a person holding a stick in a room with
no light’ does not clarify the subject-object boundary. In other words, the dis-
tinction between object and agencies of observation cannot be assumed to pre-
exist the experiment or the observation: the boundary between object-subject
is a priori indeterminate. This inherent indeterminacy may only be resolved
locally and temporarily — in the experiment — once all the specific conditions
are in place. Material practices, then, are part of the conditions of possibility for
determinate outcomes and boundaries. This example suggests a crucial aspect
about the nature of separations: instead of being inherent in the world, they are
performed. Later in the chapter, I engage this insight more fully.
So far, we have seen that separations cannot be taken for granted. Mate-
rial arrangements (humans included) play an active role in the way the world
is cut: what counts as object and agencies of observation cannot be settled a
priori. While we may not know beforehand which side of the experiment the
stick is on, the stick nevertheless exists prior to the experiment. The traditional
metaphysics of individualism, or thingness, understands objects as having at-
tributes, such as size, position, speed, and so on. In that worldview, these prop-
erties pre-exist our interactions with the object and they have determinate val-
ues that pre-exist our investigations. But if the boundary between the object of
our investigations and the means to investigate it is indeterminate, the nature
of measurement and measurement interactions must be clarified. In particu-
touches air.
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lar, when we come to know something about an object (e.g., its length), can
this knowledge be attributed to the object itself? The traditional metaphysics
answers this question in the affirmative provided that we can account for mea-
surement interaction. Specifically, if performing the measurement changes the
quantity measured, we must be able to measure this change and adjust the out-
come accordingly.
In an important sense, we may not be able to account for measurement in-
teractions. Barad describes Niels Bohr’s measurement interactions experiments
in quantum physics. Simply put, Bohr shows that measurement interactions are
indeterminate because accounting for them requires mutually exclusive exper-
imental conditions: in order to measure the change introduced by a measuring
device (or technique) we would have to be able to perform the measurement
without the device, which is impossible. This is best understood by way of a
concrete example: suppose we want to measure a person’s heart rate. For this,
we need a device that records the heart rate, for example, by way of electrodes
placed on the person’s body. Yet, the presence of the sensors itself may trigger
changes in the heart rate. If we would like to measure this change, we would
have to measure the heart rate without intervening, which is not possible3.
We begin to understand that the observer-independent knowledge presup-
posed by traditional metaphysics is not possible. On the one hand, the bound-
ary between object and agencies of observation are indeterminate, rather than
inherent; moreover, while it may become fixed locally and temporarily through
specific material arrangements (e.g., experimental setup), different arrange-
3Alternatively, one may introduce another device to measure other changes in physiology
that may help determine the measurement interaction introduced by the electrodes, say changes
in skin conductance; however, an additional device may introduce other measurement inter-
action, so we are back where we started, namely with a measurement interaction we cannot
account for.
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ments may fix the boundary differently. This means that the knowledge we
obtain cannot be attributed to an a priori, observer independent world, as in
the case of the tripartite separation, but only to a world in which we (the ob-
servers) play an active, generative role. In other words, following Barad and
Bohr: we are always part of the phenomena we are trying to understand. We
simply cannot detach ourselves from the world.
By now, readers not accustomed with arguments questioning traditional
metaphysics may experience a sense of losing ground4. They may ask: What
about objectivity? Can we say anything at all with any kind of certainty? And
if so, is all knowledge relative? The remainder of this chapter clarifies these
questions. I want to begin by giving the reader a sense that objectivity is still
possible in this alternative worldview, however the very meaning of objectivity
must be understood differently5. The arguments above do not suggest that all
knowledge is subjective. Indeed, different subjects performing the same exper-
iment may reach the same measurement, so the knowledge is objective in the
sense that it is not subject dependent. Yet, the knowledge may depend on the
specifics of the situation, such as the experimental set up necessary to obtain
the measurement/knowledge. This measurement/knowledge then cannot be
assigned to a world that pre-exists our interventions; rather it is knowledge that
necessarily includes our interactions in the world. Importantly, what Barad (fol-
lowing Bohr) suggests here is that the world is whole, rather than us and entities
outside of us. In other words, we are of this world, rather than in a world that
4This is a good thing; in fact it is necessary to leave solid grounds in order to arrive at new
ones. This paragraph aims to give a sense that solid ground awaits ahead, although not solid
in the old way — i.e., not fixed and given in advance — but only temporarily fixed and thus
always in flux.
5Indeed, according to Barad, the question of objectivity was an important (if not the most
important) driving element behind Bohr’s philosophy-physics. His efforts were motivated by
his belief that it is possible to do science and maintain some sort of objectivity even when one
does not assume an inherent separation between object and agencies of observation.
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is located outside of us. The agential realist worldview, then, recasts objectiv-
ity as taking ourselves as integral to and thus inextricable from the world. This
is in contrast to the traditional metaphysics which in the search for knowledge
strives to remove ourselves from the world or to discount our presence in it6.
In the traditional worldview, the presumed inherent separation of knower,
knowledge, and world makes possible representationalism as a way of knowing
the world: the knower derives observer-independent knowledge which repre-
sents — stands in direct correspondence to — entities in the world. However,
Bohr’s work shows that local material arrangements contribute in an impor-
tant sense to how and what knowledge emerges. The inherent indeterminacy
between object and agencies of observation, i.e., world and knower, and the
differential resolution to this indeterminancy though specific material configu-
rations point out that knowledge of the world does not pre-exist us waiting to
be discovered: it is not free floating, as it were. Rather, different doings result in
different material arrangements and thus condition the knowledge produced.
That is, knowing does not come from standing at a distance and representing
but rather from a direct material engagement with the world. (Barad, 2007, p.49,
original italics).
Barad pushes this insight to understand which of our assumptions need to
change and how to do so. The outcome is an alternative foundation for knowing
the world. First, if our ways of knowing no longer rest on representational-
ism, then what does it mean to and how can we know the world? Barad draws
on the notion of performativity as an apt alternative to representationalism. De-
6Moreover, this profound reworking of objectivity highlights the fact that any notion of ob-
jectivity is necessarily entangled in a conceptual frame of reference; this realization deconstructs
the universal aspects entailed in the traditional (or romantic (Galison, 1995)) notion of objectiv-
ity.
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veloped by Judith Butler, a philosopher and feminist scholar, performativity
emerged in reaction to representations of women’s identity claiming to capture
the essential features of such a presumed identity (Butler, 1993). In a nutshell,
Butler’s gender performativity questions that such features are inherent and
that a universal and fixed women’s identity exists. Butler shows that rather
than being inherent in biological differences, gender differences are the effect of
certain repetitions, in other words they are enacted or performed. Rather than
pre-existing as such, then, women’s identity emerges through socio-material
practices.
In the broader context of practices of knowing, then, performativity tells dif-
ference from the perspective of how it emerges rather than understanding dif-
ference — and thus separation — as given. More specifically, it examines actions
and doings in the world that enact differences of interest. Performativity recasts
difference as achieved through material and discursive practices, rather than
pre-existing those practices (i.e., being inherent in the world). Reacting to rep-
resentationalism, performativity shifts the focus from issues of correspondence
— representation of pre-existing attributes and entities — to issues of doings,
actions, and practices that achieve attributes and entities of interest. Impor-
tantly, performativity implies that because practices continuously enact differ-
ence, changes in practices may lead to different outcomes, i.e., to reworking
differences.
Second, if the human may no longer be thought of as a detached observer,
then what is the role of the human and human ways of knowing? How should
we think of the human with respect to the world and ways of knowing? Barad
displaces the human from the center of the world and extends performativity
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to non-humans. First, if we are part of the world then our actions, including
practices of knowing, such as scientific practices, are examples of engagement
in the world — part of the world engaging with another part of the world
— rather than external interventions on the world7. This means that know-
ing, being, and doing can no longer be thought as separate, rather they entail
one another. Moreover, this means that humans and human ways of knowing
should not be given special treatment, they should not be considered founda-
tional. In other words, humans should not be privileged from an ontic, nor
epistemic perspective. To show how we might approach being and knowing
in the world from this posthumanist8 perspective, Barad reworks Butler’s per-
formativity (Butler, 1993) into posthumanist performativity. The focus remains
on actions and doings as knowing necessarily entails being in and engaging in
the world, however knowing is no longer an exclusively human affair. Perfor-
mativity is extended to all of nature, not just humans: in Barad’s view nature
continuously performs itself through actions in the physical world. Thus know-
ing is rethought as part of the world making itself known to another part of the
world through specific material engagements.
Third, what about practices specific to humans, like ideational or concep-
tual practices? Barad’s posthuman performativity reworks the nature of the
relationship between matter – physical entities, such as electrons, atoms, bod-
ies, computers — and meaning — concepts, theory, discourse, symbols, or what
we typically think of ideational constructs, more broadly. Once again, drawing
on Bohr’s work, Barad makes the point that thinking is not separate from the
material world. Bohr shows that for an ideational concept, like velocity, to be
7This move also serves to collapse the nature-culture dichotomy.
8Humanism considers the human to be exceptional; broadly speaking, posthumanism sees
the human as part of nature and therefore a natural phenomenon that needs to be accounted for
within nature, rather than outside of it.
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well defined (to be intelligible, i.e., unambiguous) it requires a specific material
arrangement that makes possible measuring it. In other words, the material and
the conceptual realms are not separate, rather they entail one another. Further-
more, some of the experiments in quantum physics surveyed by Barad point
to the intertwined nature of physical and conceptual practices. For example, it
is now possible to perform physical experiments to test different metaphysical9
positions. (In an important sense, these experiments prove that no boundary
can be taken for granted: e.g., quantum physics redraws the boundary between
the physical and the metaphysical gets redrawn every time an experiment that
was so far possible only as a thought experiment is physically realized). There-
fore, Barad understands any practice to be a material-discursive practice. This
understanding does justice to the mutual entailment of physical and concep-
tual matters: “The relationship between the material and the discursive is one
of mutual entailment. Neither is articulated/articulable in the absence of the
other; matter and meaning are mutually articulated. Neither discursive prac-
tices nor material phenomena are ontologically or epistemologically prior. Nei-
ther can be explained in terms of the other. Neither has privileged status in
determining the other.” (Barad, 2003, p. 822) The point here is that the entan-
glement of conceptual and material practices makes possible a common ground
between human and non-human practices: the material world, i.e., physical re-
ality. Thus, this reworking of the relationship between matter and meaning dis-
solves the material-conceptual dichotomy; this dichotomy, then, also turns out
to be linked to our traditional pre-understanding of the world and the way we
enact it though our practices of knowing and doing, rather than being inherent
in the world.
9Literally, that which lies beyond the physical.
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Pausing to recapitulate, Barad’s agential realism represents an alternative
worldview that is consistent with what we currently know about the subject-
object dynamics. Not only does it not assume an inherent object-subject sep-
aration, it takes the inherent indeterminacy of this separation at its core, ex-
plores the logical consequences of experimental observations pertaining to the
subject-object dynamics, and proposes a different worldview that is consistent
with those consequences. This worldview consists of:
• Performativity: a shift from things-in-themselves to processes: examining
how certain outcomes are achieved in the world, rather then what they
are/represent.
• Posthumanism: removing the human from the center of the universe and
repositioning her ‘back’ within nature. This means human practices, in-
cluding scientific practices, are understood to be themselves natural pro-
cesses.
• The inextricably intertwined relationship between the physical and the
conceptual figures any concept or knowledge as entangled with a particu-
lar material arrangement: “Bohr’s insight that concepts are not ideational
but rather are actual physical arrangements is clearly an insistence on the
materiality of meaning making” (Barad, 2003, p. 820). This suggests that
concepts and meaning may not be considered separately from the material
practices that give them meaning; and, viceversa, that material practices
operate within a framework of discursive practices, which are themselves
entangled with other material practice, and so on.
All of these tenets are important for the topic of my thesis because they pro-
vide a foundation for doing science that does not rely on inherent separations
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and thus dissolves supposedly inherent dichotomies, such as that between the
physical and the conceptual realms, or importantly between the social and the
technical/scientific: “the fact is that the world isn’t naturally broken up into
social and scientific realms that get made separately. There isn’t one set of ma-
terial practices that makes science, and another disjunct set that makes social
relations; one kind of matter on the inside, and another on the outside. The so-
cial and the scientific are co-constituted. They are made together—but neither
is just made up. [...] The goal is therefore to understand which specific material
practices matter and how they matter.” (Barad, 2007, p. 168) To this end, Barad
puts forward a framework for how we may think about the world that does not
rely on such problematic assumptions. This framework includes:
• phenomenon. Bohr uses this term to denote particular instances of whole-
ness: the inherent inseparability of subject and object. As the subject and
object are indeterminate in the absence of a physical arrangement — or ap-
paratus — the apparatus delineates object from subject and is an integral
part of the phenomenon.
• apparatus. Physical apparatuses — i.e., particular material conditions —
are needed to draw the boundary between subject and the object, and thus
to achieve the separate entities. In other words, concepts such as ‘subject’
and ‘object’ become meaningful within a phenomenon only once the phys-
ical arrangement affecting the separation is in place. Apparatuses, then,
are at once physical and conceptual in line with the co-constitution of the
material and discursive, or physical and conceptual realms, within a phe-
nomenon.
• intra-action. The subject and object can be thought to interact with each
other within the phenomenon. But, the term interaction presupposes the
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prior existence of two separate entities. Instead, Barad chooses the term
intra-action to suggest the mutual constitution of entities within phenom-
ena, as they do not preexist as such. Phenomena, then, are physical-
conceptual intra-actions; their description must include a complete speci-
fication of the material arrangements.
• Components within phenomena, such as subjects and objects, get cut dif-
ferently within different phenomena. Hence, they cannot be said to exist
as such outside of the phenomena. In other words, they are ontologically
indeterminate outside of phenomena and ontologically dependent within
phenomena. Consequently, phenomena are the basic — i.e., the smallest
— ontological unit: “phenomena are the ontological inseparability of agentially
intra-acting components” (Barad, 2003, p. 815, original italics). In an agential
realist view, then, the world is made of things-in-phenomena, not things-
in-themselves as is the case in traditional metaphysics (metaphysics of in-
dividuality). As things get cut in certain ways only within phenomena,
phenomena can be said to be “constitutive of reality.” (Barad, 2003, p.
817)
• causality. Causality is a relation between two (or more) entities. Since
entities are indeterminate outside of phenomena, questions of causality
cannot be answered outside of specific phenomena. This means a com-
plete specification of the material arrangement that enacts the cut within
the phenomena is needed. Therefore, causality can be established only
within a particular phenomenon. The cut enacts a local causal structure
within the phenomena: it delineates ‘effect’ entities and ‘cause’ entities;
e.g., in the case of a physics measurement, the cut delineates “measur-
ing agencies (effect) and “measured object (cause) (Barad, 2003, p. 815).
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Consequently, it may not be assumed that a causal relationship between
entities carries to other phenomena, as the boundary between and thus the
entities themselves may be formed differently.
• In contrast to classical metaphysics, agency is not a quality that belongs
to a particular object or subject. Rather, in agential realism, agency is in
some sense the dynamism of the universe and manifests itself in intra-
actions: “Crucially, agency is a matter of intra-acting; it is an enactment, not
something that someone or something has. It cannot be designated as an at-
tribute of subjects or objects (as they do not preexist as such). It is not an
attribute whatsoever. Agency is “doing” or “being” in its intra-activity. [...]
Particular possibilities for (intra-)acting exist at every moment, and these
changing possibilities entail an ethical obligation to intra-act responsibly
in the world’s becoming, to contest and rework what matters and what is
excluded from mattering.” (Barad, 2007, p. 178)
A question that remains is that of objectivity. To provide a rigorous way of
doing science, this framework must resolve the question of objectivity. In the
traditional metaphysics, objectivity is made possible by the assumed separa-
tion of subject and object: as the subject is seen to be exterior to the object of
study, the knowledge obtained is thought to correspond to the object. Thus, in
a traditional worldview the objective referent is the object itself. As we have
seen, agential realism problematizes this inherent separation. Yet objectivity is
not lost; rather it gets redefined to account for the inherent entanglement be-
tween object and subject – or agencies of observation, more broadly – and the
local and temporary separations between the two effected within phenomena
through specific material arrangements.
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Agential separability – the cut constructed between object and agencies of
observation by way of specific material arrangements, i.e., apparatuses – pro-
vides the conditions of possibility for objectivity. Rather than being inherently
exterior to the object of knowledge, agencies of observation (or subject) are en-
acted as separate and thus exterior to the object, but only within particular phe-
nomena. It follows that all matters of objectivity must be examined within a phe-
nomenon. A first question that must be answered, then, is what is the objective
referent? Given that entities become determinate only within phenomena and
are thus ontologically dependent on particular phenomena, the objective refer-
ent must be phenomena, the smallest ontological unit. Further, as boundaries
between entities are drawn locally and temporarily within phenomena, agen-
tial realism understands measurements, attributes, and properties to belong to
entities-in-phenomena, rather than entities-in-themselves. In this way, Barad
following Bohr repositions objectivity so that it acknowledges the inherent en-
tanglement between object and subject as well as the separation between the
two effected within phenomena. In other words, this account of objectivity rec-
ognizes the subject/agencies of observation as an integral part of that which is
studied (the phenomenon) rather than casting it as an entity inherently exterior
to it, as is the case in traditional accounts of objectivity.
Since the object-subject boundary may be cut differently within different
phenomena, different knowledge may emerge from different cuts. In other
words, the knowledge depends on the apparatus (at once material and con-
ceptual) performing the cut. This may raise concerns pertaining to relativism.
A final question that needs to be addressed, then, is: is all knowledge relative?
First, comparing knowledge from different cuts (and thus different phenom-
ena), necessarily entails the entire phenomenon, including the apparatus that
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produced the cut. This requires a complete description of the material set up.
This ties in with agential realist objectivity’s orientation to “marks on bodies,”
in other words to specific material arrangements, as reference must necessarily
be made to bodies (physical entities) in order to give concepts unambiguous
meanings: “so that there exist well-defined concepts that can be used to objec-
tively describe the results” (Barad, 2007, p. 174). So, the apparatus effecting the
cut and the material-conceptual constraints it introduces (what is included and
what gets left out) must be taken into consideration.
Second, a comparison between outcomes from two or more phenomena nec-
essarily entails a criterion. This is itself an apparatus and it produces a cut
within the phenomenon that entails the phenomena being compared. This res-
onates with what Latour proposes as way of comparing or relating different
entities (specifically, his work is concerned with nature-culture collectives) that
appear to be incompatible. As a way of understanding possible relations be-
tween different entities (in our case, outcomes), Latour puts forth relationism:
the emphasis is on mechanisms used to gauge these relations, as relations are
never absolute in themselves – they depend on the criteria one uses for the com-
parison. The point is to measure differences and at the same time to include in
the analysis and in the relation itself the ‘yardstick’ (i.e., criterion) used to tease
out differences. (Latour, 1993). In chapter 4, I will explore what this means in
technical practice.
This concludes the brief outline of agential realism, Barad’s performative
(relational) metaphysics she proposes as an alternative to the traditional meta-
physics of separatedness or thingness. Agential realism dissolves the seemingly
inherent divide between world, knower, and knowledge. Indeed, if the knower
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is both part of the world and part of the knowledge, an a priori distinction be-
tween the three does not make sense and so these seemingly independent no-
tions collapse into one: the world. Yet, separation and boundaries between
entities are present in the world — for example, the interface can be thought
of as the boundary between machine and human. In this alternative ontology,
separation emerges as a result from practices (actions and doings in the world),
ours as well as those of non-human actors.
The alternative onto-epistemology outlined above demonstrates that it is
possible to approach the world differently: as emergent, rather than a more
or less fixed collection of things-in-themselves. Importantly for this thesis, it re-
frames separation as the on-going dynamism of the world – a matter of doings
– and the outcomes of separations as always in flux, rather than separation as
an inherent feature of the world – a matter of being (ontology) – and therefore
fixed outcomes. Related and also of considerable consequence, it recasts the
knower from a non-intervening discoverer, who uncovers a nature or culture
that pre-exists his/her observations, to an active participant contributing to the
enactment of one reality out of a field of possible realities.
3.5 There Has Never Been an Inherent Gap
In this section, I sum up the insights pertaining to the socio-technical gap that
emerged from examining it against the alternative world-view presented above.
Here, I focus on explain at once the illusion and the reality of the gap.
We now have the means to understand that the perceived separation of the
technical and the social reveals more about our assumptions about the world,
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than it does about the world itself. Concretely, when examined from the per-
spective of ontology (what we take the world and things in the world to be)
and epistemology (how we know the world) the gap reveals itself as the com-
bined (and entangled) effect of the metaphysical foundation it rests upon, a
metaphysics of individualism, and our very methods of investigation (know-
ing) and building (doing) that stem from this foundation. This insight recasts
the catch-22 situation described by the gap as: while we seek to bring the social
and the technical closer together, our ways of knowing and doing continuously
separate the two. This is to say that the gap is rooted in our worldview and
it is achieved through our practices. This understanding dissolves the idea of
the gap as inherent. The alleged fact that the socio-technical gap is a feature of
the world turns out to be an artifact. As our ways of knowing and doing con-
tinuously perform the two categories as separate and distinct, it is through our
practices, then, that we make the gap real.
While dissolving the view of the gap as inherent, this realization does not
dissolve the differences between the social and the technical. Recognizing the
co-articulation of the social and the technical, in other words, does not mean
that there are no differences. Rather, it situates those differences as continuously
enacted, rather than fixed, and therefore subject to different enactments. The
ontological alternative discussed in this chapter, then, “understand[s] the nature
of difference differently.” (Suchman, 2006, p. 260)
Having clarified the origin of the gap and some aspects of its nature, the
question that remains is: what does the gap look like now, i.e., in Barad’s
framework? The chapters to come will continue to explore this question and
by grounding the explorations in technical, design, and system-in-use obser-
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vations. I return with a summative view of what the gap looks like within a
relational ontology in the final chapter.
3.6 Performing HCI Differently
In the remainder of the thesis, I show what it may mean for HCI to take an
alternative orientation towards matters of ontology seriously. To achieve this,
I focus on one particular alternative, the one which I began to outline here; I
will introduce more notions and clarifications as necessary. Hereafter, I trace
how this alternative changes the very questions we ask (research priorities), the
way we answer them (our process, methods), the kind of insights that emerge
from our studies (knowledge), and consequently the way we build interactive
systems.
It is important to note that these are first steps towards a technical practice
based on a different ontological basis. At a minimum, this work shows that
thinking outside of the dominant (so pervasive and entrenched that it has come
to be seen as commonsense) metaphysics is difficult — partly because it has
been an unquestioned background assumption of scientific and technical prac-
tices for centuries — and that getting used to seeing the world in a different way
takes continuous practice and therefore time. In many ways, my work builds
on my colleagues’ work (in other fields and in HCI) I draw on, who have al-
ready started tackling this massive challenge. Completely removing all traces
of the metaphysics of individualism, then, would be a tall order for my project.
However, further addressing this ongoing challenge, in the chapters to follow:
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• I show what it might mean to perform technical representations within
this new metaphysical framework and contrast the process to the classical
one.
• I design, build, and evaluate an interactive system from an agential realist
perspective.
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CHAPTER 4
REPRESENTATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATIONALISM
Representations are the bread and butter of computational technologies. The
latter rely on digital representations for information about the world and in or-
der to participate more fully in their environments. As we have seen in chap-
ter 2, the prevailing understanding of representations in technical circles sees
them as a mirror of the world: standing in direct correspondence to entities in
the world. Even though they may not be perfect replicas of their real-world
correspondents, technical efforts aim to produce representations that are good
enough approximations. This line of thinking is supported by the belief that
technical innovation will narrow the gap between representation and repre-
sented.
Others have problematized representationalism, the view of representation
as a mirror of reality. Notably, Suchman’s work on representations of human
action has made an impact in HCI. Her work demonstrated that the prescrip-
tive use of representations of human action by computational technologies is at
odds with the way people act in the world and leads to severe breakdowns in
interaction. In spite of having found a receptive audience in HCI, more than
two decades after her work was originally published, very little has changed in
technical practice in the way we approach representations.
The most immediate way to handle the issues pertaining to the problem of
representation would be to do away with representations altogether. While
it may be possible for computational technologies to interact meaningfully in
their environments without using representations (Brooks, 1991) – i.e., without
manipulating internal variables representing entities outside the system – not
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using any kind of representations would severely limit the kind of things sys-
tems could do in the world. Rather than removing all representations, a more
constructive way to deal with the problem of representation would be to re-
think the relationship between representation and represented and then adjust
accordingly the way computational systems engage them.
In this chapter, I begin to demonstrate a way of performing and using rep-
resentations that moves away from representationalism – the assumption that
representations simply reflect entities in the world. This is a tall order as tech-
nical representations are intimately associated with, if not founded on, the
idea of representationalism. Yet it is important that we do so if we are seri-
ous about transcending recurrent difficulties, such as those associated with the
socio-technical gap. Chapter 3 has shown that representationalism is inextri-
cably entangled in the web of metaphysical assumptions that underlie the ma-
jority of Western techno-science. This explains in part why there have been
relatively few attempts to approach technical representations differently: doing
so requires not just letting go of representationalism, but also breaking out of
the broader metaphysics it belongs to. In the second part of chapter 3, I have
sketched an alternative onto-epistemology — agential realism — that does not
rely on representationalism. The aim of this chapter is to show what it might
mean to approach representations from such a worldview. I tackle this task
simultaneously from a theoretical and practical perspective, i.e., grounded in
concrete studies and experiments. This chapter, then, is about understanding,
performing, and using representations differently.
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4.1 Preliminaries
The main questions guiding this chapter are the following: what does it mean
to represent? and, what do representations achieve? I explore these questions
within a worldview of emergence which sees the world as continuously made
and remade through practices of engagement. This is in contrast to the tradi-
tional metaphysics which approaches the world as a collection of things, de-
termined a priori, and having essential attributes governed by laws external to
the entities themselves. In the traditional worldview, then, representing means
identifying the essential attributes of an entity, i.e., those that define it, and accu-
rately characterizing them. But if we no longer accept that attributes are given
in advance, rather they emerge and are performed in relation to other entities,
then questions pertaining to practices of representing – such as what does it
mean to represent? what is the objective referent of representations? how do
different representations of the same object relate to one another? – need to be
answered anew.
I approach these questions simultaneously from a theoretical and practical
perspective, grounded in two experimental case studies. Recall from chapter 3
that agential realism sees conceptual and material matters as mutually entailing
one another, rather than inhabiting separate realms. In other words, theory and
practice are intertwined. In what follows, my approach will be to use the theory
to understand how to (re)orient technical practice and to use practice – specific
research projects – to further explicate this alternative theory in concrete terms
and to work out concrete understandings and consequences ‘on the ground.’ I
do so in the context of machine representations of human emotion. The core of
this chapter consists of two research projects in which I perform such represen-
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tations and which I use to analyze and work out what it means to represent if
we take the world as emergent, rather than definable in advance.
Before describing the projects, I want to briefly revisit some aspects of theory
(agential realism) that are important for rethinking representations. Recall that
performativity is central to agential realism. This means the focus is on process:
actions, doings, rituals whose repetition enacts certain attributes and not others.
This change in focus from things in themselves to how they are achieved means
representation is seen not as a static accomplishment but as the outcome of a se-
ries of doings or actions. Such doings require particular material arrangements
to be in place: an apparatus is needed to cut the world in certain ways, e.g., a
measuring device. The apparatus enacts a cut, that is, it generates a particular
perspective by focusing on certain dimensions to the exclusion of others. What
is left out, then, constitutes the perspective just as much as what is included.
This is to say that representations are not innocent: they are not representations
of the entities in the world; rather, they embody a particular way of looking at
the world and they pertain to entities emerging through particular practices of
engagement in the world.
In the analyses to follow, apparatuses play an important role. They are at
once material and conceptual since concrete material arrangements are needed
to give concepts unambiguous meanings and material aspects are always al-
ready entangled within a web of meanings. Throughout the description of the
studies, then, I will point out how the particular conceptual orientation I take
here changes the practice and does so in a consequential manner: it changes ma-
terial arrangements and thus outcomes, which in turn change the theory and so
on. This is to say that adopting a different worldview goes beyond simply in-
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terpreting technical practice and outcomes differently, i.e., adding a different
interpretation on top of a technical basis which evolves largely independent of
conceptual concerns. By changing technical practice at once conceptually and
materially (such as the very physical processes involved in representing emo-
tions), the alternative worldview I adopt here deeply permeates every aspect
of practice and thus has the potential to transform in important ways technical
practice as well as other practices associated with the construction of interactive
systems more broadly, e.g., interaction design and user studies.
As for the manner of presentation, I will go back and forth between the per-
formative and the representationalist view of emotion, and between agential re-
alist and the traditional worldview, more broadly. This mode of presenting will
likely suit most readers as they will be familiar with the latter. Further, most,
if not all, representational methods have been developed within a representa-
tionalist framework, so this way of writing allows me to focus on what needs
to change in the way such representations are performed and used in order to
align them with a performative view of representation.
The view of representation as always partial is not new to HCI. For example,
Bannon speaks of representation as necessarily highlighting certain aspects at
the expense of others in the context of representations of work processes (Ban-
non, 1995). Such critiques of the representationalist assumptions inherent in
technical practice have been typically made from a social science perspective
and to date, it is largely unclear how to engage these critiques in technical prac-
tice; that is, how should the very technical representations change to address
such critiques. This is precisely the aim of this chapter. In chapter 3, I have con-
nected critiques of representations that have emerged within HCI to broader
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critiques outside of HCI, which uncovered not just representationalism as the
problem, but the entire web of metaphysical assumptions entangled with rep-
resentationalism. Also in chapter 3, I began to sketch Barad’s alternative meta-
physics that breaks away from those assumptions. Here, then, I draw on her
framework for solid, coherent, and rigorous accounts of representational and
techno-scientific practices, more broadly, that will allow us to move towards a
rigorous technical practice constructed around a different view of representa-
tion. Having sketched a different approach to representation, at the end of the
chapter, I position my contribution with respect to other alternative views of
representation at work in HCI and beyond.
4.2 Emotion as Emergent and Relational
As seen in chapter 2, two conceptualizations of emotions are currently present
in HCI. The dominant one treats emotion as a kind of information. It under-
stands emotions as clearly delineable states that are internal to an individual.
This perspective of emotion frames systems building as transmitting affective
information between users and technologies (Boehner et al., 2007). This view
of affect emerged within the traditional metaphysics, which understands the
world as a collection of things that pre-exist us. Indeed, affect is taken to be a
biological fact, an entity that exists in itself and can be studied by isolating it,
for example through controlled laboratory studies. Furthermore, systems de-
signed from this ontological view rely heavily on explicitly representing emo-
tions. The representations derived substitute for user emotions in the system; in
other words, they are based on a representationalist approach to representation.
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A different ontological view of affect emerged in reaction to emotion-as-
information (Boehner et al., 2007). Informed by historical and anthropologi-
cal accounts of emotion, it posits affect as emerging in interaction. In contrast
to emotion-as information, emotion-as-interaction is dynamically experienced,
culturally mediated, socially constructed and experienced, and inherently am-
biguous (as opposed to clearly delineable). The following points central to the
interactional view of affect resonate in important ways with agential realism:
• The focus shifts from emotion as an internal state to social and cultural
practices that shape and are shaped by emotion, or, to put it differently,
from emotion as pre-existing interaction to how emotion emerges and is
transformed through interactions. Furthermore, this view of emotion em-
phasizes the role emotion plays in human action and practices. This em-
phasis on the doings of and around emotion resonates with agential real-
ism’s emphasis that entities emerge through specific doings (i.e., perfor-
mativity), rather than assuming that they are given in advance.
• In spite of the insistence to include what could be called discursive aspects
of emotion – specifically, cultural and social aspects – affect-as-interaction
does not see emotion simply as a socio-cultural construct. That is it
does not dismiss biological aspects (bodily, physical aspects of emotion)
(Boehner et al., 2007; Ho¨o¨k et al., 2008). Instead it sees emotion as the inter-
play between the two: “partially mediated through physiological signals
but also substantially constructed through social interaction and cultural
interpretation.” (Boehner et al., 2007, p. 278). This is consistent with agen-
tial realism’s tenet that material and discursive matters are inextricably
intertwined.
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• Another important point that makes the interactional view of affect com-
patible with agential realism pertains to the subject-object dynamics. In-
deed, the view of emotion-as-interaction acknowledges the role of the
knower in partially constructing the object of study: “affect-as-interaction
constructs its object of study as well; but it takes that construction as a
necessary part of its practice” (Boehner et al., 2007, p. 288).
• Affect-as-interaction critiques the way emotion-as-information represents
and uses representations of human emotions, i.e., the assumption that
represented emotion stands in one-to-one correspondence to experienced
emotion. Boehner et al take issue with, in my words, the representational-
ist stance implicitly embraced by emotion-as-information.
However, approaches associated with affect-as-interaction (e.g., Ho¨o¨k et al.,
2008; Boehner et al., 2007) may go too far in proposing that any kind of explicit
representations of emotions should be avoided: “[t]he richness of emotion in
interaction mitigates against reductive representation.” (Boehner et al., 2007,
p. 289). But any representation is reductive as it must necessarily highlight
certain aspects at the expense of others. Furthermore, representations may still
be useful even if they do demand some kind of translation and simplification of
the phenomena.
As I’ve discussed earlier, the problem lies not so much in representations
themselves but in the relationship between represented and representation. In
other words, the problem rests in the representationalist assumptions entangled
with existing methods for representations of emotions. My aim in the remain-
der of this chapter is to rethink representations of emotions from the perspective
of agential realism, that is, to rethink representations of emotions from a perfor-
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mative perspective.
4.3 Representing Emotion
From a technical and design perspective, the research presented in this thesis
culminates with the design, technical construction, and user study of an interac-
tive system for user reflection and awareness of her own emotions (see chapter
5). With the system – named Freaky – my intention was to explore what it means
to make and evaluate interactive systems when we no longer rely on representa-
tionalism and a priori separations such as the one between social and technical.
For this, I chose an alternative to the traditional metaphysics, an alternative that
does not rest on inherent separations: agential realism.
The system uses representations which are typically associated with human
emotions. To put it simply, the system gauges whether the person using it is
scared based on user heart rate data. In technical parlance, the system incor-
porates a statistical model of fear that classifies data computed from real-time
physiological sensors into two classes: fear and non-fear. Affective comput-
ing, the dominant approach to emotional interaction, understands physiology
to be an information signal encoding the person’s affective state (Picard, 1997;
Boehner et al., 2007). Further, it constructs more complex representations of
emotions – such as statistical models – to map the physiological data to the cor-
rect emotion, i.e., the emotion experienced by the user (e.g., Picard, 1997). In
other words, these technical approaches see representations of emotion as char-
acterizing the objects purportedly represented: human emotion. In the con-
struction of my system, I want to engage some of the data sources and the tech-
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nical methods for deriving representations, yet I want to do so without rely-
ing on the representationalist assumption that these representations necessarily
capture the emotion experienced by the user. In the remainder of this chapter,
I examine whether and how that might be possible. Specifically, I have a close
look at representations of emotions from the perspective of agential realism. I
do so in two related research projects: the first focuses on physiological data
that might be relevant for emotion; the second examines statistical methods for
classifying physiological data into emotional categories.
4.3.1 Physiology and Emotion
To date physiological data have been used in interactive systems in two differ-
ent ways. First, the representationalist perspective sees physiological measures
such as heart rate, skin conductance, and EEG as information channels carry-
ing the emotional state experienced by the subject (Picard, 1997; Boehner et al.,
2007). Within the classical framework, which relies on representationalism, rep-
resentations based on such data aim to recover that emotional state. In chapter
2 and earlier in this chapter, I have discussed how this representationalist view
of affect assumes the seamless transfer of the users’ affective states from the
social to the technical and back, i.e., the emotion experienced is carried by phys-
iological signals recorded with sensors to the computational technology which
processes the data and detects the emotional state experienced by the person.
The alternative computational approach around emotional experience, the
one I draw on for my work because of important resonances with agential real-
ism, embodies a different ontological view that sees emotion as emergent from
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actions in the world. Systems built from this perspective have generally avoid
using physiological measures to infer emotional states for fear of “formali[zing]
the unformalizable” (Boehner et al., 2007). Because this view of emotion em-
phasizes the subjective experience of emotion and its construction in interac-
tion, when it draws on physiological measures it does so to elicit subjective
reactions and thus to aid the work of interpretation and co-construction of emo-
tional meaning. For example, a few systems approaching emotion from an in-
teractional perspective have used physiological measures to derive visual rep-
resentations which were then presented to the user to make sense of them (e.g.,
Stahl et al., 2009). Such representations do not fall under the representationalist
category. Instead, they see the meaning of biometric data to be open ended and
thus to be made sense of by people, rather than by computers (Stahl et al., 2009).
In this section, I present the project I sketched in the introduction. It investi-
gates further the relationship between physiology and human emotion from an
emergent perspective. Specifically, the project’s goal was to understand better
the process of emotional meaning-making and to explore new ways of design-
ing affective interactive systems that do not rely on representationalism. This
study provides insights into the possibilities for affective technologies to en-
gage measurable physiological signals. It consisted of three parts: recording
biometric signals using sensors, producing visual representations of the data,
and co-interpreting the representations together with the participants.
Study Set Up
This study took the Bio Mapping project of the artist Christian Nold as a starting
point (Nold, 2004). Nold gathers information from residents of various cities in
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the form of physiological readings: residents are instructed to wander through
the city, while their physiological data is recorded through the use of galvanic
skin response (GSR) readers. Physiological research understands GSR to be a
measure of physiological arousal, which plays a central role in many theories of
affect. For example, Russell’s circumplex model of affect organizes emotions in
a two dimensional space, one if which is physiological arousal (Russell, 1980).
Nold also continuously records volunteers’ location via GPS locating equip-
ment. After collecting the data, Nold uploads them to Google Earth, where the
route taken by the participants appears mapped onto an aerial view of the loca-
tion. The outcome is a map that includes each participant’s route along with the
GRS data plotted as a wall on the map, where at each point the height of the wall
is determined by the GSR reading at that location. Connecting the individual
points for a particular participant results in peaks and valleys of physiological
arousal along the route.
In this project, we constructed maps similar to Nold’s, using them to
examine how emotional meaning arises and to probe different, i.e., non-
representationalist ways, of approaching the relationship between physiology
and emotion.
To record the data, we used the following equipment: GSR sensors con-
nected to a Procomp Infinity unit from Thought Technology Ltd. and a hand-
held commercial off-the-shelf GPS device which recorded the location at one
second intervals. We briefed the participants on the purpose and specific steps
that made up the study, the data being recorded, and how the data would be
used. Once the equipment was in place and turned on, each participant went
on a 30-60 minute walk. There were no constraints as to where to go, however
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Figure 4.1: Arousal map
we suggested that they could visit places that are meaningful to them.
After the participants completed the data recording part of the study, the
data were downloaded and visualized in a manner similar to Nold’s. For
each participant we generated a digital representation of the data using Google
Maps: an aerial view of the walk with the GSR data visualized as a wall (figure
4.1). We picked Google Maps as the medium for representation.
In the third part of the study, we used the maps we constructed to explore
meaning-making around emotional experiences. For this, the researchers met
with each participant and gave them the map constructed with their own data.
They examined the maps using Google Earth, which allows zooming in and out,
changing the angle and the orientation of the visualization, adding or removing
information layers such as buildings, photos linked to particular locations, etc.
Following that, we discussed their experiences, the maps, and their meaning
for approximately 45 minutes. The participants described where they went and
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what they did, interpreted the maps together with the researchers, and imag-
ined how other people might use them. Most of our questions were deliberately
open-ended and provocative in order to invite the participants to tell stories that
would provide us with a more detailed picture of the way these maps could be
interpreted and the particular circumstances that make the maps meaningful.
A total of five people participated in the study: two male and three female,
with ages in the 21-36 range. We took ourselves as participants (two people) and
we had our friends as co-participants. This approach to recruiting participants
for the study goes against established methodology of traditional HCI studies.
Specifically, as discussed in chapter 3, an important condition for valid knowl-
edge requires the knower to be outside of the object studied – i.e., a clear sepa-
ration between subject and object; alternatively, if the subject-object interference
is unavoidable, it should be accounted for and the knowledge adjusted accord-
ingly, so that the knowledge pertains only to the object itself. However, the
perspective I take here – agential realism – explicitly contests that the knower
can ever be outside the phenomenon studied and insists that the knower must
be part and parcel of the analysis and thus the knowledge produced. From the
perspective we adopted, then, our decision to include ourselves as participants
was meant to explicitly contest the a priori separation of subject and object.
The other participants were recruited from the researchers’ social circles in
order to provide a familiar context for our discussions, a setting that facilitated
an uninhibited dialog around the feelings, emotions, and intimate events that
were associated with the maps by our volunteers. The existing social context
made it easier for us to relate to our participants by informing and pointing the
conversation in a deeper way than if the relationship between researchers and
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participants had been decontextualized.
In the following, I show how adopting a different ontological perspective
changes how we think of representations. Concretely, I present the agential re-
alist perspective on this study – e.g., what is represented, the ontological status
of entities, etc. – in contrast to the traditional view.
Recording Data
In the first part of the study we equipped our participants with sensors and
recorded continuously their location and GSR data. From a classical perspective
the sensors record measurable quantities pertaining to the participants. As such,
the act of measuring such data does not constitute an intervention that may alter
the object of measurement: the sensors simply record something that is already
there whether one measures them or not.
From the perspective of agential realism, the situation described – the partic-
ipants performing a walk – is an instance of wholeness, a phenomenon. Adding
the sensing equipment to the mix makes possible certain views within the phe-
nomena that otherwise wouldn’t be possible, concretely GSR and location data.
In other words, each of the two apparatuses effects a cut, i.e., it produces a way
of seeing the situation at hand. For example, the GSR sensor cuts – i.e., separates
– GSR from the person’s body. The outcome is a measurement, materialized1
within the recording unit as a digital representation.
Measuring the GSR, then, requires a material apparatus – the sensor – to
1In spite of the pervasive view of bits as immaterial, they are intimately tied to and cannot
not exist outside of specific material arrangements, whether electric, optic or magnetic arrange-
ments (e.g., Blanchette, 2010)
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effect a cut into the phenomenon. From the agential realist perspective, in the
absence of the material apparatus effecting the cut, i.e., the sensor, the GSR is in-
determinate. To see this more clearly, let’s examine how the GSR sensors work.
The GSR is the measurement of the skin’s electrical conductance, which is the
inverse of electrical resistance. To measure the electrical conductance, the sen-
sor sends a small current through the body. In the absence of the sensor there
is no current to make the measurement and give local meaning to the notion
of “skin’s electrical conductance.” To put it differently, the skin’s electrical con-
ductance does not exist a priori to the measuring apparatus being in place. In
order to measure the GSR, then, the sensor creates the GSR: it effects a cut in
the phenomenon so that GSR may emerge through particular intra-actions, i.e.,
between sensor and body.
This is in contrast to the classical perspective, which sees measuring the GSR
as observing something that is already there, a property of the body that exists
independent of the experiment. That is, the GSR is found by the sensor, rather
than being created. The ontological status of the object of measurement (GSR),
then, is an important point of difference between the two worldviews. Within
the classical ontological perspective, the GSR has come to be seen as a property
inherent to the body. While ontologically connected to the body, the classical
perspective does not see GSR to be also ontologically dependent to a particular
material-conceptual apparatus. It is an attribute pertaining to the body which
exists as such, whether one measures it or not. I want to emphasize that from
the agential realist perspective, the data is ontologically inseparable from the
phenomenon in which a material-conceptual arrangement (which includes the
sensors) enacted the separation of GSR from the body that made the recording
possible. From this perspective, GSR is ontologically indeterminate outside the
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phenomena – which includes the body and the material-conceptual apparatus –
that is, GSR does not exist as such outside the material-conceptual arrangements
that give it meaning and a way to measure it.
This ontological dependence on the phenomena must be kept in mind since
the measurement makes possible manipulating the GSR data at a later time as if
the data were independent of the phenomenon within which it emerged. Thus,
it may appear that GSR exists independently, but this may be achieved only
within the experiment, i.e., within the phenomena. Otherwise, it would be like
separating dance and dancer: while it may be possible to think of them indepen-
dently, in practice – i.e., when performing a dance – we cannot have one with-
out the other. Agential realism provides a way to account for this ontological
dependence by taking the objective referent to be the phenomenon itself and
the outcome of the measurement to be GSR-within-the-phenomenon. This is
in contrast to the classic ontological view, in which the GSR itself is the objective
referent.
Visualizing the Data
In the second part of the study, we generated visual representations of the data.
Such visual representations are a form of representation based on measurable
data. From a classical perspective, they may be thought of as providing an
objective viewpoint on the data. However, the agential realist view would see
each representation as the outcome of a cut. Therefore, the representation is
always partial as it includes certain aspects and must necessarily exclude others.
To see what is at stake, let us consider two alternatives to the digital repre-
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sentation we used in the study. One such alternative is to include all the par-
ticipants’ data in the same representation. This first alternative representation,
then, includes and extends the previous one. A second alternative departs sig-
nificantly from the previous. Here, the maps would be individual and depart
from the natural topology by rearranging the landmarks visited in order of in-
creasing GSR value (an average would be computed for each landmark). This
alternative representation then is complementary to the other two, i.e., the view
it presents would not be accessible by looking at either of the other two maps,
and vice versa. Considering which visual representation to choose, then, is not
just a matter of choosing what should be represented but also of what should
be excluded from the representation. Taking into account also what is left out
from the representation problematizes viewing any representation as inherently
objective.
But objectivity means different things depending on which ontological view
we take. In the classical sense, objectivity means removing oneself as much
as possible from the object of study. As we have seen in chapter 3, agential
realism redefines objectivity as being accountable for the cuts we help enact. In
other words, being accountable for the realities we help enact which necessarily
entails acknowledging our (the researchers’) contribution in the co-construction
of the object of study. A closer look into how we may understand the visualizing
process through the perspective of agential realist will make this point more
clearly.
Concretely, the process starts with the raw data — bits in some form of mem-
ory or another — as the outcome of a cut within a phenomenon: the data collec-
tion, described in the previous section. This outcome becomes part of another
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phenomenon within which the visualization will emerge. Recall that in agen-
tial realism, entities do not preexist as such, they exist only within phenomena
– in other words, phenomena are constitutive of reality. The visualization is
made possible by introducing an apparatus that effects a cut within the phe-
nomenon. The apparatus necessarily includes the person performing the visu-
alization as s/he picks how the data should be cut: what and how should be in
and what should be out of the representation. It becomes clear that the visual-
ization emerges from a specific material-discursive practice of engagement with
the world.
The agential realist view explicitly acknowledges the constitutive role
played by the person performing the representation. In contrast, the classical
– i.e., representationalist – approach to representation sees the different visual-
izations described above as representations of the same data approached from
different angles. That view may acknowledge the representer as ingenious and
skilful, yet it sees the role s/he plays as a passive one: uncovering a truth that
was always already there. As we have seen in chapter 3, downplaying the role
of the observer (the person performing the representation, in this case) is neces-
sary to make knowledge claims within the traditional metaphysics. In this way,
the data – rather than the phenomenon which includes the researcher – ‘tells the
story’.
Within the agential realist framework, exclusions are constitutive of reality.
In the case of representations, this means that what is left out – or made in-
visible – shapes the object represented just as much as what is included. This
understanding points to the fact that any representation is necessarily situated:
the view it presents is taken from a particular perspective. As the feminist
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philosopher of science Donna Haraway has pointed out, traditional scientific
approaches promise a disembodied view of infinite vision (a ‘god-trick’), in-
stead of acknowledging that any view is always already a partial perspective
(Haraway, 1988). Critically, agential realism provides a way to identify that per-
spective by tracing the emergence of the representation within the phenomena:
the representation is the outcome of a cut effected using a material-conceptual
apparatus. Examining the apparatus, then, holds the key to understanding how
the representation emerged.
Agential realism sees different representations obtained from the same data
– such as the ones described before – as different phenomena and thus providing
different (potentially complementary or even conflicting) material and discur-
sive outcomes, i.e., the views produced. This is not seen as a problem; rather,
each such view co-performs the represented. This is in contrast to the traditional
metaphysics. Because representation must be in one to one correspondence to a
preexisting object, different representations of the same data must stack, i.e., the
must be additive. In the classical framework, then, if different representations
of the same data contradict each other, one must necessarily be false. Returning
to the question of objectivity, in the agential realist framework objectivity means
taking these partial perspectives into consideration including the way each was
achieved and being accountable for which partial perspective(s) we make real;
i.e., objectivity in this framework entails accountability for what is excluded.
Interviewing the Participants
In the third part of the study, we discussed with our participants their experi-
ences and the meaning of the maps. A classical take on this part of the study
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would have tried to identify whether any emotions were experienced by the
participants and try to match those with the physiology data (e.g., Healey et al.,
2010). This could have happened in a number of ways, for example by funneling
user expression through a small set of pre-specified emotional categories, ask-
ing the participants to rate the felt intensity of the emotion, etc. Approaching
emotion from an emergent framework, we oriented the discussion in ways that
allowed us and our participants to construct narratives of what had happened
and emotional meanings around that, paying attention to the work required
to arrive at such meanings as well as to how articulating emotions helped our
participants understand themselves and their experience. I return to explore
further differences between the two ontological perspectives after I introduce
some of the outcomes of the interviews.
Themes
From the discussions, we synthesized a number of themes that emerged. We
presented them in a paper published in 2008 (Leahu et al., 2008a); in the fol-
lowing, I focus the attention to a subset which I will then discuss in the context
provided by agential realism:
• From physiology to meaning. One of the recurrent topics was the
meaning of the maps. When describing the maps themselves and their
relevance, the participants described them using neutral, very literal,
machine-like, non-emotionally charged descriptions, such as “just a plot.”
Asked whether the mapped data could have any meaning for them, the
participants struggled to take a firm position as to whether the mapped
data meant anything to them or not. However, in the discussion covering
what had happened on their walk or when commenting on peaks or val-
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leys in the representation in the GSR data, our volunteers used the maps
as mnemonic aids to recall and to explain what might have happened or
to reflect why a particular point might be justified by several factors. The
following participant quote expresses this transition from meaningless in
themselves to meaningful when considered in a specific context:
“It maps the physical state, not emotion if it was emotion it would probably be flat.
The map has no significance to me. [...] I don’t think it really tells anything about
me, I mean, it does in a way, but not really. [...] Like the peak when crossing
the bridge made me think whether it is because I’m afraid of heights, or maybe
just because I think it’s pretty or I actually thought “I wonder if someone sees me
here and think that I’m a suicide bomber and I want to jump off the bridge” and
actually I chuckled a little bit.”
• Open-endedness. A closely related aspect to the discussion around the
meaning of the maps is their open-endedness. Most, if not all, of the inter-
pretations which surfaced during the study go beyond what is and may be
represented in the map, i.e., location and physiological arousal. In other
words, the volunteers engaged the flexibility of meaning afforded by the
representation. Further, some saw it as an opportunity to engage differ-
ently with the environment, as explicitly articulated by one of them:
“The way we interact with the environment right now is really mediated through
language and images and stuff and so maybe we should provide other ways of
visualizing [the environment]; like the news are supposed to link you to the world,
but “hello! they’re not!”, because they’re already interpreted for you, so I think
people would be interested in [the maps] just because they are sick of being told
what to think.”
• Reflection and awareness. The participants used the maps as a basis from
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which to reflect on everyday activities and the way they may change in
time or to discover things that otherwise would be overlooked. One par-
ticipant wished that there would be a way to build such every-day maps
over a longer period of time:
“I think it’s more interesting to do it when you’re doing more normal stuff, be-
cause then you might get to see some things that you might not realize you react
to. [..]I wish we could have done a map of me over the years that I spent here. And
it would be cool if it could fade in time.”
Another participant ran errands while her position and physiological sig-
nals were being recorded. In the process, she went back and forth to her
office four times. The map consistently shows extremely low GSR values
around the building where her office is located. She notes:
“Well, that’s unexpected! (laughs) This is pretty funny Can you blame me?!?
Damn that’s pretty low I probably looked inside and I was like “Oh dear!” [...]
[the arousal level] drops to the ground — I was probably thinking ”Urgh papers
boring (laughs) (looking at the map:) And then as soon as I get away from the
building, it’s back up!!!”
When discussing allowing other people to examine their maps, or wanting
to see other people’s maps, the participants mentioned significant others
and close family members. Here, the maps were perceived as an opportu-
nity to express, project, and talk about feelings:
“I would have [my boyfriend] try it out! I would just be curious to see if we
would react in a similar fashion to places, although it’s so abstract, but still it’s
really cool. I would like him to take a walk with it and then give it to me! I think
it would be great for him, it would be such a great tool. This would be a great tool
for people that have a hard time verbalizing their feelings, not that I’m saying my
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boyfriend has a hard time doing that (laughs) [...] but yeah, it would be great as
a reflection tool for people. I would be interested in seeing my mom’s. She is not
a very emotional person, but you know, she does have emotions, she just doesn’t
talk about them and it would be cool to see her, you know, dealing with life... you
know, maybe it would give me more insight into her states.”
On truth and opportunities for engagement and contesting meanings. Collecting
GSR and location data makes possible aggregating large amounts of the
data and visualizing the aggregates – for example, average GSR at each
location – for entire cities or specific neighborhoods. One such example
is Nold’s “emotion mapping” project which published collective emotion
maps of cities such as London and San Francisco. Through the aggregation
of personal, subjective, responses to places, trends and patterns among
collectives begin to emerge. To this end, he states that these maps “are
packed full of personal observations which show the areas that people
feel strongly about and truly visualize the social space of a community”
(Nold, 2004).
For our discussion, we created we created a mock collective arousal map
for the Cornell campus (figure 4.2). Shades closer to red correspond to
higher than normal, blue to lower than normal arousal levels. The ag-
gregate maps generated a wide array of usage scenarios from alleviating
home-sickness, to exploring and navigating a new city, to opening up new
interpretative spaces at the community level.
When asked which city’s map she would like to have access to, one par-
ticipant unhesitantly answered: “[my hometown]. Man, I am so homesick, I
could use anything that would connect me to that place. [...] The map would help
me come up with stories, even though they weren’t true!”
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Figure 4.2: Cornell campus mock aggregate map.
An important part in the discussion around such collective maps was
whether such maps capture anything meaningful at all, for example, given
that minority reactions might be averaged out, i.e., disappear from view as
only the average gets represented. The fact that the maps may not be ‘true’
was seen as an opportunity to provoke citizens into civic dialogue on sen-
sitive issues (e.g., racial segregation, homophobia, high crime areas, etc.)
and therefore to raise awareness and to think about what it would take to
address those issues. For instance, one participant suggested using maps
that apparently reinforce stereotypes: “study if some groups are overly
emotional, for example if the Hispanic neighborhoods are more emotional
than the Asian neighborhoods.” The emphasis here was not just on the
maps, but also and more so on people’s reaction to the maps.
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We drew on these and other insights into how people make sense of their
feelings to explore the design space they open up. We did this by way of re-
search through design (Zimmerman et al., 2007). We envisioned new ways of
engaging people through the design of wearable affective systems – such as
garments and jewelry – as well as affective displays, individual or community
aggregates, to provoke rituals of reflection, awareness, and civic engagement.
These are available in our published report (Leahu et al., 2008a).
Having given an overview of the insights into emotional meaning-making
and how representations of physiology may contribute in this area that emerged
from this study, I now turn to considering this last part of the study in the con-
text of agential realism.
The multiplicity of meanings that may emerge from any of our experiences
is evident in many of the participants’ comments and the way they interpreted
their own experiences. Viewed from the traditional perspective, different inter-
pretations of the same event are suspicious. In that framework there may be
only one correct emotional label for the experience; this has to do with the as-
sumption of the existence of an objective truth. As such, multiple, potentially
conflicting, interpretations are seen as evidence of the vagaries of people’s self
report (Picard 1997, cf. Boehner et al., 2007).
From the perspective of agential realism, different interpretations of the
same data are outcomes of different cuts. This means a different apparatus was
used to effect the cut, i.e., generate the interpretation. A closer look at the ap-
paratus, then, will shine light on what is at stake. The apparatus includes the
maps (themselves the outcome of a different phenomenon), the participant, and
the researchers. Importantly, the apparatus includes the participant’s material-
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conceptual way of understanding the world, which includes and depends on
her history, memories, beliefs, previous experiences, education, social class, etc.
All of these may be relevant and may be drawn on to make sense of their own
experience, as evidenced in the participants’ quotes. Further, the apparatus in-
cludes the researchers’ way of understanding the world; these come into play
in the way s/he understands the situation and influences the specific questions
asked, re-orienting the discussion, synthesizing the participant’s answers, iden-
tifying common themes, etc.
Different cuts, then, may lead to different labels and narratives through
which people sort themselves and their experiences out. The focus in the perfor-
mative perspective is less on the label and more on sorting things and ourselves
out in the understandings that emerge. In other words, the emotional category
or label (e.g., happy, sad, thrilled) is secondary to the work done to arrive at
it and the work the particular emotion does for achieving intelligibility in the
situation at hand. So rather than being seen a problem, each cut and the corre-
sponding label(s) or lack thereof gives a perspective. Different interpretations
leading to different perspectives, then, are not competing, rather they are com-
plementary. They are not the vagaries of self-report and user interpretation,
but generative, creative, open-ended performances. They are not something to
be done away with, rather something to be cultivated, e.g., to empower users
(Ho¨o¨k et al., 2008).
Importantly for our new understandings of representations, the agential re-
alist framework highlights the important, in fact, constitutive, role of the con-
text of interpretation. As we have seen, depending of what one takes into
account when interpreting the maps, the meanings at which one arrives may
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be different. This is because the context of interpretation is necessarily part of
the phenomenon from which particular outcomes (in this case, interpretations,
meanings) emerge. In the classical framework, there is no room for including
the context of interpretation: as emotions are seen to exist independent of our
interaction, any interpretation necessarily must be contrasted to the ‘true’ emo-
tion that was experienced at the time the data was recorded. In sum, in contrast
the classical framework, agential realism allows for certain aspects of emotional
meaning-making to be taken into consideration as part and parcel of the object
of study: multiplicity of meaning and the active role played by the context of
interpretation.
Stepping Back
Here, I review how the change in the metaphysical framework changes the way
we see representation, focusing specifically on the relationship between repre-
sentation and represented:
• Representing means generating a perspective into a phenomenon. This is
achieved by performing a cut using a specific material arrangement (ap-
paratus).
• Obtaining a perspective might mean creating the object of study – as in
the case of measuring the GSR. Recall that in order to measure the GSR,
the GSR must be created by sending a small current through the body.
The GSR, then, is indeterminate in the absence of the material apparatus
that produces a cut in the phenomenon so that the GSR may emerge as an
entity within the phenomenon.
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• Any cut includes certain dimensions, to the exclusion of others. Represen-
tations emerge from particular cuts, therefore, any representation is neces-
sarily partial. Consequently, it implicitly shapes the object represented in
certain ways and not others.
• Different perspectives may emerge from the same phenomenon (e.g.,
study) as the outcomes of different cuts. Because the cuts are the effect of
introducing a particular material-conceptual apparatus, the multiple per-
spectives that result may be complementary or even conflicting. Each
perspective redraws the object represented differently.
• The objective referent of a study is the phenomenon itself, as the basic
ontological unit. The outcome of the study (e.g., measuring the GSR) is
ontologically dependent on the phenomenon and is indeterminate outside
of it.
Taking an emergent worldview in this study revealed some aspects around
emotion that are invisible in the classical perspective:
• Multiplicity of meaning. Multiple emotional interpretations of the same
event may be possible as each results in a different perspective into the
phenomenon: the person’s experience interacting with the world. Further,
the context of interpretation, not just the context of the experience itself, is
part of the apparatus that makes the perspective possible. In other words,
the context of interpretation matters.
• Emotional meaning-making involves active work. On the one hand, this
includes the interpretation work of the person whose experience is the fo-
cus of the work as well those s/he interacts with, including the researcher.
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On the other hand, the agential realist onto-epistemology also makes pos-
sible to account in the knowledge that emerges for the people deriving
representations (such as the GSR maps), in the case of our study: the re-
searchers.
In sum, in this project I explored how we may begin to understand differ-
ently representations and emotional meaning-making by adopting a performa-
tive orientation, instead of the traditional, representationalist one. I did so by
looking at relatively simple representations of biometric measures that influence
and are influenced by emotional experiences. In an important sense, my study
suggests that physiological data may point to potentially emotionally meaning-
ful events; however, the emotional meaning may not be fully determined from
observables (such as physiological data) as it is not static, but rather continu-
ously in flux and contingent on particular aspects of the environment which
may not be obvious a priori. In the remainder of this chapter, I will explore this
suggestion further by investigating more complex representations of emotions:
statistical models that map biometric data to emotional categories.
4.4 Cutting Emotion Using Statistical Models from Physiolog-
ical Data
Representationalist approaches to emotion see physiological data as carriers of
the affective state of the person whose data is being recorded. To uncover the
affective information contained in such data, statistical methods are used to find
emotion-specific patterns in physiological data. These patterns may then be in-
corporated in computational technologies in order to give the latter access to
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the users’ emotions. From a representationalist perspective, these patterns are
objective representations of emotions. From a performative perspective, how-
ever, they help perform emotion in certain ways and not others; specifically,
they focus primarily on physiological aspects of emotion: these methods fore-
ground similarities in people’s physiological data, leaving behind idiosyncratic
responses to emotional stimuli, that is responses that are different from the sta-
tistical norm. In the research project I present in the following, I closely examine
such methods from a performative perspective so that I may understand how
we may use them in systems built from this orientation. I begin by reviewing
relevant techniques for classifying physiological data into emotional categories.
4.4.1 What are Statistical Models of Emotion?
Throughout the thesis, I use ‘models of emotion’ or ‘models’ to refer to machine-
inferred classifications of physiological data, i.e., unambiguous mappings from
streams of physiological data points to particular emotional states. Models of
emotions are generally constructed through a three part process — first, poten-
tially relevant physiological signal streams are identified; then, physiological
data are collected from participants experiencing or expressing particular emo-
tions; finally, statistical techniques are applied to find patterns in the data that
correlate to particular emotions. In the following, I give a brief overview of how
the three steps are typically accomplished.
The physiological study of emotions is based on the insight that emotional
experiences are inseparable from bodily manifestations of affect. The relation-
ship between the two is complex and not yet fully understood, however it is
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known to be a two-way causal relationship, e.g., a person feeling happy is likely
to smile, and a person who forces a smile may start feeling happy (Laird &
Strout, 2007). Researchers have uncovered a number of physiological signals
that are physically measurable and can show variations with different emotions,
such as the electromyogram signal, which measures the voltage from muscles
such as those in the face and indicates whether and how intensely that mus-
cle is contracted; the electrocardiogram, which measures the heart’s electrical
activity over time; and galvanic skin response (GSR), which measures the skin
conductivity and is considered a good indicator of emotional arousal. Blood
volume pressure, respiration volume, and skin temperature are also commonly
used (e.g., Crosby & Auernheimer (2001), Healey & Picard (2005), Kapoor et al.
(2007), Picard & Healey (1997), Picard et al. (2001)).
To obtain patterns that correspond to particular emotions, those emotions
must somehow be elicited so that particular physiological data may be recorded.
There is an abundance of elicitation methods used in the psychology of emo-
tions. These methods attempt to balance experimental control with ecological
validity. In general, the emphasis is on eliciting authentic as well as intense
emotions in a controlled environment. Laboratory elicitation techniques include
standardized emotional film clips (Gross & Levenson, 1995), collections of emo-
tionally classified images (Coan & Allen, 2007), using emotional behaviors as
stimuli (Laird & Strout, 2007), reliving experience (Coan & Allen, 2007), and
masking techniques to elicit “unconscious” emotions (e.g., showing an arachno-
phobic person a picture which does not contain spiders but evokes them) (Wiens
& Ohman, 2007). The choice of elicitation tends to be highly specific to the exact
circumstances of the study and factors such as the target group and targeted
emotions (Coan & Allen, 2007).
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Once data corresponding to particular emotions have been collected, statis-
tical methods are used to find regularities in the data collected which correlate
with particular emotions (e.g., Healey & Picard (2005), Lisetti et al. (2003)) and
which hopefully can then be used to recognize those emotions in future, unseen
contexts. No one best method to identify these patterns has been found; the
choice depends on the characteristics of the data and the statistical features to
be used. Typically, supervised learning methods are used, meaning data points
are labeled with the emotion elicited. A subset of the points are used for train-
ing the model and the rest are used for testing whether the learned model is
able to correctly classify unseen data. Unsupervised methods are used as well
to cluster points based on their similarity, however the link between the clusters
obtained and semantic categories relevant for the classification problem — in
our case, emotions — are not always clear (cf. Picard, 1997).
4.4.2 Goals of Study and Approach
In this research, my methodology was to follow the standard steps of building
models and closely examine how emotion is performed in the process of deriv-
ing and testing such representations of emotion. Within the representationalist
framework, the models are seen as objective ways of inferring human emotion
from recordable, physiological signals. Therefore, a first research goal was to
examine these representational strategies in detail and rethink them from an
agential realist perspective. Specifically, the following considerations guided
my work throughout the study:
• Approaching representations as performing the object represented (here,
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emotion), I will keep track of which aspects of lived emotion are included
and which are excluded from such representations. This will answer the
question: how does techno-science (and thus how do computational de-
vices) cut emotion differently than humans? Answering this question
aims to provide a more detailed understanding of the ways in which hu-
man and machine perspectives of emotion are similar and different. This
understanding may inform the interaction design of affective systems by
allowing designers to position the models in the system in such a way that
human and machine perspectives may resonate with and cross-inform one
another.
• Further, I will highlight and clarify the role of the human work on which
these representational strategies implicitly rely. Currently, as these tech-
niques have been developed within a representationalist framework, the
researchers’ work in shaping these representations tends to disappear
from view as the procedures are typically narrated in the literature in
objective, decontextualized terms. Understanding the role played by hu-
man work will help us better understand the relationship between models
and emotion, i.e., between representation and represented. Moreover, we
may then understand how these models may be built differently, in other
words, how we may generate alternative perspectives, and how these dif-
ferent perspectives relate to one another.
A second research goal driving this research was to gain an understanding
of how to build models for Freaky, the system to be developed from a performa-
tive perspective and which I describe in detail in the following chapter. To this
end, I investigated the models’ performance in scenarios of interest, for exam-
ple in more dynamic contexts such as the ones in which Freaky would be used,
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rather than the static environments of laboratory studies. The latter are the main
context in which model building is studied; the underlying assumption is that
methods developed in controlled settings will work well in real environments.
In the experiments performed, I have put to test this and other assumptions that
underlie traditional research in this area, which are problematic from the per-
spective I adopt here; I will clarify why these assumptions are problematic from
a performative point of view later in this chapter. Concretely, the second part of
this study examines experimentally some of these assumptions, by addressing
the following questions:
1. How do methods that have proven successful in laboratory settings per-
form in unconstrained settings?
2. Do models generalize between individuals (i.e., when tested on data from
different subjects than those included in the training data)?
3. Does the context independence assumption underlying most prior work
hold? I.e., how do models generalize to data from new contexts?
4. Does building models with data from more than one elicitation context
improve the classification performance?
To answer these questions, I recorded physiological data in varying elicita-
tion contexts and built models of emotion. I did so by comparing the prediction
performance of models derived from relevant combinations of the data.
I begin by describing the data collection process, the data operations needed
to prepare the data for learning, and then the model building procedures. I
narrate these steps in classical terms, the way one would encounter them in
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the literature, following which I unpack and analyze the entire process from a
performative perspective.
4.4.3 The Study
To ground the study, we (myself and three students who worked on this project:
Hyun Joo Noh, Steven Kim, and John Wang) took Freaky as the target applica-
tion — a device that would recognize fear while the user is engaged in outdoor
activities such as hiking or climbing — and therefore chose fear as the focus
emotion. A primal emotion (Davidson et al., 2003), fear has a clearly experi-
enced physiological dimension: “the experience of fear is a quick, unexpected
response that can be quite intense involving increased heart rate, sweaty palms,
rapid breathing, dry mouth, and so on” (Gray & Watson, 2007, p. 171). Due to
these pronounced physiological changes associated with the experience of fear,
the rates reported in the literature for correctly classifying fear data tend to be
the highest out of all emotions. So in some sense, the choice of fear for our study
is likely to maximize the chance of success for the models derived. We selected
the following physiological signals for our study: heart signals (EKG), galvanic
skin response (GSR), and respiration (R). The decision was based on what had
been identified in the literature as most significant for fear (e.g., Sinha & Par-
sons, 1996; Collet et al., 1997) as well as the constraints of the elicitation settings.
For example, we originally intended to record blood volume pressure (BVP) as
well as GSR, EKG, and R. However, the BVP sensor must be absolutely fixed in
a single place in order to pick up changes in the local blood vessel. Given that
two of our data collection settings involved a fair amount of physical activity,
we realized the sensor couldn’t be fixed properly and therefore ended up not
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using it.
I continue by describing our data elicitation and model-building techniques,
and then explain the results of the study.
Elicitation
For the study we recorded data in three different settings: controlled emotion
elicitation in a laboratory setting, minimally controlled emotion elicitation on
a high ropes challenge course, and neutral emotions in an indoor track field.
The choice of settings reflects our commitment to explore how we may build
these models for realistic environments. For example, Freaky’s use context is
likely to involve a moderate degree of physical activity, which does not occur in
laboratory settings, but is likely to be present in outdoor settings. As such, one
aspect that we had to investigate was whether physical activity would confound
the models used to predict fear. In the following, I describe each of the three data
collection episodes and their results.
Elicitation in the Laboratory
This first session was computer-based and took place in a laboratory. While
their physiological signals were being recorded, participants were seated,
watching a computer screen and operating the mouse. They played an online
game in which the aim is to find one’s way out of a maze; doing so requires in-
tricate eye-hand coordination. After the person has been engrossed in the game
for a while, a spine-chilling image pops up, accompanied by a hair-raising high
pitched shriek. Our own experience in trying out the game suggested this is
likely to trigger a fearful response from our participants.
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The Ropes Course
For the outdoors data recording session, we were fortunate to have access to
one of the best outdoor education facilities in the US, Cornell Outdoors Edu-
cation’s Hoffman Challenge Course. The centerpiece of the ropes course is a
64-foot high tower, complete with a “tree fort” platform at the top and a 400-
foot double zip-line (see figure 4.3). Before the recording started, we placed the
sensors and the recording unit on the volunteers. They also had to wear safety
equipment (helmet and harness). The recording began at the base of the tower.
The volunteers were asked to climb to the platform at the top of the tower using
the ladder attached to the structure of the tower. On the platform one of the
course instructors was waiting to secure the person on the zip-line. Once the
safety preparations were over, the volunteer sat on the edge of the platform and
launched off the platform when ready. After launch the person would travel on
the zip-line roughly 250 feet and then oscillate back and forth until coming to
a stop. The person would then be helped back down with a ladder. To under-
stand when our participants were experiencing fear we asked them to talk out
loud during their experience and to verbalize whatever they were feeling. Also,
a member of our team tried it out herself in order to have a firsthand under-
standing of the participants’ experience. The entire episode was videotaped to
allow future examination.
Unemotional, Physical Activity Data
For training and testing purposes we wanted to have access to data points cor-
responding to what is often called in affective computing the “emotional neu-
tral state”: the subject is not experiencing any strong emotions. The data were
recorded on an indoor track field while our subjects were engaged in a range
of light physical activity (e.g., walking and jogging) alternating with periods of
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Figure 4.3: The ropes course.
rest.
Participants and Equipment
We recruited four volunteers (A, C, D, and J): two men and two women, ages
26, 31, 37 and 38. The number of participants was constrained by requiring
participation in all three data collection settings and by the limited access we
had access to the ropes course and its staff, as each individual recording took
close to 45 minutes including set up and debriefing. We required participants’
attendance to all three settings to allow us to compare within individual as well
as between individual differences. The equipment used to record physiolog-
ical signals was Thought Technology’s Procomp Infinity unit, consisting of a
decoder unit clipped to participants’ clothing and plug-in sensors connected to
the unit with wires. The same three sensors were used in each setting: EKG,
GSR and R (sampled at 2048, 256 and 256 Hz, respectively). In the following,
we discuss the results of the data elicitation sessions and then issues that arose
in data collection.
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Elicitation Results
In the ropes course setting each recording lasted roughly 15 minutes. The partic-
ipants were asked to speak aloud about their emotional responses; the episodes
were video recorded, spontaneous comments were noted with time stamps (e.g.,
“doing good but was really scared,” “exhilaration from climb is going down,
but still nervous because of being so high up”, after coming back on the ground
“still feeling a bit of after effects”), and participants were debriefed on their
experience afterwards. Reviewing this data, it became clear that there were
two parts where participants particularly reported fear: (1) climbing the ladder
to the top of the platform, particularly the second half of the climb when the
ground was getting further away and the rungs were slippery and (2) launch-
ing off the platform and down the zip-line. The recordings were affected by the
temporary loss of some sensors. Particularly during the climb up the ladder the
electrodes used to measure the EKG would sometimes detach or wires would
be unplugged from the recording unit. This affected approximately 10% of the
data points collected.
Another problem encountered was that of noise in EKG values. EKG is
recorded via three electrodes placed on the subject’s shoulder and abdomen
which track the electrical activity of the cardiac muscle. This sensor works fine
in static settings, but once the person starts moving the electrodes pick up activ-
ity from other muscles as well. ‘Cleaning up’ the data recorded in such circum-
stances to remove the interference with other muscles’ activity so that the data
only pertains to the electrical activity of the heart is an open research question
(Kapoor et al., 2007).
As expected, elicitation in the controlled setting went much more smoothly
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than on the ropes course. There were no sensor readings lost, as there was
no physical activity involved: the subject was seated in a chair, watching the
computer screen while the signals were recorded. Each recording lasted 2 to
3 minutes. We found that even though our subjects were anticipating a scary
experience, they were clearly startled. They were quite confident in describing
the experience as scary as evidenced by their reactions and commentary (e.g., C:
“this scared the [expletive] out of me”). Later in the chapter, I return to contrast
and analyze the controlled setting versus the ropes course elicitation.
For the third recording session — the indoor running track — each recording
lasted about 10 minutes. In this setting, we also had some issues with detached
sensors (particularly while jogging and running). This occurred to a lesser de-
gree than on the ropes course (fewer than 5% of the data points were affected)
as participants were able to keep an eye on the equipment and reattach sensors
if needed. On the ropes course they were too involved in the experience to tend
to the equipment.
Missing Data Points
As noted before, a number of sensors fell off during the outdoor data collection.
In such situations, it is standard procedure to make up for the missing values. To
this end, we used k-Nearest Neighbor, a common machine learning technique,
which suggests a replacement value based on similar points in that person’s
data. We experimented with different values for k (the number of similar points
to be examined), but the results were disappointing: the suggested values did
not preserve the smoothness of the signal (i.e., replaced points were highly ir-
regular, almost random), so we concluded that these replacement values were
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not realistic. Consequently, we removed the corresponding data points from
our training sets. I return to the implications of this decision in the discussion
following the introduction of the study set up and procedures used.
From Data to Models
Having collected the necessary data, the next step in our research was to prepare
the data for the use statistical inference methods to build models of fear for the
settings described above.
Features and Normalization
Machine learning (ML) techniques can more effectively find patterns in data if
raw data values are normalized and transformed using statistical features which
are more meaningful to the learning problem. Such transformations are essen-
tial to achieving good learning results; statistical features are generally deter-
mined through intuitions about what may be salient and through experimenta-
tion.
In our case, we first normalized the signals to account for variations between
different recordings for the same person by normalizing with respect to a re-
laxed/normal condition, i.e., the beginning of each recording. Also, to account
for variations between subjects, we normalized the signals as follows:
normalizedvalue =
value − min
max − min (4.1)
where max and min are the maximum and, respectively, the minimum value
for that subject for that recording session (e.g., Picard, 1997; Picard et al., 2001).
The normalized signal was then compressed by way of ‘time windows,’ each
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with T data points, and T/2 points overlapping between two consecutive time
windows. Each time window was represented by one data point consisting of
multiple features. Because there was little guidance for which features would
be most salient for this learning problem, we cast our net widely. For each win-
dow and each signal we computed all the features found in the literature for the
three physiological signals used: minimum, maximum, mean, variance, spread
(maximum minimum), sum change (the sum of individual change between
consecutive points in the time window), delta between the mean of the current
window and up to 10 previous windows, as well as four features based on the
spectrogram (SPEC) for each signal and four features based on the power spec-
tral density (PSD) for each signal (Picard et al., 2001). A total of 69 features were
used, meaning each compressed data point had 69 values, one for each feature.
For the size of the time window, we experimented with different values for T
from 20 to 1000.
Labeling Points
Our initial choice for learning methods was unsupervised learning, which does
not require the data points to be assigned a classification category (in our case
fear or non-fear). This choice seemed a good match as it allows categories of
emotions to emerge, and we hoped that fear would have extreme enough phys-
iological characteristics that the emerging categories might correspond in some
ways to experienced fear. These efforts were not successful: the clustering al-
gorithm found the optimum number of clusters to be 5 for the outdoor data,
with no meaningful correlation with participants’ self-reported emotion. When
forced to cluster all the points into two clusters, the resulting classification did
not align with the points identified with our participants as fear. As such we
decided to use supervised learning methods, which meant our points had to be
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labeled either as fear or as non-fear for training and testing purposes.
All the data points obtained from the track field were labeled as non-fear.
For the data recorded in the controlled setting, we knew the exact time when
the person was startled, which we took to be the starting point for fear. The data
before that time was labeled negative, and the data corresponding to 15 seconds
after that time was labeled as positive (fear). While the beginning of the fearful
event may be more or less identical to the presence of the stimulus in the video,
the end of the event is not as clearly delineated. We based our decision to label
15 seconds of the data as fear on examining when the physiological data begins
to return to pre fearful event values. I’d like to point out that other time frames
(e.g., 14 seconds) were possible and that picking a time interval is somewhat
arbitrary.
As expected, labeling the data from the ropes course proved to be quite
challenging, due to ambiguity in reports from our participants for parts of the
recordings. For example, after zipping and getting back on the ground the par-
ticipants would talk about “feeling shaky” or experiencing “lingering effects,”
an experience which they related to fear but not of the same quality as, for ex-
ample, the moment they launched onto the ropes. We felt that any clear classi-
fication of this felt ambiguity would be to a certain degree arbitrary, but a deci-
sion still had to be made. We decided to use this decision to orient the model’s
prediction bias towards characteristics that we would like the final application
incorporating this model to have. Specifically, we would not want the applica-
tion to miss an interesting event (i.e., the user potentially being scared). With
this in mind and informed by the discussions that ensued between participants
and researchers and reviewing the recordings, we choose to label as fear all the
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points corresponding to the two parts where participants identified as generally
fearful: the climbing from the base to the top of the tower as well as the entire
zipping part until the person was back on the ground (about 30% of the data).
The rest of the points were assigned negative labels.
It must be noted, however, that a number of other options for labeling the
data were available, e.g., a conservative strategy: label as fear only the points
corresponding to events when the user explicitly mentioned fear during their
experience); or a more liberal approach: label as fear all the points correspond-
ing the climbing from the base to the top of the tower as well as the entire zip-
ping part until the person was back on the ground — so as not to miss any
points where the participants may have experienced fear; or partitioning the
data into certain fear, certain non-fear and removing the ambiguous points from
the training set. I return later in the chapter to a discussion of the consequences
of choosing any labeling strategy on the models’ performance.
SVMs
For the statistical learning part, I decided to use one of the most robust estab-
lished methods: Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil,
2006), using the software SVMlight (Joachims, 1998). SVMs are a supervised
learning method that finds a hyperplane separating two classes of labeled data
such that the ‘margin’ or distance to data points on each side of the plane is
maximized. In evaluating the performance of generated models, three success
measures are typically used in the ML literature: accuracy (acc.) — the percent-
age of points that are correctly labeled; precision (prec.) — the percentage of
points predicted as positive that are actually positive; and recall (rec.) — the
percentage of actual positive points that are predicted as positive.
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By default SVMs perform a linear separation, i.e., it finds a line to parti-
tion (i.e., a cut!) the data in two; in order to achieve more complex separations
data must be transformed prior to learning by a ‘kernel’ or nonlinear function
which projects data points into a different dimensional space. We have trained
SVMs using different kernels and decided based on the results (89.25% accuracy,
82.22% precision, and 82.81% recall) to use the radial basis kernel. A number of
other SVM parameters as well as the window size were chosen based on clas-
sification results. I omit to include them here to increase the legibility of the
chapter; the details can be found in appendix A.
Reflecting on Model Building Practices
From the classical perspective, model building aims to provide on objective clas-
sification of input data — physiological data — into emotional categories. This
is primarily achieved by minimizing the uncertainty that might be present in
the data. Examples of uncertainty in the data discussed in the previous sections
include: data loss due to detached sensors (e.g., GSR), noisy data such as the
EKG data affected by other muscles’ electrical activity, and perhaps most im-
portantly, labeling the data points in situations in which there was ambiguity
in the participants’ self-reports, that is uncertainty pertaining to ground truth.
Traditionally, these sources of uncertainty are approached as technical or scien-
tific problems. In the case of the first two examples, it is believed that technical
and scientific innovation will overcome these problems of measurement, e.g.,
by inventing more robust and reliable sensing equipment or by finding better
ways to replace the missing values; and, by finding ways in which the electrical
signal of other muscles could be ‘subtracted’ from the EKG data, respectively.
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As for uncertainty pertaining to ground truth — i.e., establishing the one,
correct emotion experienced by the subject — this too is framed as a scientific
problem. This framing is made possible by the ontology of separateness that
underlies western science (as discussed in chapter 3). From that perspective,
emotion is approached as a thing in itself (i.e., clearly delineated from other
aspects of experience). Further, its scientific treatment casts it as a kind of infor-
mation (Boehner et al., 2007). It follows that an unambiguous emotional state
always exists — which may also be a neutral state: no strong emotions expe-
rienced. This is irrespective to whether we (as subjects or researchers) have
access to it. That is, the fact that the emotional state may not always be un-
ambiguously identified is taken as a failure on our part (either as subjects, or
researchers) to access it. In other words, there always exists a clear and unique
answer to the question “what is the emotional state of the user?”, but in some
situations we may not have access to it. Thus, the vagaries of self-report are
problematic as they seem to imply that subjects are having difficulties accessing
their true emotional state. In the classical ontology issues pertaining to ground
truth, then, have to do with the gap between what exists (emotional state) and
what is known (our knowledge of it). The way out is to close the gap between
the world and our knowledge of it by finding new approaches to elicitation
and self-report that improve the accuracy of self-report or by short-circuiting
self-report altogether, e.g., by replacing it with objective measures such as phys-
iology (e.g., Mandryk et al., 2006). Put it differently, it is not that the emotion
itself may be indeterminate; rather, our knowledge of it is uncertain.
The conclusion that follows is that in the classical view, the models depict
an objective view into emotion. The remaining sources of uncertainty are intro-
duced through the data and our current methods of handling emotion and the
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statistical manipulation of the data. Minimizing uncertainty, then, is a technical
and scientific problem for which a solution necessarily exists.
Having outlined the classical perspective on model building, I continue by
analyzing the processes through which models emerge from the perspective of
the relational ontology detailed in chapter 3, agential realism. Recall that, rather
than seeing the world as a collection of entities that exist as such, agential re-
alism conceptualizes the world as being continuously performed through phe-
nomena. From phenomena, entities (objects as well as subjects) emerge: they
are continuously done, re-done, and re-shaped through specific practices. The
analysis to follow, then, focuses on the very practices through which computer
scientists build models of emotion from physiological data. Given that agential
realism includes the knower — in our case, the researchers — in the phenomena
and thus sees them as active (rather than passive, in the classical view) players
in the ways the object of study — emotion and models of emotion — are shaped,
I begin by considering the human work that goes into modeling emotion.
The previous sections have detailed the steps necessary to arrive at com-
putational models that classify physiological sensor data into emotional cate-
gories. Those steps highlight that building models is not simply a matter of the
computer scientist pushing a button for the sensors to record the data and the
algorithms to output the models. Rather, in order to work, the sensors and the
algorithms require a significant amount of work from the engineers or scientists
performing the study. Examples of such work include: choosing an elicitation
procedure, finding an adequate setting for the elicitation, picking sensors that
may be relevant and would work in the specific setting, dealing with missing
values in the data, choosing how to normalize the data, preparing the data for
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model learning, i.e., picking features to be computed from the data, choosing
between a variety of machine learning methods, labeling the data, i.e., splitting
the data into emotional categories, partitioning the data for training and test-
ing, and deciding on one or more statistical measures by which to optimize the
models (e.g., accuracy, recall).
It is entirely possible that technical and scientific innovation will remove
some of these tasks that require the scientists’ intervention. For example, im-
provements in the ways sensors attach to the body may render obsolete replac-
ing (or removing data points pertaining to) missing values in the sensor data.
However, other interventions are likely to stay. To see this, let us take a closer
look at the work that must be done in order to establish what in technical cir-
cles is referred to as ground truth: partitioning the data points according to the
emotions experienced by the user.
The classical approach for obtaining data for a particular emotion requires
creating the conditions for elicitation. In this case, the participants are subjected
to an emotional stimulus followed by their emotion reaction. Hence, emotions
appear to be found. The data recording sessions typically take place in sim-
plified settings such as the laboratory studies. Indeed, our experience eliciting
data in the laboratory shows that once the stimulus is presented an emotional
response from the subjects readily follows. Thus, the emotional event may be
clearly identified as its start coincides with the presence of the stimulus.
However, when we examine elicitation in the wild a different story emerges.
A closer look at what it takes to obtain physiological data for fear on the ropes
course suggests that it would be a distortion of facts to liken this process to
finding clearly defined events in the world. For example, it is not at all clear
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where the emotional response starts and where it ends. Further, unconstrained
experiences rarely fall within clearly delineable emotional categories. This is
evidenced by our volunteers comments while on the high ropes course: while
most comments were related to the anticipation of and experiences around fear
(e.g., “exhilaration from climb is going down, but still nervous because of being
so high up”), none of them revealed an experience that would fall easily into a
clear emotional category (e.g., fear) such as the ones observed in the laboratory
setting. I’d like to point out that the ambiguity that is typically attributed to self-
report and to emotional experiences has less to do with participants’ experiences
– indeed, their comments give us a good sense of their experiences. Rather, their
experiences appear to be ambiguous from the perspective of a clear emotional
category. In other words, it is ambiguous how to categorize their experience into the
standard emotional identifiers.
And yet this ambiguity must be resolved in order to arrive at the labeled
data points model training requires. As we have seen, this requires active work
from the researchers as well as participants: e.g., sorting through these events
in order to relate them to fear, deciding where a particular emotional episode
starts and where it ends, etc.
Importantly, there are many different ways to do this — i.e., split the data
into emotional categories — as highlighted in the earlier discussion of our elic-
itation results. Choices included eliminating some of the ambiguous data, la-
beling as fear only the events one is certain about (although how that is to be
established is itself open ended), etc. None of the options could be considered
a priori the obviously correct choice. That is, there are no external, objective
criteria to decide how to resolve the labeling ambiguity.
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Nor was deciding between the alternatives random. Our decision was pri-
marily driven by the kind of events — related to fear, with a broad understand-
ing of fear in mind — we wanted to orient the model towards. Specifically,
we decided to use this decision to orient the models towards providing the in-
formation that we would like the final application incorporating this model to
have access to. We would not want the application to miss an interesting event:
a physiological response that may be interpreted as fear. The next step was to
understand what this may mean on the ground, i.e., for our participants, in the
physical space in which the elicitation occurred, etc. To identify episodes to be
labeled as fear we used a number of sources of information from the elicita-
tions episode: the participants comments as they were going through the ropes
course, we examined the physiological data for spikes or changes in the data
that and their reflections after the event, we considered the physical aspects of
the ropes course that could factor into fearful experience (e.g., climbing up the
lather, being high up on the platform). These situated resources allowed us to
more concretely — in terms of specific physical landmarks and time frames —
narrow down and articulate the kind of events we wanted the models to cap-
ture.
In sum, the process of labeling data points was driven by the kind of fearful
and physiological events we wanted the models to recognize together with re-
sources situated within and those that emerged from the context of elicitation.
To put it differently, the researchers’ decisions on how to resolve the labeling
ambiguity were situated and contingent.
Stepping back and reflecting on the process of dividing the data points ob-
tained from the unconstrained elicitation context, a number of inter-connected
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observations emerge:
1. Resolving category ambiguity and bias. When considering data recorded
in the wild, as I have described, there are no definitive, a priori criteria to
split the data. This is because there is no unique way to answer the ques-
tion that guides data labeling in the traditional perspective: “which of
these events are fear?” And yet, in order to use the model building and
testing algorithms and procedures the ambiguity must be resolved. Ap-
proaching model building from a performative perspective, we have used
the question “what do we want the models to do?” (i.e., what kind of
events do we want the models to recognize?) to guide the labeling deci-
sions. Answering these questions meant carefully examining specific de-
tails present and emerging in the environment. In other words, answering
those questions is a necessarily local and contingent process.
In classical terms, then, the models are biased. Typically, from that per-
spective, bias is undesirable and should be removed so that the (one) cor-
rect, objective model may emerge. My experience on the ground shows
that not only is such bias unavoidable in the wild, but it is actually needed
to resolve the ambiguity in a way that makes sense locally. Rather than
doing away with it, we need to orient ourselves towards it so that we
may actively choose which partial perspective we would like the models
to capture.
2. Curating rather than finding data points. The picture that emerges from
the process of categorizing data recorded in unconstrained settings is that
of carefully selecting the events to be categorized as fear. Indeed, the pro-
cess involves closely examining, delineating, and relating these events to
each other and to the idea of fear that we want the models to capture.
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This is not unlike the process through which a set of artifacts are selected
so that, framed and positioned in a certain way, the collection may tell
a story and give a point of view. Indeed, describing and explaining the
criteria and the steps through which labeling was achieved contributes to
constructing — i.e., shaping and molding — a point of view from which
to ground the models. In sum, data points are actively curated so that
a point of view may emerge, rather than being found, i.e., emerging by
themselves.
3. Fear as an ideal category. That curating events is needed so that a partic-
ular perspective may emerge points out that many perspectives to choose
from may be available. Therefore, a decision must be made as to which
perspective we want to present. This is in stark contrast to the classical
perspective in which elicitation aims to find instances of fear, that is, split-
ting the participants’ experiences into fear and no-fear is simply a matter
of deciding which of the experienced episodes best represent fear — an
ideal category, that is given in advance. Yet, as we have seen, in the wild
the very meaning of fear becomes ambiguous and must be renegotiated on the
ground. Therefore, every time we decide whether a particular experience
should be in or out, we implicitly make a statement about what counts as
fear. In this way, we continuously redraw the boundary between fear and
everything else, and between emotion and other aspects of experience. La-
beling data points recorded in unconstrained settings highlights that find-
ing instances of fear and defining the category fear go hand in hand: the
two are inextricably entangled. Further, labeling in the ropes course fore-
grounds emotional categories as simple abstractions of complex human
experiences. Indeed, as we have seen, to arrive at fear first we must form
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an event — i.e., delineate it from the rest of the embodied experience —
and detach it, as it were — i.e., by setting it against the rest of the recorded
experience. Thus, the emotional category is revealed as an abstraction, a
shorthand to refer to a complex phenomenon.
4. On elicitation in the lab. The elicitation procedure performed in the lab
appears to tell a very different story than the one in the wild. Importantly,
there is hardly any ambiguity: once the emotional stimulus is present the
subject either experiences the target emotion or not, which may be veri-
fied relatively straight forwardly via open-ended self report or requiring
the subject to pick the emotional category from a list and pick a number
corresponding to the felt intensity of the emotion picked form the list. It
may appear then that fear is simply found (or not) by the researcher.
From a performative perspective, however, we must also consider the
work that goes on in creating the conditions for the subjects’ experiences
to emerge: the study design. When we include aspects such as the selec-
tion of a stimulus and of an elicitation context a different picture emerges.
Through these decisions the range of experiences the subject may have is
narrowed so as to focus on the emotion that is the object of the study —
fear, in our case. In other words, such work answers the question “what
stimulus is likely to evoke fear?” and ”what would fear look like in this
context and in the presence of the chosen stimulus?” In other words,
most of the ambiguity that is present around emotion in real — i.e., un-
constrained environments — is resolved before the experiment takes place.
As such, the experiment itself may run smoothly and verifying whether
the sought emotion was present is more or less a yes/no question. In a
simplified setting, then, it may seem that a priori criteria to resolving any
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residual ambiguity are possible, because what fear may look like in that
context has already been decided before the experiment takes place.
Thus, an implicit construction of fear is achieved through the experiment
design, i.e., choosing the specifics of the elicitation process. This happens
to a degree in the wild, as well: clearly, we chose the ropes course because
most people find the experience frightful, among other things. But out
there it becomes very clear that fear is not one, clearly defined thing, but
results from funneling complex experiences into an abstraction. That is,
the emotional category is an umbrella term to refer to a broad type of ex-
periences. In simplified environments, focusing only on the stimulus and
participants’ responses creates the impression that the experience of fear
is a unitary, homogenous, and clearly delineated event.
In sum, the classic perspective on approaching elicitation in the lab invis-
ibly constructs the experience as an instantiation of the ideal emotional
category that is the object of the study. Thus, it may appear that (1) the
category was there as such all along, i.e., not reshaped in the very process
of designing the experimental procedure and (2) the instances were found.
Helen Verran, the anthropologist whose work inspired this analysis,
writes that through the invisible construction of instances of presumably
ideal categories that pre-exist us, “difference is remade as sameness” (Ver-
ran, 2001, p. 87). To see this in our context consider the fear instances
obtained in the lab and those in the wild. Because the process of obtain-
ing instances is typically narrated in the classical view in decontextualized
terms, the different, specific contexts and doings — sequences of actions
— through which these instances emerged disappear from view and thus
what we are left with are the objects obtained instances of fear — as exam-
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ples of the same ideal type. This move, Verran contends, makes possible
in the classical framework comparisons between different contexts. For
my project this means that studies in which very different instances — i.e.,
obtained in very different ways, e.g., in the lab vs. in the wild — may be
treated in the same way as they have been constructed as instances of the
same class
This is exactly what happens in studies of emotion classification. Indeed,
statements such as “state of the art emotion classifiers identify fear with
80% accuracy; with our new technique we have improved classification
accuracy to 85%” are common in technical papers. Seeing instances of fear
across studies as the same allows for classification performance compar-
isons between different models obtained with data from different contexts.
Comparisons are not a problem in themselves; rather, the way they are
done is problematic, i.e., only the very tip of the iceberg is compared, in the
form of classification performance. To my best knowledge no studies have
been conducted to thoroughly examine to what degree these instances are
similar and how similarity might be established in this case.
From a performative perspective, such assumptions are problematic, not
only because the subjects’ experiences across these instances and across
different contexts may be very different but also because the way the in-
stances were cut — i.e., separated from the rest — differs between contexts.
Yet, it may still be possible that the instances are similar from the perspec-
tive of numerical and statistical features of the data. However, this must
be investigated rather than assumed. To this end, the data I collected al-
lowed me to begin to ask and answer such questions in the experimental
results which make up the next part of the study.
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From this analysis, a couple of meta implications emerge. The classic way
of narrating emotion categorization in objective, decontextualized terms makes
invisible the fact that finding emotion is enacted. This has to do with the fact
that to date most such studies have been performed with data elicited in sim-
plified settings such as the laboratory. Indeed, as I have shown, in simplified
settings it may appear that there is one correct, i.e., objective way. Including the
process of crafting the elicitation experience in the analysis, however, reveals
that the ambiguity pertaining to clearly categorizing experience is removed be-
fore the experiment takes place. Thus, emotion may be done differently in con-
strained settings as well; to achieve that one needs to change the experimental
procedure. In contrast to simplified settings, unconstrained environments such
as the ropes course bring to the fore that multiple ways of doing emotion —
categorizing complex experiences into emotional categories — exist. The differ-
ential enactment of emotion is not particular to formal (i.e., scientific) practices
around emotion. Indeed, the project described earlier in this chapter on repre-
sentations of physiological measures highlighted that emotion does not exist as
such a priori, but emerges and is continuously reshaped through our practices.
The picture that emerges is that of multiple ways of doing emotion, whether ap-
proaching emotion from a scientific or lay perspective. These observations point
out the fact that all practices around human emotion are creative practices.
Thus far in this project on models of human emotion, I have focused simulta-
neously on the process through which these representations emerge and on the
object of study: human emotion. This has allowed me to notice that the process
shapes the object of study and that this is not just inevitable, but also needed:
work is necessarily involved when emotions are done, whether the context is
everyday practice or more formal, techno-scientific practices. I now turn my
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focus more exclusively to the process itself.
The outcome of studies formalizing emotion are not just formalizations of
emotions, but also methods for doing so. These methods are themselves repre-
sentations (i.e., simplifications, abstractions) of the situated processes through
which emotion and representations of emotions emerge. From the classical per-
spective — which includes the majority of technical practice in HCI — these
methods, i.e., the representations of the embodied practices, are seen to capture
it all, i.e., all that is needed when applying the method on the ground. As I
mentioned before, the vast majority of work from which these methods were
distilled have been performed in simplified settings. My experience shows that
in such settings it is possible to narrate the process of labeling data and training
models, more broadly, in decontextualized terms. This creates the expectation,
then, that the methods will work in everyday human environments simply be
following ad literam the steps prescribed by the method. Yet, the situation on
the ground in unconstrained settings is quite different: as we have seen, ap-
plying the steps prescribed by the method depends on local contingencies in
the environment which give local meaning to the decontextualized steps pre-
scribed by the method. By leaving them out from our descriptions, e.g., of the
data labeling procedure, we are not just setting aside a secondary variable, but
rather the very factors that drive the process in practice, i.e., those that make the
abstract instructions meaningful in practice.
This insight reiterates Lucy Suchman’s argument on the relationship be-
tween efficient descriptions of human actions (plans) and situated action (Such-
man, 1987). What I want to draw attention to here is that representations of
technical and scientific practices — e.g., methods — are not exceptions to Such-
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man’s argument. Such practices are situated, just like any other human prac-
tices. Methods, i.e., formalisms based on such practices, then, serve to orient us
— those who carry them out — towards certain contingencies and away from
others rather than to fully specify the actions we must follow on the ground. As
we have seen, the exact way in which we engage contingencies is consequential
for the outcomes of our doings and may not be specified in advance. Therefore,
we need to extend our understanding of what counts as a technical practice —
and the ways we describe it, e.g., in textbooks or publications — to include the
ways in which we engage such efficient descriptions — the methods — to ar-
rive at the concrete sequence of actions that enacts the method. I return to the
insights presented here in order to discuss how we may do technical practices
differently, after presenting the model testing experiments and results.
4.4.4 Classification Experiments
One of the implications of the previous analysis was that in the classical frame-
work the work done to draw the boundaries of the ideal category — fear —
disappears from view. As such it may appear that instances of fear are found.
Further, having established them as instances of the same category allows for
comparisons among them or among representations — e.g., models — based
on them. In other words, seeing the models as representations derived from
instances of the same, presumably given, abstract category allows for compar-
isons between different studies — i.e., models obtained with data from different
contexts — to be reduced to simply comparing performance metrics such as
classification accuracy. In this part of the study, I aimed to examine experimen-
tally a number of assumptions that underlie research in this area. I do so by
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training and testing models using different subsets of the data set. Specifically,
here are the questions that I set to examine:
1. How do methods that have proven successful in laboratory settings per-
form in unconstrained settings? The assumption is that once we have
good methods for constrained settings, they may be applied more or less
in the same way in the real world.
2. Do models generalize between individuals (i.e., when tested on data from
different subjects than those included in the training data)?
3. Does the context independence assumption underlying most prior work
hold? I.e., how do models generalize to data from new contexts?
4. Does building models with data from more than one elicitation context
improve the models’ classification performance?
To examine these questions in the context of fear classification, we trained
and tested a large number of models using various mixes of the data collected.
Of the 69 features computed from the signals, we generated SVM models using
subsets of the top features, ranked based on each feature’s gain ratio (a measure
of its relevance for classification). The best results in terms of accuracy were
obtained for the top 15 attributes. We used only those attributes to generate the
models for which results are presented here. Also, to estimate better how these
models would perform in practice, 10-fold cross-validation was performed and
the averaged results are reported. I present here the subset of the results that
allow me to address the questions listed above.
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Recognition in Unconstrained Settings
The first research question examines the assumption that methods proven suc-
cessful in laboratory settings will work well in unconstrained settings. To an-
swer this question, we build models using the data collected in the outdoors
setting. We refer to this first group of models as aggregate models: we trained
on data from three people, but tested on data from the fourth. The performance
metrics for the aggregate models are presented in the right side of table 4.1.
Subject Personalized AggregateAcc. Prec. Rec. Acc. Prec. Rec.
A 92.3 89.2 88.4 84.9 73.6 88.2
C 88.6 81.1 66.2 75.9 43.1 17.6
D 88.4 72.9 99.6 84.6 72.9 81.3
J 91.1 85.6 90.0 69.6 56.3 51.8
Table 4.1: Comparison between personalized models and aggregate mod-
els for the ropes course data.
Previous work on models of fear had been performed only in laboratory set-
tings. Good fear detection rates — 83% to 87% depending on the classifier used
— have been reported for such settings (Lisetti et al., 2003). Our models built
with outdoors data show an average accuracy of 78.7%, however, when it comes
to detection of fear in the test sets (recall) the models only detect on average
59.7% of such points and exhibit high variance between subjects. Consequently,
for some of our subjects the actual recognition of fear points seems to be very
brittle. First, these results suggest that approaches that were proven effective in
constrained settings may be significantly less effective when used for real-world
data. Second, the data points to large inter-personal variations. These are not
typically observed in constrained settings. The assumption underlying most
research on emotion recognition is that because good normalization techniques
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have been developed, models will generalize to other subjects, i.e., beyond those
whose data was included in training sets. The large between-subjects variance
in the results suggests that this may not be the case for unconstrained settings.
In the following, we examine whether personalized (subject-specific) models
provide significant recognition improvements.
Do Models Generalize Between Individuals?
Due to the idiosyncrasies that may be present in less constrained environments,
but not in a laboratory setting, we anticipated that it might be necessary to
build personalized models for individuals in order to correctly classify emo-
tions. Table 4.1 contrasts the performance metrics for individually trained mod-
els (where a subset of a person’s points were used for training, the rest for test-
ing) with those for aggregate models.
The results confirmed the expectation that personalized models offer better
predictions. Indeed, average accuracy improves by 11.35% over aggregate mod-
els. Also, and perhaps most importantly from a fear detection’ perspective, the
performance of classifying actual fear points (i.e., those points chosen by us as
corresponding to fear) increases significantly: average recall 86.2%, compared
to 59.7% for aggregate models. For subjects A and D the differences were quite
subtle, while for C and J the increase in performance when using personalized
models was more dramatic. Some of the performance improvement of person-
alized over aggregate models may be illusory, as personalized models are more
likely to overfit. Nevertheless, the results suggest that in unconstrained settings it
may be fruitful to consider creating individually personalized models of emotion, rather
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than aiming for models that generalize across persons.
Do Models Generalize Between Collection Contexts?
With the third research question, we investigated the models ability to gener-
alize to new contexts. In other words, we were testing existing approaches’
potential to extract patterns that are useful across collection and, ultimately, de-
ployment contexts beyond the one that was used for training. Also, as one of
the elicitations occurred in a controlled environment, we wanted to tease out
further differences between techniques validated for constrained environments
and more complex, everyday-like settings.
We started by using models trained with in-lab data to classify ropes course
data. The average performance metrics for the four participants paint a picture
of extreme fragility for the models built using data from controlled environ-
ments: more than half of the points were misclassified (i.e., accuracy 45.6%,
considerably below the baseline accuracy of 70%); only 3.1% of the points pre-
dicted as fear match the fear label and only 1.9% of fear points in the test set were
detected. The opposite scenario was tried as well, testing the outdoor models
on in-lab data. The results were 77.7% accuracy (83% baseline), 66.6% precision
and 2.4% recall, meaning very few points were classified as fear, of those about
two thirds were correct. These results expose the models’ lack of robustness to
different contexts.
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Gain Ratio
Although both the ropes course and the in-lab data sets contain emotionally
tagged data points derived from the same physiological sensor measures, the
classification results discussed above suggest that the structure of these data sets
— from the perspective of the computational features used — is quite different.
This is directly related to the assumption discussed earlier in this chapter that
instances of the same abstract category, fear, may be treated as the same, i.e.,
from a machine learning perspective as having the same underlying statistical
structure.
In order to test whether the problem was in our selection of machine learning
techniques or whether data from different contexts simply do not have the same
structure, we examined the gain ratio (i.e., a statistical measure for the relevance
of a particular feature) for each of the 69 features used for the two data sets. The
top four attributes are the same in both cases: the features computed from the
EKG spectrogram. However, for the majority of the rest of the features, the gain
ratio rank varies significantly between the two data sets. This means that the
salient features needed to classify the points differ between collection settings,
suggesting that the patterns found in data are also different. The consequence
for systems using such models is that it may not be possible to generate models that
work well in a setting for which they have not been trained. In other words, models
may not generalize well to other contexts of use.
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Confounding Factors
A significant difference between simplified contexts and everyday ones is that
confounding factors that typically abound in the later type of context are simpli-
fied away in constrained environments, especially in laboratory studies. For the
domain of affect recognition, physical activity may be a confounding factor, as
it may lead to changes in sensor readings that are not due to experienced emo-
tion. Here, then, we examined the ability of the models to discriminate between
emotion and physical activity: we used the unemotional data from the indoor
track setting to test the models built.
First, we used the personalized models obtained from ropes course data to
classify unemotional data. The models classified a large number of points as
fear, which translated into poor average accuracy: 72% (A: 81%, C: 60%, D: 52%
and J: 95%). The majority of the misclassified points correspond to physical ac-
tivity (walking and jogging), while non-physical activity (resting) was correctly
classified as non-fear. On average 28% of the unemotional data was labeled as
fear suggests that physiological signals during physical activity look similar to
those from fear elicited outdoors and the models are not able to discriminate
between the two. We repeated the experiment with models trained only on in-
lab data. These models had even more difficulties classifying non-emotional,
physical activity data: average accuracy 53.2% (A: 60%, C: 49%, D: 48% and J:
56%). Examining the predictions uncovered that almost all of the points corre-
sponding to physical activity were classified as fear. This is in fact somewhat
intuitive: in static, controlled elicitation scenarios (e.g., in a laboratory, with the
subject seated) changes in physiological measures can be attributed to affect.
However, in everyday situations there may be many reasons for such changes.
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Hybrid Models
As physical activity appears to be a confounding factor for both controlled and
uncontrolled models, we considered using the unemotional data to ‘guide’ the
models in discriminating fear from physical activity. We tested this hypothe-
sis by deriving hybrid models, where training sets were modified to include
that person’s indoor track setting data. Interestingly, the hybrid models thus
obtained for the ropes course data detect on average 8% less fear points in the
ropes course set. This may mean that from the models’ perspective some of
the fear points are more similar to non-fear physical activity than to other fear
points. When tested on the in-lab data the hybrid models detected no fear, i.e.,
the fear instances in that data set are more similar to non-fear physical activity
than to fear points in the ropes course data. Similarly, the performance of hy-
brid models for in-lab data degraded even more — on average, only 1% of the
fear points were recognized. These results problematize the conjecture common
in technical circles that larger, user specific data sets would improve classifica-
tion in situations where difficulties arise due to confounding factors (e.g., Intille
et al., 2004).
Data from other sources such as accelerometers could be used to detect phys-
ical activity and thus help clarify some of the models’ confusion. Such a move
would indeed be helpful for applications in which the user is unlikely to ex-
perience fear while engaged in physical activity. However, for less constrained
settings such as the ropes course, knowing whether the subject is involved in
physical activity does not help as fear occurs during and because of physical ac-
tivity.
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Summary of Classification Experiments
The aim for this part of the research was to test whether pervasive assumptions
structuring research in this area hold. To this end, we tested the status quo
of statistical classification of physiological data into emotional categories in a
less constrained setting — i.e., similar to a real context of use — and contrasted
their behavior between simple settings (similar to the ones typically used in
such studies) and more complex ones (similar to realistic deployment scenar-
ios). These results may be specific to our domain of study: fear. In brief, here
are the answers to the research questions that guided our work:
1. Existing methods and approaches validated in constrained settings may
be seriously challenged by everyday settings.
2. Subject-specific models may be needed in order to detect the phenomena
of interest with high accuracy.
3. Models show difficulties in generalizing to new contexts.
4. Confounding factors may overwhelm models in everyday settings.
Larger, more heterogeneous data sets may not improve recognition.
Fundamentally and irrespective of the ontological perspective taken,
this study suggests that resources (e.g., sensors), techniques (e.g., normal-
ization, feature extraction) and approaches (subject-independence, context-
independence) that have been demonstrated in controlled environments may
not be able to scale to uncontrolled settings. This insight raises questions about
the a priori generalizability of classification methods validated only in labora-
tory settings to the environments of everyday life.
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Moreover, this research suggests a tradeoff faced by system designers using
statistical classification for their systems between system autonomy and broad
context of use. At one end of the spectrum, if the technology is to be highly
autonomous (i.e., minimal human supervision) then the application environ-
ment must be very narrow (e.g., riding a rollercoaster) so that regularities in the
data streams correlate to events of interest. At the other end, if the system is to
be used across a variety of contexts (e.g., smart phones) my experiments show
that the models’ predictions may not be meaningfully correlated with events of
interest.
Finally, while these results cannot be taken as categorical answers to the spe-
cific research questions that guided the training and testing experiments, they
do problematize the unexamined assumptions that informed these questions.
First, they draw attention that such assumptions may not be taken for granted,
but should be thoroughly investigated. While it may be entirely possible that
models may be made to work in the ways suggested by the assumptions, this
may not happen by itself — i.e., warranted by the presumed structure of the ob-
ject of study, emotion, or more broadly of the world itself. Rather it may require
particular ways of performing the models and emotion itself. These ways, the
work required, the inclusions and exclusions that they entail, as well as their
consequences must be carefully studied.
A potential limitation of our study pertains to the number of participants,
N=4. For the domain of affect classification, the number of subjects for studies
averages in the low teens, with single digit subjects being quite frequent. More-
over, some highly influential studies in this area have N=1 (e.g., Picard et al.,
2001). Also, it is worth noting that the recognition trends reported in the results
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section has been observed for each subject in our study, without exception. In
other words, the data tell the same story for each of our subjects. While these
results problematize most of the common assumptions that underlie research in
this area, further, more comprehensive studies are needed to establish whether
this is a more general phenomenon.
How to Evaluate the Models
The classical perspective narrates models as representations of emotions that
give systems the means to recognize human emotion by classifying sensor input
into emotional categories. This move positions models as approximations of
emotion: e.g., recognizing fear with x% accuracy means that x out of 100 times
the model correctly identified the emotional category. Here, I consider what
models can be said to achieve through the insights that emerged in this chapter.
As we have seen, in order to work, the algorithms require the data —
recorded using sensors, in our case — to be partitioned in the classes that we
would like the model to differentiate between: fear and non-fear. To arrive at
the data and the labeling the algorithms require a number of indeterminacies to
be resolved. Perhaps the most important one pertains to the labeling process:
picking an emotional category for each data point. As we have seen earlier,
emotional categories such as fear are abstractions, i.e., a short-hand way of re-
ferring to complex, heterogeneous experiences. In other words, the data points
which are used both for training and testing purposes are simple abstractions.
Labeling data from the ropes course highlighted the fact that there are different
ways of resolving the category indeterminacy. Because of this and other2 inher-
2Such as missing values in the sensor recordings. As we have seen earlier in the chapter in
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ent indeterminacies, model testing results such as accuracy cannot be taken as
unambiguous information.
Moreover, from the perspective I take in this study, categorical interpreta-
tions of the numerical results are problematic because the way the models are
tested is self-referential. This has to do with the way the testing sets have been
obtained: in the same way the training sets were derived, i.e., through a partic-
ular way of cutting the world — i.e., resolving the category ambiguity — out of
many possible. While it makes sense to improve the degree to which the mod-
els capture regularities in the data, the process of evaluating the models must
be extended to include the cuts themselves. This necessarily means examining
them in deployment contexts against other ways of cutting the world that will
be relevant for the system, e.g., users’ ways of making sense of their experiences.
4.4.5 Performing Representations Differently
In this chapter, we have approached emotional experience as a response to and
a way of making sense of the world. Sorting out our emotional experiences,
whether in a scientific or lay context, involves drawing on a number of resources
made available to us — which may include physiological, experiential, cultural,
social aspects — in order to arrive at meanings and descriptions of such expe-
riences, i.e., formalisms. To achieve this, we form, relate, and detach aspects of
experience. These simplifications and ways of ordering them is how we make
our world manageable (Bowker & Star, 1999). In the words of Helen Verran,
they effect “a solidity within which to go on to further things” (Verran, 2001, p.
the case of the GSR, to obtain a GSR reading the sensor must send a small current through the
body so that it may measure the skin’s conductivity. In the absence (or in case of malfunction)
of the sensor, the current does not exist and thus the GSR value is indeterminate.
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114). As we have seen thus far in the context of human emotion, the practices
enacting such achievements are creative: they shape the outcome and there are
different ways of doing so, thus effecting different outcomes. Classically, tech-
nical approaches to doing emotion have been framed in objective, fixed terms.
In this section, I use my experience with building models of emotion to discuss
how we may begin to represent and thus do emotion differently using such
technical approaches.
Recall from chapter 3 that the traditional worldview assumes an inherent
separation between agencies of observation and object of interest. This pre-
sumed inherent distance serves as a guarantee that representing the object does
not interfere with it and that the outcome of representation stands in one to one
correspondence with the represented. In other words, obtaining the correct (i.e.,
objective) representation requires that the scientist does not intervene in any
way that may change the object of study. In this way, what is true (i.e., real) can
be thought to guide the act of representing.
The agential realist view I take in this thesis as an alternative metaphysics
problematizes the inherent nature of the subject — object separation and in-
stead sees the separation as achieved through practices of engagement. Differ-
ent practices enact the separation differently and thus may effect different out-
comes. As we have seen in chapter 3, the boundary around the object may thus
be drawn differently. Moreover, earlier in this chapter, we have seen concretely
that practices of representing entail deciding what should count as the object
of representation, i.e., (re)drawing the object’s boundary. An important aspect
that I have highlighted in the previous sections has been that arriving at a repre-
sentation can be achieved through a number of different steps. These different
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courses of action result in different representations; thus, depending on which
course of action we take, we do the object represented differently. In contrast to
the traditional perspective, representing not only achieves a representation but
also the object itself; in other words, our actions contribute to the realities we
enact. Instead of being guided by what is given a priori, then, representing in
this framework is guided by an orientation towards the realities we would
like to enact.
Approaching representations differently within this emergent worldview
entails identifying alternative ways in which the representation, and thus the
represented, may be performed and carefully considering the implications of
each alternative. This is at once liberating — now we understand that there
is not one fixed way of representing and thus doing the world and are free
to choose the alternative appropriate for the current situation — and casts us
accountable for the realities we help enact.
Agential realism provides a framework in which these aspects — identify-
ing alternatives and evaluating consequences — may be rigorously examined.
Crucial tools are the notion of the phenomenon and the new take on objectiv-
ity. Objectivity in this framework requires that we take ourselves as part of the
phenomena we are trying to understand. As we have seen in this chapter, this
sensibility towards the ways in which we are inextricably involved in the world
provides a gateway through which alternative ways of representing the world
begin to surface. Acknowledging that we are “meeting the universe half way”
(Barad, 2007) compels us to continuously identify the ‘what, how, why, and with
what consequences’ of our actions — i.e., how we ourselves participate in these
enactments. As we have seen in this chapter nothing may be taken for granted:
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no action is inherently the correct one. Infusing technical work with a close and
continuous examination of the role we ourselves play in shaping the realities
we are part of resonates with what Agre calls a critical technical practice. In
his words, such a practice “will [...] require a split identity — on the one hand,
one foot planted in the craft work of design and the other foot planted in the
reflexive work of critique” (Agre, 1997). This work, then, contributes towards a
critical technical practice.
The notion of a phenomenon makes for a suitable tool to explore critical
technical practices:
1. As the ontological unit within agential realism, it already casts us — i.e.,
agencies of observation — as an integral, indeed constitutive, part of tech-
nical practices.
2. It provides concrete practical and theoretical means to extend technical
practices to include the ways in which we engage descriptions — i.e.,
representations of technical and scientific practices such as methodolo-
gies — to arrive at the concrete sequence of actions that enacts them
on the ground. To this end, the notion of an apparatus — at once ma-
terial and conceptual is a vehicle for exploring how theory and practice
co-constitute one another and for tracing other material-conceptual entan-
glements, more broadly.
3. Representations are the outcome of separations within phenomena. To
achieve such separations a material-conceptual apparatus effects a cut
within the phenomenon (e.g., the case of recording GSR: a sensor is used
to create and separate the GSR from the body.) Importantly, the notion of
a cut makes it possible to consider at once what is included and as well as
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what is excluded from representing. Thus, together, cuts and apparatuses
provide the means to concretely explore how we may do things differently
in technical practice: identifying representational alternatives and exam-
ining the consequences of choosing one over another as they give us the
means to account for what was included and what was excluded.
This latter point reiterates the fact that we are accountable for the realities
we help enact. A technical practice that is accountable for its doings necessarily
implies slowing down so we may adjust our practices to better understand the
consequences of our actions. At the same time we must reconsider the rhetoric
that accompanies existing technical practices, such as machine learning. For
example, discourses around ubicomp — such as context-aware systems (Dey,
2001) and the smart home (Kidd et al., 1999; Park et al., 2003) — and affective
computing (Picard, 1997) technologies that engage statistical models emphasize
their autonomy: such technologies, we are told, independent of human judg-
ment, may establish the true relevance of lived phenomena such as emotion
and human action. This project uncovers the role of the human work that is
needed to make the technologies work and thus problematizes the view of au-
tonomy as a defining attribute inherent in such technologies. Further, it recasts
classification results as inherently ambiguous and thus questions the represen-
tationalist usage which rigidly imposes such models on reality. Strategies and
discourses around these technologies that fail to take into account the consti-
tutive nature of such performances are not simply setting aside a variable that
may be included in the analysis at a later time. Rather, they fail to recognize
that these are productive practices and that the aspects excluded through these
practices matter. The point is that technical practices cannot continue to ignore
such issues without taking responsibility and being accountable for the consti-
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tutive effects of their actions. At stake, then, are epistemological, ontological,
and ethical issues.
In sum, a critical technical practice that does representation differently fo-
cuses attention to our doings, to alternatives, and to consequences. Mapping
out alternatives must start with an orientation towards our actions — i.e., the
ways in which we help enact certain outcomes and not others — and to the
material arrangements through which they are carried out. Finally, choosing
an alternative should be guided by the question: which realities do we want to
help enact?
4.4.6 Summing Up
This project has taken a detailed look at technical practices of building models
of human emotions from physiological data using machine learning methods.
The approach we have taken has been to perform all the steps involved in the
process of arriving at such models — from the experimental design of data elic-
itation sessions all the way to building and testing models. An important aspect
of our study has been to contrast the work of building models between two
different settings: simplified environments such as the laboratory with more
realistic — from the perspective of experiences of emotions — environments.
Approaching the analysis in this study from a performative perspective, I have
focused on the human work that is required to make the algorithms and thus
the models themselves work. Uncovering this work has allowed me to rework
on the ground — i.e., through practice — a number of aspects relevant to the
relationship between represented and representation in the context of human
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emotion. Here is a succinct view of the contributions of this project:
• It repositions the classical notion of uncertainty — a gap in our knowledge
— of the ground truth of experienced emotion as an ambiguity — i.e.,
inherent indeterminacy — in how to categorize emotional experience into
clearly delineated emotional categories.
• It highlights the role of bias as necessary in order to resolve this indeter-
minacy in practice, rather than something to be shunned.
• It recasts the process of finding instances of the object of study, fear, as
more akin to curating (forming, detaching, framing), rather than simply
finding the objects as such.
• The process of obtaining concrete instances is inextricably entangled with
(re)defining the abstract category the instances belong to (i.e., the ideal
category of fear). This is in contrast to the classical view which sees the
ideal category as given in advance and fixed. In other words, our practices
are creative, rather than descriptive of reality.
• This realization opens up new ways of performing representations as
we are no longer confined to the one, a priori correct way of performing
representations and makes us accountable for the realities we help shape
through the representations we perform.
• In the classical framework, objects of the same ideal category (e.g., in-
stances of fear, or even models of fear) are assumed to share the structure
of the category. This means that certain aspects are taken to be the same
across such instances without proving or empirically verifying them. I ex-
amine and problematize some of these assumptions in my study: e.g., that
there exist emotion specific patterns in the physiological data.
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• The numerical results of testing the models — e.g., 85% accuracy — may
not be taken as unambiguous information. This brings us to the next
implication:
• Evaluating models must be extended beyond statistical measures such as
accuracy and recall, to include studies in the context in which they will
be used in order to better understand how these representations shape the
object represented — fear, in our case. The context should go beyond the
physical, to include social and cultural aspects together with the specific
work the system incorporating such representations hopes to achieve.
• The relationship between theory and practice e.g., methods for driving
models of emotions must be understood as itself situated and contingent.
In as much as theory can be seen as an abstraction of practice, it does not
determine practice, e.g., applying a method on the ground may not be
simply reduced to following a number of predetermined steps. Rather,
applying a method involves unpacking it and making it meaningful in the
context in which it is applied which itself requires dealing with emergent
and contingents aspects which may not fully described in the method it-
self.
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CHAPTER 5
MEETING EMOTION HALFWAY: DESIGNING, BUILDING, AND
EVALUATING AN AFFECTIVE INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
So far in this dissertation, we have seen that the problem of representation is at
the heart of both practical — i.e., every day technical practice — and philo-
sophical — ontological, epistemological, and ethical — concerns. Chapter 3
has shown that representationalism (the assumption underlying the majority
of Western scientific and technical efforts, including the vast majority of HCI re-
search, that representations should stand in one to one correspondence with the
represented) is entangled in a broader web of metaphysical assumptions which
see the world as a collection of entities, given in advance and existing indepen-
dently of each other. These assumptions have come under much scrutiny in the
past decades in a variety of fields and have been challenged by emerging un-
derstandings both of social life and physical processes — e.g., experiments in
quantum mechanics. In chapter 3, I have outlined an alternative metaphysics,
Barad’s agential realism (Barad, 2007), that does not rely on problematic as-
sumptions (such as the inherent object subject separation) and instead of seeing
the world as given in advance, approaches it as being continuously performed
through practices of engagement. Importantly for the topic of my research,
agential realism does away with representationalism. In chapter 4, I have ex-
amined technical representations through the lens of performativity, studied in
the context of representations of human emotions how current approaches —
such as machine learning — perform the represented, and proposed ways in
which technical practice may be reoriented to represent, and thus perform the
world, differently.
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This chapter builds on the previous ones and describes the design, construc-
tion, and user study of an interactive system performed within a performative
worldview. The system I built exploits the technically advanced representations
of emotions that were the object and vehicle of investigation in chapter 3: sta-
tistical models that classify physiological data from sensors into emotional cate-
gories. My intention in building this system has been twofold. On the one hand,
I wanted to offer a demonstration of what building, designing, and evaluating
from this alternative perspective entails — how all these steps are performed
differently, or not, vis a vis traditional approaches. On the other hand, all these
steps provide another opportunity to engage further with the issues that are
central to this thesis: the problem of representation, the perceived distance be-
tween the social and the technical and, ultimately, adjusting our practices so
that we may facilitate more compelling human computer interactions.
I begin with an overview of design goals and constraints, following which I
describe the construction of a model of fear from physiology to be incorporated
in the system. I continue with the design of the system and of the interaction
with the system, followed by the technical details. The chapter ends with a user
study and a discussion of what it means to evaluate systems within a performa-
tive orientation.
5.1 Preliminaries
The system that makes the object of this chapter — Freaky — is an interactive,
mobile system engaging sensor-based statistical classification. It is designed to
help its users experience and understand their emotions. The target emotion cho-
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sen for the system is fear. The primary goal of this project has been to create a
research system through which to examine how we might build affective inter-
active systems differently. The emphasis has been on devising a vehicle through
which to explore through practice what it means to make and evaluate interac-
tive systems when we no longer rely on representationalism and a priori sepa-
rations such as the one between the social and the technical. More specifically,
we oriented the design of the system and the user study in ways that would
allow us to facilitate, experiment with, and understand human-machine perfor-
mances of emotion.
To show how things might be done differently even when engaging tech-
nologies and approaches developed within the representationalist mindset, in
the construction of the system I explicitly engage the data sources (e.g., physiol-
ogy) and the technical methods for deriving representations — machine learn-
ing — classically used in affective interactive systems. Yet, I will do so without
relying on the representationalist assumption that these data sources and repre-
sentations necessarily capture the emotion experienced by the user.
Most affective interactive systems are designed for static settings — the user
sitting in front of a desktop computer, e.g., playing a computer game. As
we have seen in chapter 4, the models’ accuracy is much higher in such re-
stricted settings; in more naturalistic environments there is much more ambigu-
ity, which is also reflected in the models’ traditional performance metrics, and so
it is not clear whether and how to use statistical classifiers in such contexts. We
were interested in taking up the challenge of designing technologies that might
be useful in such naturalistic settings. Therefore, we envisioned that Freaky
would be a mobile system to be carried by its users across a number of outdoors
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settings a scenario not unlike that of many ubiquitous computing applications,
i.e., the user moving freely which typically includes light physical activity such
as walking, hiking, going up stairs, etc.
This decision places some constraints on the design of the system. To af-
ford a comfortable interaction with the system, the weigh and the dimensions
of the system must be carefully considered, i.e., striving to minimize them as
much as possible. The choice of sensors must also take into account pragmatic
considerations such as the likelihood of the sensors to remain functional with
minimal user supervision and their potential to interfere and to limit the user
mobility. Another constraint is related to maximizing battery time which meant
we had to take into account how much power the devices require when picking
the hardware, e.g., computational platform, sensors, etc. Next, I describe the
physiological data we used and the ways in which we built the model of fear to
be incorporated in the system.
5.2 Model Building
To construct the model of fear to be incorporated in the system, we drew on
the insights that emerged from our study of statistical emotion classifiers from
physiological data that was the object of the previous chapter. These insights
informed and oriented our efforts to build models for the context of our sys-
tem. In this section, I describe how we negotiated the circumstances and design
constraints specific to Freaky.
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5.2.1 Sensors
The sensors used in our previous experiments — heart activity, galvanic skin
response, and respiration volume — required wires for the connection to the
recording unit. The wires introduced a number of difficulties, including limiting
the users’ range of movements and data loss due to unplugged wires as a result
of user movement. As light physical activity was part of Freaky’s envisioned
usage scenario, we decided to rely exclusively on wireless sensors. Another
aspect when choosing sensors was robustness, e.g., that the sensor wouldn’t
detach easily during use. During our previous experiments, the GSR sensor
proved to be the most prone to such difficulties. We decided to start our in-
vestigations with a heart rate sensor and to add more sensors at a later time if
needed. The choice was also informed by the fact that features computed based
on heart activity data were the most informative in our previous experiments.
For robustness reasons, we chose Garmin’s Heart Rate Strap, a commercially
available heart rate monitor, designed for and used extensively during physical
activity.
5.2.2 Data Gathering
The data collection process was primarily shaped by the specifics of our context
of design. The data was recorded in outdoors settings similar — some identical
— to the ones in which Freaky will be used. The number of people who vol-
unteered for data collection was five (N=5), four of whom also participated in
the user study which I describe later in the chapter. We informed the partic-
ipants about the purpose of the data collection and more broadly about what
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we were hoping to achieve with it, including details about the system, e.g., its
aim to aid user experience, awareness, and reflection on fear. We invited them
to explore areas and engage in activities that might evoke experiences that they
would consider fearful or related to fear. Our volunteers typically explored
places where they had scary experiences in the past from natural areas such as
trails and gorges to cemeteries.
We recorded roughly six hours of data from which, together with the vol-
unteers, we curated a number of episodes to be used as fear data, i.e., to orient
the models towards the kind of physiological events we would like Freaky to be
informed about. For this we had a broad understanding of fear in mind and let
our volunteers drive the process of identifying such events. The subjects used
a stopwatch for recording timestamps of events that might be related to fear.
Here are two representative examples for the kind of events we selected:
• The volunteer was walking through the cemetery late at night accompa-
nied by a friend. While he did not find the cemetery itself frightening,
he started talking about intense past experience of fear which made him
quite scared. After the recording was over, he wrote the following reflec-
tions: “The high schools stories I described were stories of calling danger’s bluff,
or tempting death. There was the story of hitting 110 mph while going over
a bridge on a highway, and the story of climbing onto a chimney on a campus
building after sneaking onto the roof, almost falling off. Part of what made this
scary was that I hadn’t shared those stories with anyone, and even though I had
thought about them a lot, and even though I think I’ve changed since then, maybe
become less reckless, they still felt eerie to me. Maybe I hadn’t escaped this death
drive, only learned to tame it; maybe it could be triggered again; maybe it was
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character building. Other cultures have intense physical trials to mark entry into
manhood. Is reckless behavior the release of a primal need to confront mortality
that has collided with an obsession with safety: a necessary step in the forma-
tion of an adult psyche, something to shatter the innocent sense of invincibility
that marks childhood, and perhaps something better regulated by ancient physical
rites of passage? I don’t know, but the memories of these things that I had done
are haunting. It was a (sic) intense fear, but not of something imminent. Eventu-
ally, we started talking about something else, and I wasn’t afraid anymore. Oh, I
should mention that I probably would have been scared much more frequently had
I been alone. Talking can be grounding.”
• “When we had started to go up the gorge trail, I only wanted to go a short distance
in. There was something reassuring, from where we were standing, about the
distance of the waterfall, its framing by vegetation, the angle and distance of the
chain barring the path from us. C and I were just chatting, I believe gossiping. I
was already a bit freaked out by it all when the path got dark enough to obscure
my feet. I also felt that going any closer would be more than I could handle. You
couldn’t see much in front, just a couple of steps. I was holding C’s arm and
told him I was freaked out so he got a timestamp. Shortly after, out of nowhere:
flashlights in our eyes, manly voices shouting at us. I was so terrified, no idea
what was going on, didn’t understand who those people are and what they wanted
from us. It was as if the sensory information received by my body was being
interpreted raw: noises, loud, danger, panic no finer control. They were yelling at
us to stay where we were. They started approaching us slowly and asked if we had
any weapons in the bags. They identified themselves as the police. I was a little
bit more relaxed, although my heart was racing and I was shaking. They wanted
ID, etc. and told us were not supposed to be there. We said we didn’t know that.
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When asked about the 5 signs we had passed reading that the trail is closed after
sunset, I told them we didn’t see them, we were too busy chatting. I kept telling
C: “I’m so scared, this is so good!” which probably confused the hell out of the
policemen. After interacting with the policemen for a couple of minutes I calmed
down. We spent about 5-10 minutes with them but it’s hard to tell; time passes
differently in situations like that. They wanted to know what we were up to late
at night on the trail. I told them we were collecting data and how this is ironic,
but they were actually helping out. They were amused (maybe?) and commented
“well, if it’s for science...” and let us go. I hadn’t been that scared in a really long
time.”
As these episodes demonstrate, we selected intense experiences, though not
necessarily homogenous from an experiential perspective: some involved reliv-
ing fearful episodes, while in others scary aspects were physically present in the
environment. The decision to pick intense experience was motivated by the ex-
perimental and analytical insights derived in the previous chapter. Concretely,
one of the trade-offs discussed there involves limiting either the physical context
or the kind of events used for training in order to align the model’s predictions
with events of interest in the world. In other words, this decision situated the
model by orienting it towards more intense physiological data points and away
from lower intensity ones. As discussed in chapter 4, explicitly intervening in
how the model is built is valid in a performative framework as the researcher is
part of the phenomenon, rather than external to the object of study as is the case
in the classic framework.
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5.2.3 Model Training and Testing
Out of the approximately six hours of data we labeled about 15 minutes as fear
for model training purposes and testing, to which I now turn. Once again, SVMs
were the machine learning method of choice. The software library that we used
was LIBSVM (Chang & Lin, 2001) as this was easier to work with on the partic-
ular hardware platform we chose (which I describe in the section on Technical
Implementation). Some of the data features used in chapter 4, such as power
spectrogram, can be quite computation-intensive. This introduces a trade-off
between computational delays which affect negatively the responsiveness of
the system and classification results. To navigate this trade-off, our strategy in
choosing features was to start with relatively simple ones and iteratively build
and test models and then add more features as needed. The model that even-
tually became part of the system uses only three features: the normalized heart
rate, delta1 (the difference between two successive values of the heart rate), and
delta10 (the difference between the current value and the average of the previ-
ous 10 values). We have experimented with a number of different parameters
for the SVM. Perhaps the most important parameter is the kernel function; it
projects the data points into a higher dimensional space in which the SVM may
perform a linear separation of the data points into two classes, in our case fear
and non-fear. In other words, the kernel function allows for a non-linear clas-
sifier. The kernel we have picked based on the classification results was RBF
(radial basis function).
We performed 10-fold cross-validation for which I present the averaged re-
sults. The model showed good classification accuracy: 97%. This was somewhat
expected as the majority of the points had a negative label (no fear). So a more
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telling measure was recall: the proportion of fear points correctly identified. The
recall in this case was only 27%. In other words, roughly one in four fear points
was classified as such. However, throughout our different experiments with dif-
ferent features and parameters, while we kept an eye on the traditional metrics
such as accuracy and recall, a different measure proved to be more important
from the perspective of what we were trying to achieve with Freaky. Our aim
for Freaky was not necessarily to detect each data point (corresponding to a time
window of one second), but rather to identify a relevant event which typically
lasts much longer than one second. This level of granularity, then, was ade-
quate for our purposes. In other words, we modified the evaluation criteria to
suit the specifics of the system. From the perspective of this metric, the model
obtained using the features and parameters described above identified all the
relevant events (however, part of this performance might be attributed to over
fitting). Consequently, we decided that the first prototype would incorporate
this model and if necessary we could return to further experimentation if the
model’s behavior in use called for it.
5.3 Meeting Emotion Halfway: Designing Freaky
The classical perspective sees the social and the technical as a priori separate
and distinct entities. As such, in the case of emotion, it would appear that there
is an inherent gap between technical approaches to human emotions, such as
the models, and social understandings of human emotion. Concretely, using
machine learning on data from only one sensor and computing only a small
number of features would result in a significant rift between the model’s under-
standing — a binary prediction — and users’ emotional state. Typically, systems
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in affective or ubiquitous computing that use statistical models approach their
use from a representationalist perspective. Such systems rely overwhelmingly
on the accuracy of the classification. From the classical perspective, the gap
must be narrowed by incorporating more technical elements — sensors, fea-
tures, more comprehensive learning strategies.
In a worldview that treats realities as emergent, the social and the techni-
cal co-articulate one another and emerge as a result of particular enactments,
rather than being given in advance. Differences and similarities between the
two, then, are continuously in flux. It follows that understanding how humans
and machines do emotion differently is a first step towards figuring out how
they may be put in a constructive dialogue. Statistical models of emotion give a
particular perspective into human emotional experiences. Specifically, they cut
emotion based on physiological features that resemble those of the instances
used during training. People’s practices around emotion enact different cuts.
Designing a system from an emergent perspective means providing a way for
the machine cut to inform and thus participate in users’ cuts. In Freaky’s case,
this would make it possible for users to engage the information provided by
the model when making sense of their experiences. To understand how this
might be done, we must take into account similarities and differences between
the ways people and machines cut emotion.
A significant part of chapter 4 has explored how techno-science does emo-
tion differently than humans. Both human and machine practices are heteroge-
neous and continuously evolving and responding to one another and to other
practices. Therefore, the differences between the two cannot be fully described,
nor can they be assumed to remain fixed. However, it is possible to identify
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which dimensions are emphasized by techno-scientific practices and which di-
mensions typically relevant for humans are excluded or marginalized by such
practices.
No doubt, techno-scientific emotion cutting practices are different from the
ways people perform emotion in their lives. While it is easy to focus on their
shortcomings (e.g., much of the richness and diversity of embodied experience
seems to be lost) machine cuts of emotion such as the statistical models de-
scribed before which may be readily embedded within computational devices
are at once less and more than lived emotion. Less is obvious: this has to do with
lived emotion’s cultural and social embodiment (e.g., Boehner et al., 2007) and
with its multiplicity — these aspects tend to disappear from view in machine in-
terpretations of emotion. More in the sense that material resources that may not
be available in interactions that are not technically mediated — such as patterns
within physiological data — now become available. Thus, as emotion may now
inhabit a new medium — digital — and may be located in computer bodies, not
just human, it is significantly reshaped along cultural, social, physiological, and
statistical dimensions.
This suggests that a way to bring the machine’s perspective into the users’
world is to orient the interaction with the system in such ways as to provide
an embodied way for the user to engage the machine’s perspective. By embod-
ied I do not mean only physical, but also socio-cultural embodiment (Dourish,
2001). How might we achieve that when designing a system? My answer to
this question was informed by Helen Verran’s analysis of how abstract objects
— such as numbering systems — that emerge through different practices are
made to work together by creatively linking them in performance; in the case
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of the Yoruba classrooms that were the site of Verran observations, the linking
was achieved through a ritual (Verran, 2001). As such, we conceptualized the
interaction with Freaky as a ritual (a sequence of actions to be repeated at cer-
tain times) through which Freaky’s perspectives into emotion may be creatively
connected by users to their own.
Before going into the specifics of the interaction with Freaky, I describe its
conceptual and physical design. Inspired by Romero et al.’s alien presence ap-
proach (Romero et al., 2008), i.e., framing the system as having an idiosyncratic
point of view, we conceptualized the system as an artificial companion with its
own understanding of fear. We did so as a way to frame in design the insight
that the computer’s representations are not the same as users’ experiences. To
this end, Freaky is endowed through interaction design with its own fear and
fear associated behaviors. For example, when Freaky classifies the user’s phys-
iological data as fear it becomes scared; it manifests it by vibrating and inten-
sifying the audio output. Freaky may thus be thought of as experiencing parts
of the users’ experiences through human-machine emotional contagion. To fur-
ther orient the interaction towards exploring similarities as well as discrepancies
between the users experience and the system’s perspectives, Freaky’s physical
design features a familiar and, at the same time, unusual shape and surface (fig-
ure 5.1). These physical characteristics are intended to give the users a sense that
Freaky might have peculiar, yet hopefully useful, insights into human emotion.
We hoped that endowing Freaky with its own fear and associated behaviors
would allow the user to create a narrative about the machine’s fear and under-
standings of fear as its own, although linked to the user’s physiology. Through
both the overlaps as well as the differences between machine and user emotion,
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Figure 5.1: Freaky’s shell.
the user would have the opportunity to reflect on her own, by continuously
being prompted to sort her experiences as well as Freaky’s.
Figure 5.2: Interacting with Freaky.
We envisioned the interaction with Freaky in the following way (illustrated
in figure 5.2):
• in “normal” mode, Freaky is strapped to the user’s chest. It produces con-
tinuous audio output generated in real time based on the user’s heart rate.
The person thus has the opportunity to link changes in the sounds to her
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body’s reactions. Similar to the way the Tableau Machine generates visual-
izations of the activity in the home from sensor information (Romero et al.,
2008), the mixing function we used to generate the sound file is nonlinear,
to avoid repetitions which may lead to user disengagement.
• Freaky goes into “freak out” mode when the model of emotion predicts
the label “fear.” The system begins to act scared: it starts vibrating and the
audio output intensifies.
• “calming down” mode: to return to “normal,” Freaky requires attention
from the user: the system checks that data from the pressure, light, temper-
ature, and acceleration sensors fall in a soothing range, i.e., avoiding ex-
treme values. The sensed data is likely to fall within the soothing intervals
when the user is petting, protecting, holding, or rocking Freaky like a baby.
We specifically chose these user actions because they are likely to also calm
down the user. Our decision was inspired by the strategy to pull the user
into an affective loop by choosing an input gesture for interaction that may
further induce that emotion (Ho¨o¨k, 2008); here, however, we reversed this
strategy to invite the user to calm down if scared. Calming down Freaky
can be done through a combination of sensors; once again, the process
is not linear, inviting the user to explore different ways of achieving this.
Put simply, the more sensory inputs are engaged in calming the system
down, the quicker it returns to normal. The intensity of the vibrations is
inverse proportional to the calmness of the system — at maximum level
while in “freak out” mode, decreasing gradually through calming down
motions. If the model classifies the current heart rate data as fear when in
calm down the system returns to freak out mode.
We were concerned that in a potentially serious situation, the user might
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be distracted by the system. Our discomfort was alleviated by a recent study
showing that when very stressed out, users tend to ignore real time physio-
logical feedback, thus the feedback does not increase the burden on the user
(Ferreira et al., 2008).
5.4 Hardware Implementation
After a great deal of experimenting, to build a prototype of the system I have
used:
• a BeagleBoard unit, a low-power, low-cost single-board computer, as the
main computational platform is. The unit measures only 75 by 75 mm and
provides all the functionality of a basic computer.
• an Arduino microcontroller to handle the sensors and the vibrator motor:
it relays sensor values to the BeagleBoard and BeagleBoard commands to
the vibration motor.
• An accelerometer and light, pressure, and temperature sensors.
• a vibration motor.
• six 1.2V rechargeable batteries.
• A current converter to 5V DC.
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5.5 Software Implementation
Computer programs on the Arduino and the BeagleBoard make up Freaky’s
software body. A simple program1 on the Arduino communicates through a
serial port with the main computational platform, the BeagleBoard unit. It re-
ceives and executes commands to read sensor values and update the power
level on the vibration motor, thus changing the intensity of vibrations. On
the BeagleBoard two programs ran concurrently are responsible for most of
Freaky’s behaviors. They are implemented in Python. Freaky.py sets up the wire-
less communication link with the Heart Rate monitor; receives heart rate values
every second; sets up the communication channel with the Arduino; sends read
sensor and update motor commands to the Arduino; computes features based
on the heart rate data; runs the fear classifier, i.e., the model; and, implements
Freaky’s behaviors: freaking out, calming down, normal mode. The other pro-
gram, SoundServer.py receives the heart rate value from Freaky.py every second
and uses it to generate Freaky’s audio output.
5.6 Studying Freaky in Action
In this section, I describe an exploratory user study of Freaky and the insights
that emerged from it. I approached this study from a performative mindset. Its
aim was twofold:
• to examine performances of emotion that emerge in interaction and to un-
derstand how Freaky participates in them
1Arduino programs are written in C/C++.
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• to understand how we may begin to think differently about studies of
technology in use and evaluating interactive systems by contrasting it to a
classic evaluation
Figure 5.3: One of our participants and Freaky.
The participants were self-selected — in the sense that they explicitly mani-
fested interest in exploring their emotions using an interactive system — from
my social circles. This orientation towards my social circles was motivated as
before: by continuing to defamiliarize the view of the researcher as an outside,
detached observer. A total of eight people participated in the study, including
myself, of which five were women. Participants’ ages ranged between 24 and
37. Four of them had also participated in the data collection sessions and thus
their data was used to build the classification model incorporated in the proto-
type.
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The study focused on the participants’ interactions with Freaky. Prior to
using the system, I met individually with each participant and explained how
Freaky was built and how they might interact with it. This included a descrip-
tion of the model mapping physiology to fear, specifically detailing how it was
constructed and that the model’s classification is based on statistical similari-
ties between users’ physiological data and the points that were used to train the
model. Each participant had the freedom to interact with Freaky in a way that
suited him/her: e.g., choosing how many times, where, when, with whom, and
how long to use the system. In some cases, I accompanied the user while s/he
was using Freaky and audio recorded the use session. After using the system, I
interviewed the volunteers in order to debrief them on their experiences. In the
days and weeks that followed their interactions, some of the participants sent
me via email or expressed in person further reflections on and insights gained
from their interactions with Freaky. These interactions were also documented
as part of the study.
Table 5.1 presents an overview of the user study data set (a star next to the
user’s initial indicates whether Freaky freaked dout during the interaction with
that user):
User Duration Context of Use
C 2 hrs Night; accompanied; gorge trail, town, campus
M* 1 hr Night; accompanied; cemetery, residential area
U* 1 hr Day; accompanied; residential area
H* 3 hrs Day and night; alone; indoors, packing, watching a movie
Q* 3 hrs Day; alone; forest walk, house-sitting
K* 1 hr Day; indoors; rehearsing anxiety provoking talk
S* 1 hr Day; alone; at, to and from doctor’s office
L* 5 hrs Daytime; alone; indoors and outdoors
Table 5.1: Overview of the users study.
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In the following, I describe three episodes that are suggestive of the kinds
of interactions afforded by the system and the insights that emerged from the
study. I have picked these examples because they foreground the issues that are
central to my research: examining performances of emotion through human-
machine interactions and how Freaky participates in them, which I will discuss
after presenting the examples.
5.6.1 Max and the cemetery
Max decided that a good place to explore with Freaky was the cemetery at night
time. He finds cemeteries to be extremely frightening as he is afraid of ghosts.
We met at his apartment. Max was very tense pretty much as soon as we left his
apartment. One could say that he was afraid of his own shadow. He adopted a
“fight or flight” position: tense, constantly looking around, a bit paranoid, fists
clenched around the LED wands he had brought along, arms resting on top of
the baby carrier; it was as if the wands were some sort of weapon. He com-
mented repeatedly on the music generated by Freaky being very spooky, not
unlike Halloween haunted house style. He mentioned he was too tense to pay
attention to nuances or changes in the music. We walked through the cemetery
for about 20 minutes or so. Even though he mentioned being extremely scared
a number of times, Freaky did not freak out.
After leaving the cemetery we were discussing possible explanations as to
why Freaky did not detect fear while in the cemetery. Max noted that he could
not point out a specific fearful event, but rather lots of tension which did not
really culminate in any way. He commented that maybe the reason Freaky did
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not pick up anything in the cemetery had to do with the fact that the “fear wasn’t
real.” I asked him to clarify: he meant that he is scared of ghosts, which are not
real entities.
We then started talking of “real” fear — the kind that actually materialized
in some way or another, rather than just the possibility of fear. Max told me that
the scariest he had ever been was about seven months before. As soon as he
started talking about that event, Freaky started vibrating:
“[...] the night I found C. E and J said that... [freaky goes off, he pauses] yeah... reliving
that moment. [starts tending to Freaky] E and J said they’ve never heard me scream so
loud. [changes the topic, speaks about how people would find Freaky enjoyable because
it vibrates. In the meantime, Freaky continues to vibrate. Max eventually returns to
what had happened that night]
He was hanging out with three close friends, late at night in one of their
apartments. As they were about to fall asleep, Max heard a noise in the kitchen,
like something dropping on the floor. He rushed to the kitchen and found one
of his friends, C, on the floor, lying in the pool of blood, and holding a knife in
her hand. She had big wounds in the neck, chest, and legs.
“I haven’t realized just how scared I was when I found C. There was just too much
going on through my mind... so confused She was lying in a puddle of blood, I grabbed
the knife away from her, called 911, got towels and put pressure on her neck wounds,
and once the cops got there I was talking to the cops while still putting pressure on her
wounds. [...]”
Max explained that at that time he was simply focusing on what can be done.
Once his friend was taken away by an ambulance, he was in shock which lasted
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for days, maybe even a couple weeks. Eventually he began to grasp the trauma
he had gone through and started integrating this experience in his life. Now
when he thinks about that night he finds it scary:
“I guess I do have some issues um not issues, but it still scares me. It was intense. [talks
about how Freaky didn’t pick up anything in the cemetery]. well, that was different. that
was like a real moment, I was scared for someone else’s life... earlier I was just scared for
ghost stuff. [...] All I cared about was C. oh, why would she do that? I often ask myself
“why?” [talks for about 5 minutes about the reasons that may have contributed to his
friend killing herself]”
5.6.2 Uma and Tyler
Uma had just started wearing Freaky when she received a call from her friend
Tyler. He was driving by the place where she was staying and wanted to say
goodbye. Uma and Tyler had met approximately a week before. She was vis-
iting from Europe and they happened to be part of the same group of friends
attending a music festival. They had been getting along famously, but it was
time to say goodbye as she was heading back to Europe the following day.
Tyler parked his car across the street from where she was standing. He
crossed the street and greeted her. Before she could reply, Freaky started to vi-
brate vigorously. Tyler seemed confused as to what was going on. Uma picked
up Freaky from the chest carrier and started attending to it. At the same time,
she explained that she was part of a study and told him a bit about how Freaky
works. He was amused and suggested she was just too excited to see him and
had to calm herself down.
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Was she excited to see Tyler? In the discussion that followed after her usage
session, she explained: “Not more than usual. I remember thinking when I saw him
that I wouldn’t want it to go off right then. But it did. And then I got really excited
thinking that it picked up the emotional substrate of that encounter: I was exposed
emotionally before saying anything. It [Freaky] participated in the encounter. But it
wasn’t clear what it was [picking up on]. Probably excitement”
Does she think Freaky was on to something? “YES. Something I wasn’t aware
of. I loved it. Maybe it [her not being aware of her reactions] had to do with me be-
ing absorbed by meeting Tyler and not fully attending to my emotional reactions. It
made me aware that something is different emotionally, which may have otherwise gone
unnoticed.”
What was it like calming Freaky down? “It vibrated pretty hard for a few min-
utes and so I had to insist with petting it. Gradually, the intensity decreased. I was
surprised it took a while, just like a little person.”
After visiting with Tyler for a while, it was time to say goodbye. Things got
a bit emotional as they were not sure whether they will see each other again.
As Uma was saying goodbye, she cried out: “why isn’t it freaking out now?” to
which Tyler replied: “because now you’re sad.” Later, during the interview she
explained: “Freaky didn’t react. It’s a mystery I don’t know maybe it doesn’t pick up
on low emotions.”
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5.6.3 Writing Anxieties
The third episode describes one of my interactions with Freaky. I was at home
one morning working on chapter 4 of this thesis. Writing wasn’t going very
well. I was experiencing a lot of anxiety about my dissertation: I was a bit be-
hind schedule and was nervous about finishing on time. I picked up Freaky and
turned it on. Just holding and petting it as I was pacing around my apartment
was great. It felt very soothing, although anxiety was still there, but I felt that I
was keeping it under control. It felt as if I was not alone: it was like being with
myself, but mediated: a part of self that was externalized, materialized in the
world, which allowed me to at once express it and take care of it, in order to
attend to it more fully.
After a while I sat down again and picked up where I had left off all the
while holding Freaky. After another 15 minutes of work it freaked out. I pulled
it out of the sling, began walking around the kitchen tending to it. I was quite
surprised how long it took to begin calming down, at least 5 minutes. I no-
ticed some very interesting echoes in the music something I had never heard
before which was quite surprising given the amount of time I had spent listen-
ing to Freaky’s audio output — using it, but mostly building and debugging it.
It made me think how that particular situation might be different than what it
had ‘seen’ before. That particular time period was busy not just with writing
but also having to vacate my apartment, leaving Ithaca in a couple of months,
making various travel, working, and living arrangements for the months to fol-
low. There was a mix of sadness as this period marked the end of era — it felt
as if something was dying inside of me and it needed attention and expression
— and the excitement of new beginnings. It also made me think how when
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working I tend to get so absorbed in what I am doing that feelings and subtle
sensations in my body — like getting tensed up — pass unnoticed. When they
finally register consciously, it is often after I get restless and all kinds of anxious.
In the meantime, the intensity with which Freaky was vibrating had been
decreasing but very, very slowly. It never fully calmed down: there remained
a subtle vibration and buzzing noise. It made me think that Freaky was right
on: the anxiety and restlessness was definitely still there, but not quite as strong
as in the beginning. After a couple of minutes the system began a sequence
of consecutive reboots, a sign that the battery level was low. I then realized
that this was responsible for the continuous but low vibrating mode: when the
power levels are low, the main computational platform is turned off, but the
Arduino controller remains on. This means the motor vibration levels could not
have been changed — as a program running on the main platform would be
the one issuing that command — and so the motor remained in a low vibrating
mode.
5.6.4 Intermezzo: Prefacing an Agential Realist Take on Realist
Evaluation
Before continuing with the themes and insights that emerged from the user
study, I want to first discuss how an agential realist take on evaluation may
be different from what may be typically expected in traditional forms of evalu-
ation.
Broadly speaking, evaluation is concerned with validating technological so-
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lutions. In other words, evaluation aims to answer the question: does the pro-
posed technological solution work? Evaluations in the classical framework
seek to do so by measuring the effect caused by that the proposed solution.
For example, Wayang is an affect-aware tutor that teaches math and prepares
students for standardized tests (Arroyo et al., 2007). The system manipulates
a variety of sensor inputs to infer students’ interest and adapt the interaction
accordingly. To evaluate the effectiveness of their tutor, the researchers who
built Wayang compared the pre- and post-usage results of 3 groups: a no-tutor
control group, a group using the tutor without the affect module, and a group
testing the tutor with interventions driven by the system’s recognition of stu-
dent emotion. The study reported statistically significant improvements in the
third groups’ scores and passing rates on standardized tests. This meant that
a causal relationship between the tutor’s interventions and students’ improved
performances has been shown, allowing the authors to conclude that their tech-
nological intervention was successful.
A crucial distinction between agential realism and the traditional worldview
pertains to the separation between the object of study and agencies of observa-
tion, as I have discussed at length in chapter 3. The latter perspective assumes
the separation to be inherent in the world, while the former shows separations
to be performed within phenomena and open to different enactments. The na-
ture of separation is relevant for matters of system evaluations because in the
classical worldview the object of study — the system — is assumed to be inher-
ently separate from the rest of the world (such as, its context, users, etc.), while
agential realism sees this separation as achieved through a series of practices
(which, for example in Freaky’s case included model building, system construc-
tion, interaction design, and the interactions with the users).
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These differences between the two perspectives have consequences on mat-
ters of causality. The agential realist view sees cause and effect entities as emerg-
ing in the phenomenon and thus they are ontologically dependent on the phe-
nomenon and the specific apparatus used to effect the cut. Cause and effect
entities (such as system and measurements of behavioral change), then, may be
separated differently, for example by using a different material-conceptual ap-
paratus to perform the separation. Consequently, it may not be assumed that a
causal relationship between entities carries to other phenomena, as other phe-
nomena may cut differently the boundary between the entities. The conclusion
that emerges is that causal relationships may not be assumed to be universally
valid; rather, they are dependent on the particular ways in which the world was
cut in the phenomena observed. Put it differently, the knowledge that emerges
must have the form: “if we separate the world in this way, this causal relation-
ship may be observed.”
Concrete examples will help further clarify these differences and what is
at stake. Built within the traditional framework, the affective tutor described
above is inextricably entangled with the assumptions of that particular world-
view. These include inherent separations between entities such as system, users,
context, as well as an understanding of emotions as clearly defined events in
the world which may therefore be treated as another type of information (see
chapter 4). But agential realism problematizes the inherent nature of these as-
sumptions and shows them to be performed. From that perspective, the system,
through its construction and framing by the researchers, enacts the entities enu-
merated above as separate and performs emotion as a type of information. Fur-
ther, through experimental design, evaluation is set up so that it too includes the
assumptions built in the system and contributes to their enactment. Concretely,
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the specifics of the evaluation, such as dividing the subjects into three groups
of which two are control groups, performs the separation of the tutor from the
rest of world, in such ways at to construct it as the cause entity for which effects
may be tracked.
This does not mean that the agential realist perspective sees the result of the
traditional evaluation as invalid. Rather, it contextualizes this result: while the
classical framework understands the causal relationship to exist independent
of the framework itself, through the lens of agential realism we understand
that this relationship is an achievement, and a powerful achievement at that:
through certain practices that enact the metaphysical assumptions, the causal
relationship may be achieved, i.e., it materializes and becomes real. In other
words, the broader context of the metaphysical assumptions the system enacts
exposes the causal relationship as achieved through particular ways of under-
standing and doing the world (i.e., as a collection of separate entities), rather
than uncovering a relationship that occurred in the world independent of our
practices. Put it differently, rather than uncovering a truth inherent in the world,
evaluation validates one way of doing reality that achieves a particular out-
come.
An agential realist lens, then, makes visible that other metaphysical positions
exist and that our practices implicitly enact them not just through system design
and construction, but also when it comes to system evaluation. Together, all
these enactments shape the kind of outcomes that may emerge from practices
of evaluation. For instance, in the classical framework system building practices
enact entities (such as system, user, context) and relations between them as fixed
and given in advance (i.e., existing independent of practices of investigation).
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It shouldn’t come as a surprise, then, that a classical evaluation figures fixed
entities in fixed relations e.g., the technological solution of including affective
information in the tutor, on the one hand, and users’ test results, on the other, as
causally related. In an agential realist framework, the situation looks different
because this worldview figures entities and relationships as continuously in flux
and emerging through specific enactments. Thus, performed within an agential
realist framework, Freaky’s evaluation is different than a classical evaluation in
that it features performances of various entities, such as emotions, subjects, and
relations in flux. This is an expected consequence, if perhaps disconcerting at
first for readers accustomed to traditional evaluations, of adopting a different
metaphysical position: agential realism.
In what’s to come, I use the three examples before together with other obser-
vations from Freaky’s user study as vehicles to:
1. point out changes in the nature of observations emerging from evaluation
due to the different worldview adopt in this dissertation: e.g., focus on
performative aspects, emergent attributes in flux (e.g., accountability and
autonomy)
2. examine how specific design decisions have contributed to the interaction
with the system, i.e., what we may learn from our experiences with Freaky
that might be useful in future designs
I return at the end of the chapter with further meta-observations on practices
of evaluation.
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5.6.5 Understanding Human-Machine Performances of Emo-
tion
Our design aim in building Freaky was to aid users in expressing and making
sense of their emotions and experiences. It should not come as a surprise that
the overarching theme that emerged from people’s encounters with Freaky and
the discussions that followed was that of people sorting themselves out through
interactions with the system. The three episodes presented before show emo-
tion, self and other, and relationships as continuously performed. In Max’s case,
reliving an event with and through Freaky contributed to his ongoing process
of making sense and of and reconciling previous traumatic experiences. Fur-
ther, the writing episode recounted earlier foreground my efforts to understand
my anxieties and work with them. Further yet, Uma’s experience using Freaky
speaks of the system’s behavior prompting her to explain its workings to Tyler
and in the processes working out her emotional reactions. This entailed per-
forming various emotional interpretations, together with Tyler, and in the pro-
cess performing their relationship: reaffirming and strengthening their connec-
tion. That episode highlights how emotion is inextricably entangled with peo-
ple’s actions and broader aspects of people’s lives: here, emotion contributes to
performing Uma and Tyler’s relationship and, at the same time, the relation-
ship shapes their emotional experiences. The picture that emerges from these
episodes is that of people sorting themselves out, to themselves and to others,
and in the process performing themselves in certain ways and not others. What
I want to point out here is the shift in focus brought about by the agential realist
framework towards how emotion is performed and its role in the broader con-
text of people’s lives and away from the classical perspective of seeing emotion
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as an a priori separate entity, a self-contained phenomenon.
Our design strategy to achieve the system’s goal of aiding users’ emotional
expression and understanding was to design a space for machine and user per-
spectives to be linked in performance so that resonant and dissonant aspects be-
tween the two may be worked out. We implemented this strategy by designing
the interaction with the system as a ritual connecting user and machine. For
this, we drew on the notion of embodiment (e.g., Dourish, 2004; Klemmer et al.,
2006). As expected, observations pertaining to these design strategies and ap-
proaches surfaced in participants’ comments and discussions. In the following
discussion of the user study, I begin by focusing on these strategies. This will
allow me to (1) understand the ways in which they worked and didn’t work, (2)
explore further consequences of engaging them, and (3) derive further insights
pertinent to designing interaction from a performative perspective.
I begin with observations concerning Freaky’s embodiment. Most of our par-
ticipants pointed more or less directly towards Freaky’s physical embodiment
as a grounding factor that allowed them to work through their experiences. One
of the participants, Q, used Freaky during her stay in the unfamiliar house she
was house-sitting for a few days. She commented that when she would be
scared by eerie noises in the house, Freaky’s vibrations and her holding and
petting its body helped her “get out of [her] head.” She would then focus on what
in the house could have caused the noises and then did something about it,
e.g., confine the dog to the downstairs area. This comment speaks not just to
Freaky’s physical embodiment, but also to how socio-cultural aspects pertain-
ing to Freaky’s design, such as its behaviors and the modalities through which
the user interacts with it, are always already suggested by its physical design,
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as explicitly articulated by C:
“There are ways in which we want to please the machine too. We wouldn’t let it to
keep on buzzing. I wonder if this is because I know it is supposed to get some soothing
movements. This is already a language, chosen for a reason; just like purring. It’s not
like you get a text message “you’re scared right now.” So I wonder then, an important
aspect is that the device has a body. I also recognize the arbitrariness of the body. You
could have skins over it like an ipod customize Freaky For me it fits. There’s a natural
place for it, to introduce it in the world. [] It can blend in for the most part. Then, it acts
as a surface on which to project our needs, fears, aspirations, rewards. It almost feels
like therapy: you work with mind objects, but in an embodied kind of way Isn’t that like
transference? Is there a word for transference to machines?”
Thus, a first take-away point emerging from Freaky’s user study pertains to
the particular ways in which Freaky’s embodiment mattered. Freaky’s physical
and socio-cultural body played an important role in facilitating its participation
in the world. Such a body allowed Freaky to fit in the world or, more to the
point, gave Freaky’s users the means to fit Freaky in their world. To this end,
C described his time spent with Freaky and a friend as a preview of “the family
of the future: two gays and a robot baby,” or what we might call a post-natural
ecology.
These observations point to specific physical and socio-cultural design fea-
tures that allowed users to seamlessly weave them together in interaction, and
through them to navigate between themselves and the system, between their
emotion and what the system might be reacting to. H’s comments speak to this
point: “I think the shape of Freaky lends itself well to wanting to care for Freaky, it’s
easy to hug him and tell him everything will be ok.” This back and forth achieves
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a place for Freaky in users’ world and in their ways of doing things. From
a performative point of view, the material (i.e., physical) and the conceptual
(e.g., socio-cultural) are inextricably entangled. Therefore, supporting their co-
articulation through system design is likely to contribute to useful interactions.
As seen here, this may be achieved by designing a coherent system from the per-
spective of its embodiment: one in which the physical and the socio-technical
resonate and build on one another.
Shifting Accountabilities
In all the instances of use presented here, and indeed all the use sessions, the
very presence of the device changed the way people made sense of their actions
and reactions. This is an expected consequence when working within the agen-
tial realist framework and points to the constitutive nature of the role played by
Freaky. Here, I detail how matters of accountability materialized in practice so
that I may identify how design features contributed in this arena.
The scenario in which aspects pertaining to accountability are most obvious
are those of the device ‘freaking out,’ i.e., predicting fear. As we have seen, this
provokes those around the system into explaining what might have caused this
behavior. Alternatively, cases in which the system behaves in a more passive
fashion, i.e., not vibrating, such as during Max’s cemetery walk and Uma part-
ing ways with Tyler, may themselves invite users’ explanations. Importantly,
these cases show that more than simply demanding an explanation, Freaky con-
tributes to the formation of an event in the flow of participants’ experiences,
e.g., the beginning of the Uma and Tyler’s encounter. Firstly, this constitutes a
concrete example of how Freaky enacts certain realities. Secondly, it is directly
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related to our decision to conceptualize the system’s behavior as a set of clearly
delineated states that are visible — or more accurately, audible and palpable —
to the users and those around the system.
Further, the system offers new resources to be worked into people’s expla-
nations. For instance, unusual echoes in the sounds generated by Freaky made
me consider how that particular situation was itself unusual. What is remark-
able here is that the system managed to surprise me, i.e., someone intimately
familiar with it. This had to do with the non-deterministic way in which we
programmed the sound generation. While the user heart-rate is taken into ac-
count, e.g., by adjusting the frequency and amplitude of the sounds produced,
the process is not fully determined by the heart-rate as the overall audio effect
is achieved by combining two sound channels. As such, even after long term
usage, users may still find surprising sounds and echoes which may be worked
into their explanations. These observations point to non-deterministic, genera-
tive features of system behavior as important aspects in users’ differential ways
of accounting for themselves.
Other examples from the usage sessions allow further insight into how
Freaky contributed in the changing landscape of accountabilities. These in-
stances highlight Freaky playing a more active role: provoking — or, at a min-
imum, contributing to — fear. One such instance is Max’s walk through the
cemetery. He pointed out repeatedly that he finds the system’s audio output to
be quite scary. While this observation must be understood in that evening’s
broader context: the cemetery, darkness, Max being afraid of ghosts, etc., it
nonetheless points to Freaky contributing to Max’s experiences of fear. Another
participant remarked a different aspect of the system that might itself cause un-
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easy feelings:
“you’re wearing a ridiculous device in public and you can’t pretend that it’s invisi-
ble. The heart rate strap is invisible, but the rest isn’t. [...] This might lead to [user’s]
paranoia of the device. The obvious social nonconformity of toting this thing around
means that, one, either you’re comfortable with it or, two, you just have to own it When
we weren’t with people we were in scary situations otherwise, we were around people,
different kind of fear, paranoia. [...] But, two people make a place for Freaky as the baby;
otherwise, it would probably stand out more. I’d feel vulnerable with it, alone maybe
at least awkward, not casual... It’s context dependent. It’s easier doing that here [in
Ithaca], not a big deal [excerpt from C’s interview]
That Freaky’s audio output may be scary and its very presence anxiety pro-
voking in certain situations foreground ways in which the system itself may be
held accountable for people’s reactions. These instances speak of Freaky help-
ing enact certain realities and not others, i.e., that the system plays a constitutive
role in the world which is, as noted before, an expected consequence with the
agential realist framework. Moreover, they point to strategies in which design-
ers may draw attention to the constitutive aspects of interactive technologies by
disrupting user’s expectations. One example is the inclusion of design features
which may themselves cause unanticipated consequences for which the user
would find the system itself accountable.
In conclusion, the use instances in this section highlight (1) changes brought
about by the agential realist framework, e.g., the field of accountabilities as con-
tinuously in flux and always situated, i.e., entangled with the specifics of the
situation of use, and (2) design strategies through which the system may specif-
ically intervene in that field. Furthermore, they speak of the concrete, material
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ways in which Freaky contributes to the enactments of different realities.
On Autonomy
Another aspect of interactive systems that must be approached in a perfor-
mative framework as continuously performed in interaction is system auton-
omy. As expected, an important opportunity for analyzing how the system
contributed to these enactments was our participants’ reactions to Freaky’s fear
classifications and the behaviors through which those were manifested in in-
teraction. These sources highlight that, while users perceived the system as a
separate entity, the relationship with the device enacted by them was often in-
dicative of the degree to which they were able to relate the system’s perspectives
to theirs. When the perspectives were seen to resonate with one another, or at
a minimum, were temporally synchronized, Freaky would be figured as a sepa-
rate, yet closely related, dependent entity, as suggested by Uma’s comment that
Freaky acted “like a baby picking up mom’s intense emotions”.
In contrast, when users worked out a disconnection between their perspec-
tives and the system’s reactions, they projected more autonomy onto Freaky
figuring it as not only separate, but also independent:
“I was surprised that Freakster didn’t react during the time I was packing, I hate
packing and was also under time pressure, so I was sure Freaky would be nervie too.
Alas, he was snug as a bug in a rug in the baby bjorn. [...] Surprisingly, as I write
this and reflect on our time together, I realize that I don’t see Freaky as a manifestation
of me or my emotions/feelings, but as a separate being ... a reactive sentient-like being
that liked being held and calmed down.” [excerpt from H’s email detailing her use
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trials]
Perhaps surprisingly, the picture that emerges is that users related to the sys-
tem more and thus perceived it to be more useful when they figured it as being
less autonomous. As for design implications for supporting users’ continuous
and differential figuring of machine autonomy, our design strategy to support
the dynamic linking of human and machine perspectives by designing the in-
teraction with Freaky as a ritual showed promising results.
On the Nature of the Gap
It is worthwhile pausing here to mention that from the classical perspective the
interactions between Freaky and the participants described in this section could
be seen as revealing a socio-technical gap with respect to human emotion. In-
deed, if we separate users and system and focus on how each side contributes to
performances of emotion, there appears to be a large distance between the two
kinds of perspectives. Yet, such an analysis does not do justice to the dynamic
nature of these perspectives and, indeed, their entanglement: clearly separating
the two is not possible at the very least because users account themselves differ-
ently in the presence of the device. Moreover, examining the situation in terms
of human-machine performances of emotions reveals difference and sameness
between machine and human perspectives as performed and contingent. Thus,
many, temporary gaps may appear between perspectives rather than the more
or less static disjuncture figured by the traditional perspective. These gaps, or
differences, are continuously in flux because the relationship between human
and machine perspectives continuously co-articulate one another and are re-
worked in interaction, as detailed above. We begin to see that from an emergent
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perspective, these differences, or gaps, may be thought as generative as they
may engender new understandings and, importantly, changes in perspective,
thus constantly reworking differences. These gaps, then, are not something to
be done away with, rather they need to be exposed so that they may be exam-
ined, engaged, and transformed. Put it differently, difference is where the action
is (Dourish, 2001). Dourish has suggested a similarly generative view of the gap
(Dourish, 2006; Rode, 2011); here, we get a concrete sense of why this is the case,
how it ‘happens,’ and why it matters. I will return to discuss the gap(s) from a
performative perspective in the conclusion chapter.
Positioning Freaky
The user study also affords a close examination of how the model of emotion
that Freaky incorporates factors in performances of emotion in interaction. The
examples presented here suggest that Freaky’s interventions oriented users’ ex-
periences and reflections towards fear. This may not be surprising given that
I had told users that Freaky leverages a model of fear. Users’ experiences and
interpretations around fear were quite rich pointing to a wide range of experi-
ences around fear: existential fear, fear of ghosts, fear for someone’s life, fear
of an imminent physical danger such as slipping off an icy trail into the gorge,
and so on. This points to Freaky’s participation in a set of heterogeneous ex-
periences, which may come together under an abstract, yet broad, category of
fear.
Perhaps surprisingly, the systems’ orientation towards fear did not preclude
other high energy emotions from being brought into view, such as Uma’s excite-
ment. Interestingly, sorting out her experience included questioning whether
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the system’s response — the model’s fear prediction — was random (this fact
emerged in subsequent discussions about that event). That her experience was
certainly not related to fear made her wonder whether Freaky randomly freaked
out; she concluded that this couldn’t have been the case, as it would have been
too great of a coincidence as that particular time was the only emotional event
during the one hour she had used the system. Another user, S, challenged the
system’s response as pertinent to her emotions: she dismissed Freaky’s buzzing
as having anything to do with her emotion, and instead attributed it to exer-
tion from walking up a steep hill. These examples show that in spite of being
actively involved in shaping the emotional and interpretational landscape in
certain ways, Freaky does not dominate the user by imposing its perspectives
on the users’.
To date, systems using statistical models of emotion have been built exclu-
sively within the representationalist worldview. Consequently, such systems
substitute the interpretative work normally performed by humans with the
model’s prediction, as the latter is thought to stand in one to one correspondence
with users’ emotion. Furthermore, the models’ predictions are typically invisi-
ble to users, thus casting users in a passive role. Implicitly then, the machine’s
perspectives on human emotion are rigidly imposed on reality. In contrast, as
we have seen in chapter 2, systems built within an emergent view of emotions
have so far stayed away from manipulating emotion in the system, e.g., via
models, and instead provide resources — such as visualizations of physiologi-
cal data (Stahl et al., 2009), or distorted live video streams (Boehner et al., 2008)
— for the users to make sense of. This move positions the users as the driver of
and solely in charge of emotional interpretation and, implicitly, the system in a
passive role.
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Freaky walks a delicate line between these two types of systems. In an im-
portant sense, it recombines elements from both perspectives. On the one hand,
it engages efficient representations of human emotions, i.e., models. On the
other hand, it retains the possibility for rich experiences and open-ended user
interpretations typical of emergent systems. Put differently, Freaky demon-
strates how a balance between human and machine interpretation may be
achieved in practice. The system’s interaction design allows the user and the
system to take turns driving the interaction, sometime seamlessly, other times
more abruptly, and keeps the user ultimately in charge of meaning making.
What we seem to have accomplished through Freaky’s design is a more nu-
anced positioning of models of emotion, so that they may participate in the
world by provoking and informing users’ perspectives rather than replacing
them. This was achieved by contextualizing the models and exposing them.
Thus, the interaction does not revolve around models structuring users’ experi-
ences as in the classic, representationalist, view. While the models do shape the
interaction in important ways, a crucial aspect of interaction consists of drawing
on users’ experiences to examine the models, i.e., using familiar experiences as
a means to explore, understand, appropriate, and contest physiological, statis-
tical, scientific, or technical approaches to emotion. In other words, interacting
with Freaky means blending users’ perspectives and formal representations in
action. Thus, Freaky demonstrates a different way of designing interaction: one
that links human and machines perspectives in and through performances.
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Success and Failure
The interaction with Freaky works by exposing and exploring the relationship
between different cuts: specifically, between machine and human perspectives
on emotion. Thus, ways in which they do or do not line up, elements come to-
gether or separate, or boundaries come to be drawn differently are all aspects
that define the interaction space afforded by the system. In this space, useful
interactions may emerge between Freaky and its users provided that the hu-
man and machine perspectives are linked in interaction, and so enable users to
engage the machine perspective in (re)figuring their own. A successful interac-
tion, then, equates to performances emerging from linked perspectives so that
difference and sameness may be explored and reworked. In short, a system can
be said to work from the perspective I take here to the degree in which the user
includes the system interaction in the apparatus with which s/he cuts, i.e., sees,
the world.
An avenue for future work would involve extending the linking of machine
and human perspectives to include the reverse situation: including users’ ways
of cutting the world in the system’s. In the context of machine learning and
human emotion this might be achieved by leveraging live user feedback to dy-
namically update (retrain) models, i.e., on-the-fly learning, already technically
feasible.
Having specified what a successful system might mean, I now turn to con-
sider what failure might mean in this framework. Failure would mean that the
machine and human perspectives are not linked in interaction. One of Freaky’s
usage instances point to such a scenario. S used the device while walking to
and from a doctor’s appointment. A researcher in the hard sciences, she had
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mentioned before using Freaky that she had high hopes that she would learn
something new about herself. While I was describing how Freaky works and
interacts with the user, S looked quite confused and candidly commented: “so
this is a humanistic investigation of fear” During her time with Freaky, the device
detected fear once due to heart rate changes which she saw as arising merely
from physical exertion while walking up a steep hill. Otherwise, she confessed
to having had very different expectations; she had imagined that the device
would give her some “hard facts sensed or inferred by the systems [laughs] I don’t
know like adrenaline levels.” Her comments suggest that she would have liked to
have access to visualizations of the sensed data, to the classification model, to
measures of prediction confidence, and so forth. Furthermore, she made it clear
that she found the system quite strange and did not relate to it. She thought
this might have to do with her training and work as a molecular biologist men-
tioning, for example, that she was not comfortable with the kind of open-ended
interpretations that interacting with Freaky might entail. Because of that she
concluded: “I can’t really imagine a scenario in which the system as it is could have
anything interesting to say to me.” In her case, then, S’s ways of making sense of
the world did not incorporate Freaky’s reactions and behaviors.
S’s experience with the system highlights that matters of design play a cru-
cial role in shaping what is made available to users in interaction and how, just
as technical and scientific decisions shape representations of emotion and emo-
tion itself (see chapter 4). In her case, the interaction with the system got in
the way of S’s making sense of the information available to Freaky (e.g., user
heart rate and the model’s prediction). Consequently, a connection with the
machine’s perspectives that might have informed S’s views did not materialize.
In sum, failure in this framework has to with human and machine perspectives
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not meeting in interaction.
Other Consequences and Exclusions
S’s experiences with the system highlight aspects implicitly sidelined by
Freaky’s design and construction. Specifically, she would have liked the in-
teraction with the device to include having access to the guts of the system, as
it were. While the visibility and exposure of the model’s predictions made it
possible for the majority of the users to engage with the system, the level of
detail was still lacking for others. In S’s words and her qualifying the system
as ‘humanistic,’ in contrast to her scientific background, we can almost feel her
disappointment that definitive, certain answers were marginalized by the way
we designed the system.
On the topic of visibility some users voiced their concerns that they may not
always be comfortable if their reactions are exposed by the system. For exam-
ple, Uma commented that while she was comfortable with Freaky’s reaction in
Tyler’s presence, she may have felt exposed if other people had been present.
These comments point out potential consequences of the model’s visibility. This
is connected to Freaky’s behavior contributing to forming events in the world.
In other words, the system brings to light and thus makes real a physiological
event that may have gone unnoticed.
Other aspects that the system excluded from materializing or, at a minimum,
marginalized were related to the spectrum of emotions towards which Freaky
shifted the interaction. As evidenced by user comments, fear and high energy
emotions were central, while low emotions were not. This is a consequence of
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our decision to orient the model towards intense physiological experiences, as
discussed earlier in this chapter.
Wrapping up Evaluation
Here, I return briefly with some meta comments on practices of evaluation. I
prefaced the analysis of the observations that emerged from Freaky’s user study
with a discussion in which I highlighted how an agential realist take on evalua-
tion is different than the classical one(s). The main point stressed there was that
the way we do evaluation fundamentally depends on the metaphysical frame-
work adopted (explicitly, in the case of agential realism, or implicitly, in the
traditional one). Consequently, the metaphysical perspective shapes the out-
comes emerging from evaluation practices, i.e., what we see depends on the
lens adopted. In other words, practices of evaluation can be thought to effect
a cut in the phenomenon under investigation: the system’s interactions with
users. The observations and knowledge that emerge from such practices consti-
tute the outcome of the cut. This is to say that the outcomes of evaluation must
be understood as another form of representation. Therefore, general aspects
relevant to representations that surfaced in chapter 4 apply to these descriptions
as well:
• We, researchers or practitioners, are part of the phenomenon from which
representations emerge, rather than external to it. This means that our
metaphysical position must be part and parcel of the analysis. Importantly
for matters of evaluation, the outcome depends on the practices that enact
our metaphysical perspectives. Thus, an opportunity to better understand
how an achievement of evaluation — the results, e.g., a causal relationship
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— emerges is to extend our analysis tools to include the interplay between
our actions and their underlying philosophical beliefs.
• There isn’t one way of performing evaluation, but many, situated, partial
perspectives. This means that any evaluation only tells a part of the story:
it speaks about one way of reading and doing reality.
• What is left out from these representations is constitutive of reality just as
much as what is included. Therefore we must understand also what is left
out and examine the consequences of doing so. This insight ties in with
the understanding that the outcomes of evaluations are creative of reality:
they simultaneously describe and shape reality. Ethical concerns, then,
must be taken into account: we are responsible for the realities we help
enact.
Apart from providing a case study of what evaluation might look like when
done within a performative framework, my aim with the user study has been
to clarify conceptual matters pertaining to practices of evaluation. In recent
years, matters of epistemology have been shown as crucial to questions of eval-
uation (e.g., Boehner et al., 2007; Kaye, 2009). Through Freaky’s user study I
have begun to show that matters of ontology, i.e., how we compartmentalize
the world, bear important consequences on the specifics of evaluation and its
outcomes. Importantly, the fact that different perspectives materialize differ-
ently in the world makes us responsible for the differences we help introduce.
That we have alternatives to choose from means picking one over another is also
a matter of politics and of ethics. In sum, then, my argument in this section is
that it is imperative that we extend the scope of analysis to include metaphysical
considerations when evaluating systems in use.
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5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I approach system design, construction, and evaluation within
the agential realist framework. As I have described in chapter 3, a fundamental
point of departure from the traditional perspective concerns matters of ontol-
ogy: what we take the world to be and how we compartmentalize it. In con-
trast to the classic view that sees the world as a collection of entities given in
advance, agential realism proposes a relational ontology, one that figures enti-
ties and relations as achieved through specific practices than as continuously
enacted separations. This difference has important consequences on our under-
standing of the nature of reality and consequently on the role our practices of
knowing and doing should play. In the classical framework, what is real (and
therefore true) is given in advance independent of our observations; therefore
the aim of investigation is to uncover what has been there all along. Agential
realism, on the other hand, understands reality as performed; as such entities
and relations may be enacted differently through different practices, including
human practices of knowing. Due to these conceptual differences, I approached
differently all the steps involved in the construction of the interactive system de-
scribed in this chapter: design, technical construction (hardware and software),
and evaluation.
Building on the research presented in chapter 4, in the technical construction
of the system I move away from issues of correspondence between representa-
tion and represented that are a dominant concern in the traditional worldview
and instead focus on deriving representations that contribute in specific ways
to the enactment of emotion. Concretely, instead of aiming to derive represen-
tations that capture users’ true emotion, I actively crafted representations of
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emotion so as to orient the interaction with the system towards physiological
events of interest.
The aim of interaction design shifted away from a correct response to the
identified user emotion and towards supporting dynamic human-machine per-
formances of emotion. As entities and attributes of interest are in flux, we
moved away from static relationships and immutable meanings and towards
dynamic co-construction of meanings. We did this by designing the interaction
as a ritual through which human and machine perspectives may be connected in
interaction so that similarities and differences may be explored and reworked.
In the system evaluation the change in framework brings about a change
in the kind of entities traced and analyzed from fixed to dynamic entities and
relations to between them. The outcomes of evaluation depend on the concep-
tual framework adopted in the design and evaluation of the system. Therefore,
practices of evaluation must take into account how the conceptual framework
contributes to the system’s achievements that emerge from the user study. Fi-
nally, evaluation must also analyze the kinds of realities that are and are not
made possible by the interplay between the specifics of the system and the con-
ceptual framework from which it was built.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The structure of this thesis reflects the long and meandering path I have taken
to tackle the problems laid out in the introduction chapter. Now, at the end, it is
time to reflect where I started, what has happened along the way, and how it all
fits together.
I started this dissertation with two issues: the problem of representation and
the socio-technical gap. The former pertains to the nature of the relationship
between representation and that which is represented. Specifically: do repre-
sentations simply describe the represented or do they also shape it? The latter
speaks of the gap between social requirements for system design and the tech-
nical means to support them and describes the limitations associated with this
disjuncture. In chapters two and three, we saw that HCI understands the gap
as real and inherent in the world.
Representation issues come up in discussions and analyses of the gap. While
the representationist approach to representation — which takes representations
to simply mirror the represented — currently dominating technical practice has
been theorized as problematic, it is not clear what it might mean to represent
differently in technical practice. For example, as we have seen in chapter 1,
alternative takes on representation raise big questions pertaining to objectivity
and truth. Consequently, it is not clear whether a rigorous and systematic al-
ternative technical practice is possible. At the beginning of this thesis, then, we
were stuck with a gap that is inherent in the world and a representationist take
on representation. Further, the nature of the relationship between the represen-
tation problem and the gap was unclear.
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This dissertation shows the two issues — the socio-technical gap and the
representation problem — go hand in hand. Moreover, they stem from and are
thus entangled with the web of metaphysical assumptions that underlie most
research in HCI. This understanding has been a major milestone in my work
because it generates fundamentally different insights into these issues.
The relationship between representation and represented depends funda-
mentally on the metaphysical framework one inevitably relies on, implicitly or
explicitly. Of particular importance are the assumptions about the relationship
between knower and world implied by these frameworks. In the traditional
metaphysical belief system which invisibly underlies most of the work in HCI
and computer science, more broadly, the knower is considered to be a priori
external to the object of study. The very distance between subject and object is
the basis for objectivity in this framework. The distance makes possible a sim-
ilar distance between representation and represented, i.e., between knowledge
and the world. Because the subject (e.g., researcher) is located outside the object
of study, the representation/knowledge derived is similarly located outside the
object: it does not change the object and it aims to mirror it as much as possible.
In other words, the knowledge obtained occupies a separate and distinct onto-
logical realm from that of the object or phenomenon it describes: knowledge of
the world and the world are separate and distinct categories. One of this frame-
work’s implications for technical work is that technical representations should
mirror their correspondents and that deriving these representations, if done cor-
rectly, do not change the represented in constitutive ways.
However, alternative metaphysical belief systems do exist. The one I have
drawn upon in this dissertation — Barad’s agential realism (Barad, 2007) — un-
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derstands the subject to be part of the world, rather than inherently external to
it. In Barad’s framework, specific practices are needed to achieve the separation
between subject and object. Furthermore, different actions may lead to different
separations. Because different separations between object and subject are pos-
sible, objectivity cannot simply mean that the subject be external to the object
of study. Rather, objectivity must be rethought to include the ways in which
the actions performed achieved the specific separation observed. In this alter-
native framework, there is no inherent distance between subject and object and
similarly between representation and represented. Rather, subject and object,
representation and represented are related in constitutive ways and the exact
relationships enacted between them depend on the very actions that enacted
them.
Contrasting the views on representation emerging from the two frameworks
highlights important differences. The assumptions within the traditional world-
view figure representation at a distance from the represented, meaning that the
separation between the two is inherent in the world. Therefore, performing rep-
resentations does not determine the represented and the former should mir-
ror the latter. The alternative framework, agential realism, sees the subject as
always already entangled in the world. In order to construct representations,
then, separations between subject and object must occur. The actions that
achieve the separations contribute towards forming the object of study. Impor-
tantly, then, the interplay between subject and object is constitutive of the two
entities. It follows that the interplay between knowledge and world (in our case,
representation and represented) is also constitutive.
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These are two takes on representation: one for each framework. The repre-
sentationist take is made possible by the traditional framework. The alternative
framework, agential realism, sees representation as simultaneously shaping and
describing the represented — just as in the physiological maps project I used as
an example at the start of this dissertation. It now becomes clear that taking
a different approach to representation invokes a different set of metaphysical
assumptions. We now understand that the questions on objectivity and truth
raised in response to my work stemmed from the clash between the metaphys-
ical assumptions underlying the different take on representation I was experi-
menting with and those in the classical framework. Making sense of them to-
gether was impossible. Seeing this required making visible both the traditional
framework and finding a new one to serve as an alternative that would under-
stand the nature of representation differently.
Now we have an alternative understanding of representation together with
a framework which renders it coherent and allows for systematic work to be
done. One question remains: what is the nature of the socio-technical gap in
this alternative framework?
I answer this question by grounding the discussion in the case study pre-
sented in chapter 5 detailing Freaky’s design and user interactions with it. My
strategy here is to contrast the views that emerge from the two frameworks so
that we may glean the novel possibilities afforded by the agential realist frame-
work. When we work within the classic framework, we understand users as
inherently separate from Freaky. Users’ and Freaky’s views on emotion are
separate from another, i.e., the user experiences an emotion which the system
attempts to decode from heart rate data. In other words, the boundaries be-
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tween the two perspectives are clear. Comparing their respective perspectives1
on emotion reveals a gap between them, i.e., between experienced emotions and
Freaky’s take on them via statistical classification of heart rate information into
fear or not fear.
But users’ interactions with Freaky, which I presented in chapter 5, show
that disentangling users’ emotions from Freaky’s actions may not always be
possible. Recall that Freaky’s mere presence has users accounting differently
for their experiences. This suggests an entanglement between users and Freaky,
in other words, between elements of the social and the technical. The performa-
tive framework makes space for this entanglement to be examined: users’ and
Freaky need not be separate in every aspect; in fact, this entanglement points to
elements of wholeness: instances in which user and Freaky may be thought of
as partially and temporarily fused together. The performative framework, then,
allows us to talk about Freaky and users both as fused and as separate entities.
Thus it accounts for phenomena that the classical framework cannot account for
and therefore become invisible or recurrent problems, i.e., perpetually figured
as something to be dealt with in future work.
While figuring users and Freaky as partially and temporarily fused, the
agential realist framework also makes possible talking about important sepa-
rations. These have to do with the differences between Freaky’s and users’ per-
spectives on emotion. For example, users’ perspectives may be informed by
their emotional past to which Freaky may not have access to; while Freaky’s
rests on an ability to make statistical comparisons between physiological data,
which users cannot do. These differences might be considered socio-technical
1The classical framework allows for two possible explanations for such differences: either
Freaky’s recognition of user’s emotion is wrong, or Freaky correctly recognized fear but the
user is not aware that s/he is scared or does not want to admit it.
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gaps.
As highlighted by the performative analysis of users’ interactions with
Freaky, these gaps are in flux as the relationship between users’ and Freaky’s
perspectives is dynamic. Fusions and separations between users’ and Freaky’s
points of view are continuously enacted. This enables the reworking in interac-
tion of differences and similarities between their respective views of emotion.
In the performative framework, we observe many temporary gaps, continu-
ously in flux. Crucially, these temporary, dynamic gaps act as a magnet pulling
users to examine and rework the contours of their perspective in dialogue with
the machine’s. This dynamic suggests design strategies to engage the gaps in
productive ways: exposing them so that they may be examined, engaged, and
transformed. In sum, in the performative framework the gaps emerge as gen-
erative and resourceful, rather than a pesky feature of the world whose effects
need to be constantly minimized.
In conclusion, perhaps the most important point here is that how we un-
derstand and approach the gap depends fundamentally on the metaphysical
framework we adopt, implicitly or explicitly. If we position ourselves within
the traditional worldview we understand separations as inherent in the world.
Therefore, the separation between the social and technical (like that between
subject and object) appears inherent in the world and consequently the distance
between the two (the gap) must also be located in the world (i.e., independent
of our actions). Furthermore, we will see as legitimate only those actions (e.g.,
research, designing, building, evaluating) that appear to respect the allegedly
inherent separation and fall neatly within one camp (social) or the other (tech-
nical). In other words, we shall stay clear of actions that blur the boundary
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because they are illegal operations in this framework, i.e., they go against the
most fundamental assumptions that make up the framework.
In contrast, the performative framework sees separations as performed
rather than inherent in the world. Different actions achieve different separa-
tions, i.e., we can separate the social and the technical in different ways. The
gap(s) between the two depend on the concrete actions that continuously enact
the separations. Hence the gaps are always in flux: while some may disappear,
others necessarily appear. In this framework, the gaps are the effect of sepa-
rations. Seeing them as such suggests performing different separations so that
they may be transformed. Crucially, then, gaps appear as generative within the
agential realist framework.
Summary of the key points:
• The two issues I started with (the problem of representation and the socio-
technical gap) are entangled within an implicit metaphysical framework.
To approach these issues differently, we need a different framework. I
draw on one such alternative framework, Barad’s agential realism.
• The two issues flip together: Changing our approach to one of the issues
(e.g., letting go of representationalism) must be accompanied by a change
in framework, which necessarily entails a different take on the other issue
(e.g., the gap).
• In the performative framework:
– Representations shape and describe
– Gap depends on specific separations; it is always in flux and genera-
tive.
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6.1 Limitations
In this dissertation, I have shown that taking a fundamentally different meta-
physical position can be fruitful for HCI practice. Necessarily, this research has
a number of limitations. Here, I take a moment to reflect on them and on how I
might have done things differently. First, as the research makes clear, adopting
a different metaphysical position requires a major overhaul at the conceptual
level and reworking every aspect of HCI within this new position. Such rework-
ings happen gradually. Consequently, in some stages of the work presented
here it was hard to grasp what in the new framework is important and how
HCI practices should morph. The work presented here and the writing reflect
these challenges. For example, designing and building Freaky went on in par-
allel with figuring things out conceptually. In its current version, the part in
chapter 5 on Freaky’s technical construction does not do justice to the sinuous,
trial and error based process from which Freaky emerged. As a result, intri-
cate performances (including mine) disappear from view. These are important,
indeed constitutive, in the performative framework I adopted here. In the clas-
sical framework, however, focusing primarily on what worked (the end result)
to the detriment of all the other less fruitful paths is the modus operandi (re-
call from chapter 4 that one of the consequences of the classical framework for
technical practice is that the craft work integral to this kind of work disappears
from view). Writing myself out of parts of the thesis attests just how difficult it
is to leave behind the traditional metaphysical framework. Were I to go through
the process again I would keep track on my positions throughout, the choices I
made, the exclusions I enacted. Put it differently, I would include myself more
in the accounts presented here.
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Undoubtedly, there are other remains of the old framework in this disserta-
tion. I trust they will surface in time, in my or others’ future work.
6.2 A Critical Technical Practice
In chapter 4 I began telling you that this project, working out the implications of
Barad’s agential realism for HCI, is a critical technical practice. I conclude this
dissertation by succinctly considering how the work presented here builds on
and extends Agre’s critical technical practice (CTP).
Agre argues for the necessity of CTP so that “rigorous reflection upon tech-
nical ideas becomes an integral part of day-to-day technical work itself” (Agre,
1997). He posits that every technical field is founded upon a base of commonly
accepted theories or systems of thought. These theories embody particular cul-
tural assumptions, which usually go undetected by the field’s practitioners.
By uncovering and altering those assumptions, technical impasses can be ac-
counted for and perhaps solved. Barad’s framework resonates with this in that
it reworks foundational assumptions, such as metaphysical ones. In this thesis,
I have traced the implications of such assumptions in HCI practice (focusing
specifically on the socio technical gap and the problem of representation) and
worked out how we might do HCI differently by working out on the ground
the implications of a new set of assumptions.
While metaphysical matters (e.g., ontology) clearly inform Agre’s work (i.e.,
in his writings he implicitly positions his work within what appears to be a
relational metaphysics), he does not tackle such matters explicitly. From this
perspective, Barad’s framework makes possible extending what we mean by
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and how we do CTP.
Importantly, one such extension has to do with the space of possibilities,
moving forward, reconfiguring the world, including getting unstuck, i.e., over-
coming recurrent difficulties. To make this difference clear, a bit more detail on
Agre’s work is needed. In his model of technical practice, Agre understands
the theories and practices of a field to be structured by generative metaphors:
metaphors which allow the field to extend its discourse by explaining its prac-
tices. Generative metaphors rely on a hierarchical opposition: a classification of
elements into two categories: one that is central and is considered well-behaved
(e.g., supporting a theory) and the other peripheral and ill-behaved (not con-
forming to the considered theory). Agre calls these categories center and mar-
gin. Theories often highlight the centers and hide the margins in footnotes,
exceptions, or assumptions. To move a technical field forward, Agre’s model
produces a new generative metaphor by reversing the roles of center and mar-
gin.
While offering first steps towards repositioning technical practices, Agre’s
model may appear to view the world in a static way. What happens when the
new metaphor runs its course? Would a further reversal bring back the old
metaphor? A technical practice founded on Barad’s agential realism approaches
the space of possibilities as open ended and continuously in flux, thus account-
ing for the ongoing dynamism of the world. This dynamism is fundamental to
her metaphysics, one that sees the world continuously and iteratively remade
through practices of engagement. Crucially, agential realism puts forward a dy-
namic way of approaching the space of possibilities: “possibilities do not sit
still. [] Possibilities aren’t narrowed in their realization; new possibilities open
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up as others that might have been possible are now excluded: possibilities are
reconfigured and reconfiguring. There is a vitality to intra-activity, a liveliness,
not in the sense of a new form of vitalism, but rather in terms of a new sense
of aliveness. The world’s effervescence, its exuberant creativeness can never be
contained or suspended. Agency never ends; it can never “run out.”” (Barad,
2007, p. 234-5)
6.3 Looking Ahead
In my future work, I intend to further develop an agential realist position in
HCI. This will necessarily entail understanding further how important separa-
tions and fusions may be achieved, including but not limited to the ones be-
tween users and systems. Related to this point, I wish to return to the central
concept of agency and working out in detail through technical and design case
studies what it might mean for HCI to approach agency as an inexhaustible
force (not unlike gravity), rather than an attribute inherent in entities. Finally, I
would like to continue investigating how to include ourselves, the researchers,
and our situated (e.g., analytical) positions more in the knowledge we help ar-
ticulate.
In line with this last point, perhaps the most important contribution of my
PhD research is to offer a detailed explanation and demonstrations of how, in
HCI, our implicit views of the world guide in important ways our actions and,
in turn, these help shape the world itself. This generates a dynamic through
which what we put out there comes back to us, as it were. This insight is closely
linked to another: it is possible to see and thus do the world differently, al-
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beit difficult at first. For me, the research presented in this dissertation brought
about a new sense of freedom and, at the same time, responsibility. I came to
understand that, on the one hand, we are no longer bounded by constraints we
once believed to be immutable and thus we may create alternatives outside of
them; on the other, we are now even more accountable for the knowledge, the
systems, the experiences, and the user practices we help create. I end hoping
the accounts I presented here will be useful to the HCI community and will fur-
ther enable it to participate in the world in creative, responsive, and responsible
ways.
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APPENDIX A
SVM PARAMETER TESTING
The parameters of SVMlight tested included -c, -j, t and T: c is the trade-off be-
tween training error and the size of margin; j is the cost factor by which training
errors on positive examples outweigh errors on negative examples; t is the type
of kernel function used; and, T is the window size.
A.1 Kernel Type
The predictions from the 40 models (10 bagged train sets times four participants)
were averaged. The results are summarized in the following table. The baseline
accuracy was 68.5%.
kernel type Accuracy Precision Recall
linear 82.3% 74.8% 65.7%
polynomial 88.4% 82.4% 79.4%
radial basis 89.2% 82.2% 82.8%
sigmoid 63.0% 41.5% 39.8%
Table A.1: Summary of results for kernel type parameter testing.
The radial basis kernel turned out the highest percentages. The polynomial
kernel had slightly higher precision rate, but the radial basis kernel outper-
formed the polynomial kernel in both accuracy and recall.
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A.2 Time Window Size
We trained using the radial basis kernel. The predictions from 10 models from
the 10 bagged train sets were averaged. The baseline accuracy was 77.2%. The
results are summarized below:
T Accuracy Precision Recall
20 88.9% 72.3% 83.3%
100 89.7% 75.6% 81.2%
200 90.4% 78.1% 80.7%
1000 88.2% 77.7% 68.4%
Table A.2: Summary of results for window size parameter testing.
The window size of 200 worked the best; it had the best accuracy and preci-
sion rate. The recall rate dropped as time window size increased.
A.3 Trade-Off C
We used T = 200 and trained using the radial basis kernel. Due to time con-
straints, only three models were trained for each participant, so the result is an
average of 12 different models in total. The baseline accuracy was 68.5%.
The C value of 0.5 produced the best accuracy and precision rate, but the
recall rate was too low. The recall rate increased as C value increased, until it
got as large as 1000. Ignoring C = 0.5, the C = 500 resulted in the best accuracy,
precision, and recall rates. Thus, we used C = 500 for the following experiments.
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C Accuracy Precision Recall
0.5 93.1% 91.3% 77.5%
1 88.5% 82.0% 80.5%
5 90.6% 84.8% 84.0%
10 91.3% 85.7% 85.5%
20 91.6% 85.7% 85.5%
30 91.9% 86.8% 86.4%
40 92.1% 87.2% 86.9%
100 92.4% 87.8% 87.5%
500 92.5% 87.9% 87.6%
1000 92.3% 87.5% 87.2%
Table A.3: Summary of results for trade-off parameter testing.
A.4 Cost Factor J
The training sets used for this parameter testing were the same as in step 3, i.e.
average of 12 different models in total, with T = 100 trained using the radial
basis kernel. The trade off parameter c was set to 500. The baseline accuracy
was 68.5%.
J Accuracy Precision Recall
0.5 92.2% 88.6% 85.5%
1 92.5% 87.9% 87.6%
1.5 92.4% 87.3% 87.9%
2 92.3% 87.0% 88.3%
Table A.4: Summary of results for cost factor parameter testing.
As j increased, there was a trade-off between precision and recall. The accu-
racy was maximized at j = 1 (the default value for j). Therefore, we chose j = 1
as the best cost factor value.
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